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GRINDER TESTING AT NETZSCH LABORATORIES
_ _ ETZSCH INCORPORATED







Attached please find the test data for grinding the Pittsburgh #
8 and upper freeport coals.
Should you have any further questions please do not hesitate
contacting either our sales representative, Maroon Chemical,
(216) 333-0020, or our office.
Best regards,
Harry Way
Manager, Customer Service Laboratory
CC: Mr. Mark Reichard
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119 PICKERING WAY, EXTON, PA 19341-1393 • (215) 363-8010 • TELEX: 173237 • EASYLINK: 62775745
LABORATORY TEST DATA SHEET
I Date of test: 01/05/90 Test Number: 2/2528/90 I
I Company Name Babcock & Wilcox I
I Present From Customer I
I Present from Netzsch Brad Titus, Harry Way I
I Product Coal, Illinois _ 6, Upper Freeport I
I # 6 1 # 6 I UF I UF I
PASS / VARIATION 11/1 Jl/2 [1/3 11/4 [
Pigment Solids (%) [ 20.0 I 5.0 20.0 5.0 i
Dispersant (% by weight of coal) ] 1.0j 1.0 1.0 1.0 [
Solvent (%) I 80.01 95.0 80.0 95.0 J
Inlet Product Viscosity (cp) J [ J
Inlet Product Temp. (C) J 22.0f 22.0 22.0 22.0 i
Mill Type JLME 4JLME 4 LME 4 LME 4 [
Motor Power (Hp) ] 5.0J 5.0 5.0 5.0 l
Max. Amperage at 480 Volts J 7.6J 7.6 76.0 7.6 J
Pump Type JNES201NES20 NES20 NES20 J
Media Type Steel SteelJSteel Steel[
I.i x I.i xll.l x i.i xl
Media Size (mm) i.I 1.101 i.I0 1.101
I I
Media Charge (%) 90 90 l 90 90 i
I I
Cooling Water Inlet Temp. (C) 8.0 8.01 8.0 8.0[
i I I I
Cooling Water Outlet Temp. (C) J J [ l
I I
Cooling Water Flow Rate Ii/miD) I 20.0 20.01 20.0 20.0J
I I
.....Agitator Speed (rpm] 1890 1989 L 1832 18431
I i I
Production Rate (I/ro_in) 1 ii 1 iI [
I I
Residence Time (min) 1.91 1.911 1.91J 1.911
I I
Product Outlet Viscosity (CD) I I
I I
Product Outlet Temp. (C) 27.0 27.01 27.0 27.0]
I I
Chamber Pressure (bar) 0.00 0.001 0.00 0.00J
I I I
Current Consumption (a_mp_sJ 7.90 7.50] 7.50 6.501 _ [
Fineness Microns, 90 % < 17.73 23.1110.21 13.64 I I
Obtained MV _[ Mean Volume Dia.) 8.83 12.08J 4.83 6.311 I
I I I
Sample Identification 1 2J 3 41 1
Working Volume Calculations Remarks
'LME 4 at 90 % :
(4.15 Liters * 0.9 * 0.4) + (4.15 * 0.i) = 1.91 Liters
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LABORATORY TEST DATA SHEET
[ Date of test: 11/17/89 Test Number: _/2521/89 I
I Company Name Babcock and Wilcox I
I Present From Customer I
I Present from Netzsch Brad Titus. Harry Way t
I Product Coal water slurrya Pi_:tsburgh # 8 I
I I t I I I
PASS / VARIATION il/l II/2 ii/3 J j j
Pigment Solids (%) J 20.01 20.0J r0,01 J I
Dispersant (%) I 1.0J :[,0J 5.01 ] I
Solvent (%) i 79.01 79,01 79,01 J J
Inlet Product Viscosity (cp) J J I J I I
Inlet Product Temp. (C) I 20.0] 20.0J 20.01 I J
Mill Type JLME 4]LME 4 JLME 41 l J
Motor Power (Hp) I 5.0] 5.01 5.01 I I
Max. Amperage at 480 Volts J 7.6J 7.6J 7.61 I I
Pump Type INES20 INES20 iNES201 I J
Media Type jSteel JSteel iSteelJ J I
Ii.i xll.l xll.l x I i
Media Size (mm) i I.iI i.i01 I.I0 I I
J I I I I
Media Charge (%) I 90 J 90 J 90 I i
I I I I
Cooling Water Inlet Temp. (C) [ I I J
I I I I I
Cooling Water Outlet Temp. (C) J J J J I
i I I I
Cool ing Water Flow Rate (1/min) I 30.0J 30.0J 30.0 I J
i I i i I
Agitator Speed (rpm) J 21_0] 2163J _163 J J
I i I I I i
Production Rate (i/min) I lJ 0,5J 0.25J i I
i I I I I
Residence Time (min] J 1.91.1 3.821 7.641 J i
I i I I
Product Outlet Viscosity (cp) I t J I i
I I I I
Product Outlet Temp. (C) I 34.01 4.2.0 45.0 J J
I I I I I
Chamber Pressure (.bar) J 0.00J 6.001 O,00 I J
; i I I i I
Current Consumption (amps) I 7.00[ 6.701 6.301 [ J
Fineness Microns, 90 % < I12.31ili.19110.66[ I I
Obtained MV (Mean Volume Dia.) J 5.65J 5.4_J 5.1_[ I J
I i I I i I
Sample Identification I I/I J 1/2 J I/_ J I I
Working Volume Calculations Remarks
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LABORATORY TEST DATA SHEET
I Date of test: 10/20/89 Test Number: 2/2515/89 I
I Company Nar_ Babcock & Wilcox I
I....Present From Customer Randy Sarkis I
I Present from Netz_¢h Ha_ry Way I
I PrqCuct Coal Water slurry, upper freeport, cleaned I
I I I I I I I I
I PASS / VARIATION I1/1 11/2 11/3 11/4 I I I
I Plqment Solids (%) ! 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 I I
I 1 I I I I ! I
I Solvent {%) I Qq,ql QO.QI 8o.01 8o.01 J I
I Inlet P_odqct Viscosity (_p) 1 I 1 1 I I I
I Inlet Product Temp. (C) I I I 1 i I I
I Mi 11 TYD_ lLME 41 LME 41LME 41LME 41 I I
I Motor Power (Hp) J _,01 _,Ol 5.01 5.01 I I
I Max. Amperag_ at 480 Volts ..... J 7,$I 7,61 7.61 7.61 I I
I Pump Type INES201NES20 INESI01NES201 J I
I .....Med_ Type ISteellSteellSteellSteell J I
I I I I I I I
! Medi_ Siz_ (mm) I 21 2.001 2.001 2.00 I I
I I I I I I I I
I Media Cha_ge (%) J _0 J _0 I _0 1 80 I l I
I I I I I I I
I Cooling Water _nlet Temp. (C) I 9.01 7.01 7.01 7.01 I I
I I I I I I
I Cooling Wal;er Out;_et Temp. (C) I 12.01 10,QI i0.01 i0,01 I
I I I I I I
I Cooling Water Flow l_te [_/min) I 12,Ol 12.01 12.01 12.01 , J
I I I I I I
I. Aqital;or Spe_1 (rpm) I 22001 22001 22001 22001 I
I I I I I I
I Production Rate (I/mln) I ii 0.561 0.261 2.11 I
I I I I I I
I Residence Time [rain) I 2.161 3.901 8.301 1.001 I
I I I I I I
I pro_]qct Out_et V_coslty (CD) l 1 I I J
I I I I I I I
I Product Outlet T_mp, (¢) J _3.01 23.01 24.01 24.01 I
I I I I I I I
I. Chamber P_essuTe (bar) I 0,_01 Q.001 0.001 0.201 I
! I I I I I I
I Current CoDsumption (amps) l 6.501 6,001 5,70J 6.001 l
I Fineness Microns, 90 • < 123.23120.821 17.4126.851 I
I Obta_r]ed NV (Mean Volume Dia.) IIO,7QI _,._31 7.91112.341 I
I I I I I I I
I Sample I_ntification I ii 21 31 41 I
I WorkIDg Volume Calculations Remarks
ILME 4 at 80 • ball charge :






LABORATORY TEST DATA SHEET
I Date of test;. 10120/89 Test Number: 212515/89 i
I Company Nam_ Babcock &...W_,Icox , I
I Present From ¢_s_omer Randy Sarkis I
I Present from Netzsch Harry Way !
I Product Coal/water slurry, Pittsburgh # 8-i00 mesh I
I I I I I I I I
I PASS./ VARIATION Ii/8 11/9 Ii/i0 I I I , , I
I Plqment Solids (%) I 20.01 20,01 20.01 I I I
I 1 I I A I t I
I Solvepl; (%) iii I 80.01 80,01 80,01 I I I
I InZet Product V_s.coslty (cp) I I I I I I I
I Inlet Product T_mp, (C) I I I I I I I
I Mill Type ILME 41LME 41LME 41 J J I
I i Mot 0;. Power (Hp) l 5 • O l .... 5 , 0 I 5 • 0 I I I I
I Max. Amperage at 480 Volts J 7,6J 7,6J 7.$I l I I
I Pump Tvp_ INES_0J.NES201NES20 J I . I l
I Media Type [Steel ISteel ISteel J I I I
I I I I I I I I
I Media Size (mm). l 21 2.001 2.001 I I I
I I I I I I I i
I0 Media Char0e (%) I 80 I 80 I 80 I J I I
I ! I I I I I I
I Coollnq Water. Inlet. Temp. (C) I 7.01 7.01 7.0l l I I
I I I I I I I I
I. ¢oo_Ina .Water Outlet Temp. (c) I i0.01 I0.01 i0.01 I l I
I I I I I I I I
I Cooll.pg Wal;er F_ow R_.te (i/min) I 12.01 12.01 12.0J I l I
I I I I I I I I
I Agitator SDeDd (rpm) I 22001 22001 22001 I I I
I I I I I I I I
I production Rate (I/min) ! li 0,51 0.251 ! I I
I I I I I I I I
I Residence Time .[mln).. 1 2._61.. 4,30J 8.601 I I l
I I I I I I I I
I_ Product Outlet Vis¢os.l.ty_ (cp) I l J I I I I
I I I I I I I I
I Product Outlet Tempt (_} I 22,0[ 25.01 25.01 1 I I
I I I I I I I I
I Chamber Pressure (bar) ! 0._01 0,001 0.001 ......J I I
I I I I I I I I
I Current Consumption (amps) 1,6,001 5,901 5.801 1 I I
I Fineness Microns, 90 % < 124.17120.21118.651 I I I
I Obtained MV (mean volume dia.) Ill.24l 9._11 8.89l ! I I
I I I I I I I t
I Sample Identification, I .81 91 .101 I I I
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The purpose of this document is to define the testing to be
performed on field collected coal slurry samples by ICP-AES
(Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy). A
total of 20 samples (8 from an Upper Freeport coal and 12 from
an Oklahoma coal) are to be analyzed in triplicate for the
elements S, Si, AI, Fe, Ca, AND Mg.
For each of the two coal slurry types (Upper Freeport and
Oklahoma), a container of slurry labeled "calibration" has
been prepared. These calibration slurries may be used to get
the system "tuned" (note that the volume of the field collect-
ed slurries is relatively small and cannot be used to "tune"
the system). The calibration slurries were made from the
slurry collected from the drain from the second sampling stage
during the field testing.
2. Equipment
a B&W ICP-AES. Model Applied Research Laboratories 35000 C ICP
consisting of RF-generator, "torch box", Argon supply, Argon
purged spectrometer, DEC PDPII/03L microprocessor, and DEC-
writer printer.
b Nebulizer/Spray Chamber.
ARL MDSN (see figure I)





Cole Parmer Type CT21-18 motor
Cole Parmer Model 4651 controller/mixer
e Tygon Tubing.
Gilson 0.8 cc/m (red tabs)
f Impellers.
3 blade 1.25" dia. (for stirring 500 ml container)




g Spring loaded laboratory pinch valves.
h Stopwatch
i Graduated Cylinder (0 - i0 cc)
3. Test Procedure
3.1 Prepare Standards
Primary standards shall be prepared for the purpose of cali-
brating the ICP. The primary standards should contain each
element to be investigated in concentrations exceeding the
maximum concentration expected in the coal slurries. Second-
ary standards shall also be prepared for the purpose of
checking the calibration accuracy periodically during test-
ing. The secondary standards shall contain lower concentra-
tions (e.g. approximating the average of the cuncentration
expected in the coal slurries) of each element than the
primary standards. Since two different coal slurry types
will be tested (an Upper Freeport and an Oklahoma
bituminous), it is desirable to prepare two sets of stand-
ards:
Element I U.F.-Standard (PPM) I Okla-Standard (PPM) IPrimary I Secondary Prim ry I Secondary
S 50 20 i00 50
Si 50 20 200 i00
A1 50 20 i00 50
Fe 50 20 i00 50
Ca i0 5 50 20
Mg 5 2 i0 5
Bi5
3.2 Set-Up Equipment
Set up the equipment as depicted in figure I. The following
parameters are suggested based upon prior testing:
Qanal = 2 - 4 ml/min
QAr = as low as practical (approx. 0.3 I/min)
RF-Power 1.25 kW
Mixer - 200 RPM (max speed in low gear)
- angled slightly at approx 2/3 depth of fluid height
Sample Tube - to a depth of 1/2 fluid height
3.3 Shake-Down Testing.
Using a stop watch, a graduated cylinder and a beaker of
water, set the peristaltic pump to pump at approx. 3 ml/min.
Since the quantity of field collected samples is limited,
precaution must be taken to "tune" the system prior to con-
suming the samples. Two liter containers of "calibration"
slurry has been provided for that purpose. The calibration
slurries, FGU (Upper Freeport) and CGO (Oklahoma), contain 44
PPM S and 53 PPM S respectively based upon analyses done at
B&W using a LECO analyzer. These concentrations include
sulfur in suspended coal as well sulfur in solution (i.e.
background). The ICP shall be calibrated using primary
standards and the calibration samples analyzed. The ICP
parameters defined in section 3.2 may be adjusted to provide
better accuracy and repeatability.
With the parameters selected, the calibration slurries shall
be analyzed in triplicate for S.
At the conclusion of the shakedown testing the peristaltic
pump rate shall be checked and recorded. Small changes in
the rate at which the pump operates is expected due to wear
of the tygon tubing. Changes of as much as i0 % can be
tolerated. If the rate changes by more than i0 %, the tygon
tubing on the pump head shall be replaced.
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3.4 Analysis of FGU Sample Slurries
3.4.1 ICP Calibration
Using a _top watch, a graduated cylinder and a beaker of
water, set the peristaltic pump to pump at approx. 3
ml/min.
The ICP shall be calibrated using the appropriate primary
standards. The results of the calibration shall be record-
ed on data sheet A. Be sure to not the value of QAr since
this is a critical parameter.
3.4.2 Analysis of Samples
Each of the FGU samples shall be analyzed for the six
elements (S, Si, Al, Fe, Ca, Mg) in triplicate. After the
third trial, the secondary standard shall be analyzed. The
results of the slurry analysis and the secondary standards
shall be recorded on data sheet B (use a separate data
sheet for each slurry sample.
Record the value of QAr and Reflected Power regularly. If
the value of QAr or Re_l. Power change, it may be necessary
to clean the nebulizer and spray chamber and recalibrate
the system.
At the conclusion of the sample analysis, the peristaltic
pump rate shall be checked and recorded.
At the conclusion of the slurry analysis, the slurry shall
be allowed to settle and a small amount of water poured
through a .45 micron filter into a clean sample container.
This water shall be analyzed in duplicate for the same
elements using standard ICP apparatus rather than the MDSN
nebulizer. The concentrations of elements in the water
shall be recorded and labeled "background".
3.5 Analysis of CGO Sample Slurries
The procedure described above for the 8 FGU samples shall be
repeated for the 12 CGO slurries.
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3.6 Analysis of Well Water and Clarified Water.
The sample slurries that were collected at the field site
were created by adding clarified water at the CQ facility to
dry coal. In adlition, the B&W sampling system diluted the
slurry further with well water from the site (in order to
ensure a slurry concentration of less than 3 % solids).
Although the water from each slurry sample is analyzed for
background concentrations, it is of interest to determine the
concentration of elements in the push water and well water
for reference. Two samples of the well water and two samples
of the clarified water have been provided for analysis.
These samples should be analyzed for the six relevant ele-
ments either using the set-up prepared for slurry analysis or
by the normal ICP procedures (i.e. without peristaltic pump
and MDSN nebulizer).
4.0 T_st Matrix
Table 1 lists the 8 FGU slurry samples and the 12 CGO slurry
samples to be analyzed. The estimated concentration of the
elements in each of the slurries, ignoring the background
concentrations in the water, is also presented. The esti-
mates are based upon the tests run at the Homer City Coal Lab
on the individual samples for sulfur and the reference sample
(average for all samples) for the other elements. It is
noted that the Homer City Coal Lab filters the slurry prior
to analysis and therefore reports the elemental concentration
in the suspended solids only. For certain of the elements,
the background concentrations in the water may significantly




The two data sheets which follow were prepared for the con-
venience of the ICP operator.
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE : PAGE # :
TIME :
Ar-FLOW RATE (i/min) :
ICP POWER LEVEL:
PRIMARY STANDARDS :








DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' PAGE #'
SAMPLE #' , % SOLIDS"
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/J SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. JREFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. JTRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM J POWER
J J (i/min) (ml/min)
I I
I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... .. ....
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... -----
I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 - .....
I
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... . .....
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 " ---
o ....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......







Mg STANDAR ...... _.....
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APPENDIX C
ALGORITHM FOR CONVERTING ICP-ELEMENT ANALYSIS TO % ASH
APPENDIX C
ALGORITHM FOR CONVERTING ICP-ELEMENT ANALYSIS TO % ASH
t"_ !
_laor_thm __Q__Converting ICP-Element Analysis to % Ash
Since the ICP is capable of measuring the element concentra-
tion in the coal, it is necessary to employ an algorithm to
convert the elemental concentrations to % Ash (and thus to be
able to compare to the % Ash determined by the Homer City
Coal Lab in samples SC4' of test nos. 3 & 4). B&W has inves-
tigated the algorithm developed by SRI for the CONAC system
under contract to EPRI (see reference 16, page 5-15):
WASH = 2.139Wsi + 1.889WAI + 1.430WFe + 1.399WCa
+ 1.348WN a + 1.205W K + 1.668WTi + WMg 0 +Wso 3 i]
where: W = % weight of dry coal or, in the case of the
oxides, % weight of dry ash.
The constants in equation [I] are the inverse of the gravi-
metric factors with the exception of the oxide terms MgO and
SO3. The appearance of these two oxide forms causes two
computational complications. The first complication is that,
of the sulfur measured in the dry coal, only a small portion
stays in the ash. Therefore the ICP sulfur measurement, as a
% of the dry coal, alone is not sufficient to determine Wso 3.
The amount of SO3 retained in the ash (as determined by ASTM
D-3174) has been found to be related to the amount of calcium
in (or alkalinity of) the ash3, 4 For lignite, relationships
between the sulfur and calcium in the coal are sometimes used
to estimate WS03. For bituminous and subbituminous coals,
the amount of sulfur in the ash is, however, negligible and
may be ignored when computing the % ash in coal.
The second complication is the need to know the value of Was h
prior to computing WMgO, where the following equation relates
the MgO content of the ash to the measured Mg in the coal:
WMgO = (I00 WMg )/(Was h SF) [2]
where: WMg O = % weight of MgO in ash
WMg = % weight of Mg in coal
Was h = % weight of ash in coal
GF = Gravimetric Factor
= (Mol.Wt. of Mg)/(Mol.Wt. of MgO)
For coals in which MgO is a small portion of the total ash,
Was h used in the above equation may be approximated by Was h
calculated using all elements other than Mg. If more accura-
cy is desired, the calculation may be repeated a second time
with the recalculated value of Was h .
This particular algorithm, eqn. [i] was applied to the three
coals tested in the screening test phase of the current
contract. The algorithm was used twice - once using all
terms except WSO 3 and the second using only the first three
terms (i.e. Wsi, WAI, and WFe ) .
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I_
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It
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AVSII_ PiE'l_tll_lHio _._ _. .. ,....--_ (1" i I, l"i III a', t i _ |_'I", ate,I
i • .
At'Tilt PRg'PRIPARATiONi _-__._ .... L ,(_i N I+ l' _ Lll ni oAe,l'
i
TYPICAL AHALYSl$
AnalytLcll Services Department OKLAHO/_A _/_TA SHEET
Mine or Prospeot8 ROOER| COUNT_ NO. 2 Seu: S£QUOYAM ('c_e.dT_t'_)
_eSlsl RAW Stllt0: OK_aAHOHA"
Da_e: 08/01/88 Preperer' W. _, KH]_ Approver, J. H. ADD_NOTON
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS (AS RECEI%_D) (DRY) I ASH F_JBION
Hols=u:'e II. S I Reduoi_S A_mot,p_ere
As6 12.6 ]4.0 I lnl_el Deformation Te_p, F 2160
Volatile Matter 28.7 32.4 I $oftenln| T,,mp, F(H_) 2200
Fixed Carbon _?..q_ 53.6 I }(6mispherLc_l Temp, F(H=I/2 W) 2215
9_1_ 1_',_: 1257g I Fluid Temp, F 2255
Sulfur 0.S_ 0.60 I 0xld_zlns A_sc,_phere
HAT _TU 14662 I lnLtill Detormltlon Temp, IP 2180
_._.. $02 / H BT_ 0,9 l $ofCeni_ Tetnp, .F(H'_) 2200
I Xemiepherlc¢l Temp, F(R=I/2 W) _215
I Pluld Tempe F 2290
_LT_MAT[ ANALY8_| (DRY _ASIS) I "
Csrb_n _1,4 I
}_ydrolen &,6 l A_ALY8]8 OF ASH (IONITED |A8_$)
Hitrogen 1,5 I Pholphoroue Penl;oxide (P205) 0.2
Chlo:_ne 0,15 [ _llic_ (6102) 38.1
8ul/'ur 0.60 I Ferric Oxlde (7e20_) 8.2
fsh 14,0 1 Alum_nl (A1205) 14.9
Oxygen 7,15 I TL_ani, (TL02) 0.
1 Lime . 1
l .HaInt._I (Hl0) 1.SULFUR FOR_S (DRY I_AB:_S) Sulfur Trioxide (S_3) 8,0
Pyrlttc Sulfur 0.15 I .Pete.slum Oxide (K20) 2.14
Sulfate Sulfur 0.02 J Sodium Oxide (NI20) 0.5S
OrsanLc Sulfur 0.43 J Strontt_ Oxtdt (|rO) 0.03
l _lrit,m 0xid0 (|e0) 0.04
l
Manic'illS Dioxide (02) 0.34
WAT_ SOLUI|L,£ALKALIES (DRY I_AS;I_) I
SodCu: Oxide (Na20) 0.010 J
P,'¢lssium Oxide (K20) 0.004 J ALKALIES AS Ns20 0.27
I
I
eQUIL!_PtUH HOISW_ e. S I aA_E/ACID RATIO 0,70
I
I
FRZ£ $VELLING INDEX 3.5 I tlZ[,tCk VALUS $2.12
I
]IA_DOROV£GRIN/)AI_LITY|NDEX 62 I,SL_O VISCOSITY T250 _I10
I
I
' ' 1. .
' ' _ l, " __--
: All" analysel sre-lUbj, ct" tO r_v'_iLon d_eJ_o-_dd_tional :¢'or_n&, conditions 'pocL f_e_
in the coal lUpp]_ agreement, actual operlti_s ocmdi¢ionl at time Of _,£nln&, type :.f
preparation i_ time of mining, or federal and state re&uletionm. Anltyl¢. intended
for Inforr_atlonal purpose_ only. .
- .
of : EXTRANEOUS. P_HAZNDEROF ANALYSIS _ASED ON CORECOHPOS_T£
"T_4_mq " _ • IAMDYt£
l-.i tlll,llg I tie • l• 11141 al_ _t li _14111t_
D- 3 TOT_I. F_._,3
APPENDIX E
HOMER CITY COAL LAB REPORTS
CQ Inc.
One Quality Center
P.O. Box 280 Phone 412,479,3503








Here is a complete set of laboratory analysis for your field test conducted at our facilit3, for testing
the sampling preparation and delive D, system for your low-cost ash and sulfur anal)'zer. These
analysis were performed by Homer City Coal Laboratory.
Enclosed is the sampling analysis for the following tests:
• Test No. FEED-NOGR-UF
Sample No. REFERENCE
Sample No. SQ3-1
• Test No. FEED-GR-UF
Sample No. REFERENCE
Sample No. SC4'-1 thru SC4'-8
• Test No. CONC-GR-OK
Sample No. REFERENCE
Sample No. SC4'- 1 thru SC4'- 12
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B&W CHEMISTRY LAB REPORTS
Babcock &Wilcox Research and Development Division
a McDermo[! companv A||iance, Ohio 44601 RC-I|Rev. 3-e41
i |1 ii _ iiii
1"o-I
M. L. MALITO - STRUCTURAL HECHANICS SECTION_ ARCi i ii i i i ii ii ii i iii
room
C. R. VOTAH- CHEMISTRY SECTION, ARC
i i ,.
Cust. File No.
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ACG-91-4554-05
S'ubJ.' ......... Date ' "
SULFUR & ASH ANALYZER COAL SLURRY ANALYSES AUGUST 28, 1990
i ii. ,,, i , , . , i
I Thls letter to cover one customer and one subject 0nly
Attached are the results for the analyses requested on the coal slurry
samples submitted on 8/16/90.
C. R. Votaw









ARC - Structural Mechanics
ACG-91-4554-05
August 28, 1990
Sample No. F-4545 F-4546
Description CGO-SQ3'-ID FGU-SQ3'-ID
Coal Slurry Coal Slurry
(-1% Solids, <40_ (-1% Solids, <40_
Particle Size, Particle Size,
Olkahoma, Bituminous) Upper Freeport)
Total Moisture, % 97.86 99.76
Total Solids, % 2.14 0.24
Total Sulfur, Dry, % S 1.85 8.82
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Babcock &Wilcox ,,.,.r<,,. _,_,,.,o,_,,,..,_ ,,','o-
a M,_Dermotr_o_a_v Alliance, Ohio 44601 RC.I|llhev.31-a4)
i
.ol
M. L. MALITO- STRUCTURAL MECHANICS SECTION, ARC
l-lqDm
C. R. VOTA_;- CHEMISTRY SECTION, ARC
Cust. File No.
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ACG-91-4554-05
!
SubJ, D_e
COAL SLURRY ANALYSIS SEPTEMBER 6, 1990
I Thls letter to cover one customer and one subject only
Attached are the results for the mlcrotrac particle size distribution for
the coal slurry submitted on 8/30/90. The solids content vas 2.17X on the as
received slurry.
C. R. Votav
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a MrDermo:t¢omD_ Alliance.Ohio 44601 RC-!(Rev.3.84)
To I
M. L. MALITO - STRUCTURAL MECHANICS SECTION, ARC
, i. .u .i i iii| ii
From
C. R. VOTA%/- CHEMISTRY SECTION, ARC
1|n ,,
Cu_. Flle No.
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ACG-91-4554-05
Subj. Date
COAL-VATER SLURRY ANALYSIS SEPTEMBER 14, 1990
i i ,,,,,
I This letter to cover one customer ancI one subject only
Listed below are the results for the analysis of the coal water slurry
sample submitted on 9/12/90.
Sample No. F-4564
Description Coal Water Slurry
CGO-SO3-1I
Total Solids, Z 2.14
Total Sulfur, _ S





f_ ";/ /• , _" / / ,'
Reviewed and Approved by z, /i -_;" c_- ' _ _.
" Grdup. Supe_ullsor
let





a McDerm_', company Alliance. Ohio 44601 RC-1 (Rev. 34
TO I .......
M. L. MALITO - STRUCTURAL MECHANICS SECTION, ARC|.i i i|i iif|ii i i
_m
R. F. DEVAULT- CHEMISTRY SECTION, ARC
i l
Cust. [ File No. -----'--
DOE/SULFUR & ASH ANALYZER PROJECT i ACG-91-4554-O5
-- |ii i iii i
Subj. Date
ANALYSIS - PARTICLE SIZE JANUARY 7, 1991
-- ii li
Reported on the attached sheets are the results of Hicrotrac R particle
size analysis on one (1) sample stlbmitted to the laboratory on
December 19, 1990.
R. F. DeVault
Revieved .nd Approved by _./_, j__///_/_g/
Group S_p_,Tssr / / --
let
Attachments
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F-17 SO-IISSI_-L6-DDV
_.(O_d aazXI_UV 4sV _ anJInSl_IO0
Babcock &Wilcox ,...._,..__,,,o_me,,o _,°o°
a McDermolt company Alliance, Ohio 44601 RC-IIRev.
To I " "'
M. L. MALITO- STRUCTURAL MECHANICS, ARC
_m ....
G. R. TAYLOR - CHEMISTRY SECTION, ARC
iiii ii iii




ANALYSES - COAL NATER SLURRIES JANUARY 15, 1991
, i ,,,
i Thlsletterto co_erc.-_ customerand _r._ Subjectonly
Attached are results obtained on two coal water slurry samples your
submitted.
#











Sample No. F-4630 F-4631
Description Coal Water Slurry Coal Water Slurry
CGO-SO3'-IA FGU-SQ3'-IG
Suspended Solids
Ash, Z 8.79 18.70
Total Sulfur, % S 0.55 0.82
Filtrate, (by ICP)
Silicon, ppm Si 1.4 2.3
Aluminum, ppm A1 1.6 1.8
Iron, ppm Fe <0.5 0.94
Calcium, ppm Ca 206 124
Magnesium, ppm Mg 41.9 29.6
Sulfur, ppm S 361 280
Comment: Suspended solids are the material remaining on a 0.45 _m filter.
The solids were dried at 225°F.
F-19
BabcockaWilcox o.,or,
McDermott company Alliance, Ohio 44601 RC-I(ltt,v.
io l ..........
M. L. MALITO - STRUCTURALMECXANICSSECTION, ARC
¢ i i ii i
_m
C. R. VOTAW- CHEMISTRYSECTION, ARC
iiiii i i




COAL WATERSLURRY ANALYSIS FEBRUARY7, 1991
* i i iii
Thiskmer to coverone customerand one subjectonly
Listed below are the results for the analysis of (2) two coal water
slurry samples submitted on 2/6/91.
Sample No. F-4658 F-4659
Description Coal Water Slurry Coal Water Slurry
FGU-SO3'-IE CGO-SO3'-IE
Suspended Solids, % 0.18 2.14
Total Sulfur, % S 0.67 0.50




Reviewed and Approved by "_.} _/_ 7" ;?/
"Group Z'u_/_ _i sor
let




Ba bcock &W IIcox _....._ _..,o._,.,o_,,o.
a MoDe:m,'):,' com,Da_ Alliance, OIMo 44601 IK-I |Rev. ).414l
i Ill I II I I
T,;I
M. L. HALITO - STRUCTURAL MECHANICS SECTION r ARC
From '
C. R. VOTA_J- CHEMISTRY SECTION, ARC
c... .... !"" No.......
D.O.E. ACG-91-4554-06
i i lm i|1
S.bJ. .me
COAL VATER SLURRY ANALYSIS FEBRUARY 28, 1991
ill i
g
Listed belov are the results for the analysis of the tvo coal rater
slurry samples submitted on 2/22191. The vhole sample received ras filtered
to get the suspended solids per your request.
Sample No. F-4666 F-4667
Description Coal Vater Slurry Coal Vater Slurry
CGO-SQ3'-IH FGU-SQ3'-IH
Suspended Solids, X 2.04 0.18
Total Sulfur, XS * 0.48 0.69
Ash, X * 8.64 18.82










DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CERTIFICATION NO. II-06]
CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
MICROBIOLOGICAL WATER ANALYSIS METHOD NO. PAGE REF. ]
TOTAL COLIFORM <908A> <872>
PRESUMPTIVE TEST (Lauryl Tryptose Broth)
24 hour incubation at 35 C positive tubes
5 tubes lO.Oml 0
48 hour incubation at 35 C
5 tubes ]O.Om] 0
CONFIRMATION TEST (Brilliant Green Bile)
24 hour incubation at 35 C positive tubes
tubes lO.Oml
48 hour incubation at 35 C
tubes lO.Om]
MPN INDEX <2.2 per lOOm]
These results indicate that the above sample is not contaminated as defined
by the SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT for a given sample. Any positive reaction ma3
constitute a contaminated sample for water systems monitoring supplies.
All method and page numbers make reference to /_
', STANDARD METHODS FOR THE EXAMINATION OF WATER
AND WASTEWATER sixteenth edition APPROVED BY
4
' MIT'TED AS THE CONFIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF CLIENTS, AND AU'TI_PTION FOR PUBLICATION- OF STATEMENTS, CONCLUSIONS OR EXTRACTS FROM OR REG'JkR_fI_G OUR REPORTS IS RE.
- v--.- _ SERVED PENDING OUR WRITTEN APPROVAL
=
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HOMER CITY, PA 15748
DATE RECEIVED: 5/27/88
DATE/HOUR SAMPLED: 5/26/88 SAMPLED BY :
DATE ANALYZED: 5/27/88 ANALYZED BY: D.SMITHMYER, L.GEORGE
SAMPLE ID: SAMPLE IB CISTERN
P.O. NO. 86001-157
CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
CHEMICAL WATER ANALYSIS METHOD PAGE REF.
NO. NO.
pH 6.70 <423> <402>
ALKALINITY to pH 4.5 48.00 mg/L CaC03 <403> <253>
TOTAL IRON Less than 0.15 mg/L <303> <147>
TOT. SUSPENDED SOLIDS (RESIDUE) N.D. mg/L <209D> <94>
HARDNESS 1087.00 mglL CaC03 <314B> <195>
,o..
AI) analyses are performed in accordance "'\
,
with STANDARD METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF /--.-- .




/'" AS A MUTUAL PROTECTION TO CLIENTS. THE PUBLIC AND OUl_rr_:_. ALL REPORTS ARE SUB
MITTED AS THE CONFIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF CLIENTS, ' _IDALTTHOII:_ATION FOR PUBLICATIOF;
OF STATEMENTS. CONCLUSIONS OR EXTRACTS FROf_ OR REGARDING OuR REPORTS IS RE





ICP ANALYSIS DATA SHEETS
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
/
DATE : /?- _ ""70 PAGE # :--_.--
TIME:
Ar-FLOW RATE (i/min) : _,_
ICP POWER LEVEL: /O_D _
PRIMARY STANDARDS :
ELEMENT WAVELENGTH INTENSITY CONCENTR.
S o
1:3_7,_I /_ _::3_25- 2oo PP_I_
si
2_2q,17 _/4".- 3"/_3_ Zgc_ (/_
A1
3_v_.o3/ z/o,g2 :co ::_
Fe




DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /2-_-@O PAGE #' 7-.
SAMPLE #. _.'_co_oA_ _?'_'_ , % SOLIDS' O
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP [CONCEN. REFLECTIQ-ARGON Q.ANALYT I
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS I PPM POWER I j
I J(i/min) (ml/min) I
. I I I
....................... I .......... I
I I
S _ TRIAL I ...... I ......
Era _ /oo z_3_i _$43
Si ._ TRIAL i ...... I ......
', /oo /_'r'8-%i q6,_
A1 _ TRIAL I ...... "'- . .....
,, _o zJ¢,o _/g.,5
Fe SAM4z}_ TRIAL i ......
" _o _'r_3_ _5,14 ......
Ca F_ TRIAL 1 ...... ......
" _o ../o_ol 3/,3Z
Mg S_Pt_ TRIAL i ...... ......
" _ zo //7/_._z/,3B I
S S_-E- TRIAL 2 ...... ......
,, _oo Zz6q_ qS,_
si sc_ee_ TRIAL2 ...... i ......
" /oo /?//q q?, qi
AI _ TRIAL 2 ......
" so I zq/q, ,,CL,,'/8II
Fe _ TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
" ,50 _Z_oZ? ,..<3.'K,i.
Ca _ TRIAL 2 ...... j ......
,, &o /o_z6 ,5o.%1
Mg _E TRIAL 2 ...... ......
,a 20 II II _.o.0 G
S S_mE TRIAL 3 ......
° ° " ''" I" /oo Zz_Z_ ql.7&"
Si _A_P4aE TRIAL 3 ....... ......
,, /oo ll,_'71q8g_l
Al _ TRIAL3 ......I ......
" _0 1 Z/q5 50,VO
Fe _ TRIAL 3 ...... ......
" _ 0 18o'-12 _6,6B
Ca Sg=Mgk£ TRIAL 3 ...... ......
,, _0 I0Z¢7 9q,3 1
Mg S_ TRIAL 3 ...... ......
" zm ID_ 19,oq
, S STANDAR ...... ......
S i STANDAR ...... I ......
" I /oo i/_,/f_ q_._o
A1 STANDAR ...... I ......
. '_ I _o 23 o(,, 63.(,&
Fe STANDAR ...... i I ......
. " I _o /82_b i _'_,,Zb
Ca STANDAR ...... I ! ......" I
Mg STANDAR ...... I ! -- ; ......" _ o Z.D , ,_0"_ /4 1"_., , , ,
I l __ I | O _, I,m | le,lo.,_
............. I .......... I ..........
I I
/" 9
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE" /z-3-qO PAGE #:
SAMPLE #._Cu-6Q_I-/C -I , % SOLIDS. (9,05
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTERS I PPM I POWER
I I (i/min) (ml/min)
S SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... I ......
/ 2 _'_ i .5e,o_ I
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ............
Ill.2" lO.SZ
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL I ............
qTO .S,7q I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ............
q.53 g lO,53
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL i ............
J3oZ zs'._.5
. . ° °..
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... WqS" 6,O8
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
IZ,,,S_ so.SB
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
19"/5 _'.?o..
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
_,aa3 /l,3_
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
53O(. 2q, qZ
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
q@ Z i 6.Z5
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
/,v/3s" 56,_)5
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
z?ol io, y,5
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
v55 J,3
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
z/7s5 /l,j/
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
l. q110 ez,c!
Mg SAMP/_E TRIAL 3 ............
z/q_ 6.oi
S STANDAR ............
,__ / oo 21Z30 E_.og
Si STANDAR ............
,, I0 0 1'TqSZ q_,v_ I
A1 STANDAR ...... I ......
" I ,50 I_ qzsH i
Fe STANDAR ...... I I ......
" I ..so /B_5 _1
- Ca STANDAR ...... I I
" I 50 /oq9_ I ,50,2@ Ii ......
Mg STANDAR ...... I I I ......" _1 20 /°_<5 , ICt,T&,_l
........ ' ..... i ..... ' ..... I ..... I ..... , , .
I __1 I
•-_ CALISI2A"I'tOIdJ ,Sam,_PI.E _r',4OdM ,n"/,,£&L_. do_.L(,.?..C?Lr-.'{ _ao(l,/
z
DOE SULFUR a ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /2 °_ "GO PAGE #" in/
SAMPLE #'_('C_O" 6_P31 "I_" / o _ SOLIDS" (9.Z8_
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ISAMPLE ISTAND. ICP ICONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGONIQ.ANALYT
STAND. [TRIAL #[ PPM INTENS [ PPM POWER I
I I I (i/min) I(ml/min)
I I I I
........ I .....I .................... I
I I. I
S SAMPLE ITRIAL II ...... I ......
.. I I ..I/Z385 _'_,6_ I
s_ SAMPLEITRIAL 1 ...... I ......
I 73¢3 ¥04¢ I
A1 SAMPLE ITRIAL I ...... . .....
_ I q9/ / _,3g
Fe SAMPLE ITRIAL I ...... ......
I _;iS /6,o'/ I
ca SAMPLEITRIAL 1 ...... . .....
I _o8_ z 8,S'/
MS SAMPLEITRIAL 1 ...... . .....
I 5Z"I 7,Z.S"
S SAMPLEITRIAL 2 ...... ......
I I 113271
, I/os[33.o
A1 SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ...... I ......
I q,/Z I 18,1o
Fe SAMPLEITRIAL 2 ......
- I 732q II_ /0,_o
Ca sAMPLEITRIAL 2 ...... I ......
I 3 7.%0I Z_,.,C'/
Mg SAMPLE [TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
I 6,6 i,d,e
s SAMPLEITRIAL3 ...... ......
I /232Z "/F,ST
Si SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... ......
AI SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... ......
I q_',5 /8.17
Fe SA/_IPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... ......
I C,3qq / s,3¢.
ca SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... . .....
I S"8 y¢ 1 27./S
Mg SAMPLE [TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I 5vi i _.s_/
s STANDARI...... I ......
# _ I 2z _qc] j_ q3 ,o_
si STANDA_I ...... I J ......
" I I / V_'-_l 83,
A1 STANDAR I ......
Fe STANDARI ......I I I I ......
" I I 117Yo_ l_q£,ZFl
Ca STANDARI ......I I I
" I I I /o 30 ::$I q¢.3 q I ......
MS ST,_DAR I ...... I I II ! I /to_- /9,_3 I ......I I I• " ' I I I
........ I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I .....
I I I I I
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE : //._'7.qo _ PAGE # :_ /
TIME: 6_
At-FLOW RATE (l/rain) : 0.
ICP POWER LEVEL: /_£o _v_
PRIMARY STANDARDS :
ELEMENT WAVELENGTH INTENSITY CONCENTR.
S
gE




' __ ' j#
w
Mg ,_7q_. S_ r: I£6 _2": c 5o,//,_.
(;-5
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' //.Z7._v PAGE #:
SAMPLE #" .___._,/_._V _, :.Cr,'_) _ SOLIDS:
TIME JELEM [SAMPLE/ISAMPLE STAND. [ ICP [CONGEN.IREFLECTIQ.ARGONIQ.ANALY T
[ [ STAND. [TRIAL # PPM I INTENS [ PPM [ POWER [ I
[ [ [ [ [ [ J(I/mln) J(ml/min)
t_l l I I l l l
I--- I .....I .......... I .....I .....I .....l l
l_l I l l l l l 9
I s I_ IT_ ......I I l l I ......
I sl ISAMP_ ITP.!._L1 ...... I I I I ......
I_I _r_-_, I _o I F7_7 I 1_',_'71 I
I AI IS_oE--t_q_L I ...... I I I I ......
I_I ¢_-'_. I. _ I _/J$' I _o.-<-< I I
I Fe IS_.PLE i."_:A'- I ...... I I I I ......
I_I _:_'. I ¢0 1 777_ I i_.5_ I I
I ca IS._P-'-EITP.L_.L1 ...... I I I I ......
I_I _'='-'_. I_ _ I /Y_'I I _/.¢/ I I
I MS IS._L--E--I-tI_I_L-1 ...... l I l I ......
I_I _'_ I '_ IS7'_7 1 ;'_/ I I
I s I_R-I-AL 2 ...... I I I I ......
_,,I_ I_1 _ I ,?_ I_"/_'_ I /_.'/,?' I_V,,_',_ff'l _.:_
I Si IS_-,_-E--t-r-_r_t-_ ...... I I
I_I :W_, I_ ,2_ I'_I/7 1 /_,f_ I I ......
I AI I r,_--c--__-n-2 ...... I I I I ......
I_I_I ;_o I ;,_/I I ,_.v_ I I
I Fe Is_,":_ iTR:-_:-2 ...... I I
I_I _,-=. I _,, I _'d5 1 IZ.'I?I
I
I
I Ca IS._PLE |TRIAL 2 ...... I I I I ......
I_I .<_. I _: I /,-Id'o I -,=._' I I
J Mg IS_.PLE ITRi--2 ...... I I I I ......I_I _,__ I _z . _/Y?_, /._" I I
-: , -,_,_--_ ...... I ! I I ......l S I_"PL: ,--,t_.
I si I_L 3 ...... I ! I I ......I_1 _o I '_ I _?d , 1¢._2 I I
I A1 I._.._P_ ITP.I,_._3 ...... I I I I ......
I_1 _r_. I _" I lll_ I ,_/.P_ I I
I Fe [_-h_P'_ [TP._-AL 3 ...... I I ! I ......I_____I _;'_' I "Z_; I _61__, /_._r,l, .I
I C_ IS_ :3 ...... I I I I ......
I_I S'_-_, I _ I I_JCF I "1.I"_ I I
I 3 ...... i ! I I ......I_I _rzp I ,,_ ,_'_/q, ? 6_ I I
I s ISTANDARI...... I ! I I ......
I si ISTANDA_I...... I I
I_1 I 2" I_/1 I _.y,_ I I ......
I AI ISTANDARI...... I I I I ......
I_1 I _'_ I 1;_ I _t,,_l I I
I Fe ISTANDARI...... I I I I ......
I_I I _'o I _¥,'f I ;;'g_" I I
I Ca ISTANDARI...... l l I l ......
I____I I .5 1 /3'¥_' I ¢._2- I I
I M& ISTANDARI ...... I I I I ......
I_l i _ JS_s¢TJ :,I_ J J
I--- I ..... I .......... I ..... I ..... I ..... I
I_1 I I I I. I
G-6
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' II._ "_"7'+;, PAGE #'__ _
SAMPLE .' _Gb- $CL4-I , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE ISTAND. ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECTIQ'ARGONIQ "ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL #I PPM INTENS I PPM I POWER I I
I I I I(I/min) I(ml/min)
I _ _I. I I_ I
.............. I .......... I ..... I .....I I
_ I I I_ I _
S SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ] I I ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I- I- ' I I- I ......
I-_/_'& I _t','_ I I I
A1 SAMPLETRIAL 1 ...... I I I I I ......
I__ I 1_.'_ I I I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL i -..... I I I I I ......
I l,;_77 _ I ._I._;-_1 I I
Ca SAMPLETRIAL 11 ...... I I I I I ......
' I I _6#_ I__//_6 1 I I
Ms SAMPLE TRIAL I I ...... I I I I I ......
' I I_I_I_ I !_./_I_I I I
s SAMPLETRIAL 21 ...... I I I I ......
I I I I I
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 211...... T,_'_t" Ik#__. 1,2 //,_,I/_,_ j II ......
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 21 ......- I / A/. I I ......
l _ __,_ _-f.. l l
Fe SAMPLETRIAL 21 ...... I I I I ......
I I I I I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 21 ...... I I I I ......
I I I I I
MS SAMPLE TRIAL 21 ...... I I I I ......
I I I I I I
s SAMPLETRIAL 31 ...... I I I I I ......
I I I I I I
Si SAMPLETRIAL 31 ...... I I I I I ......
I I I I I I
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 31 ......I I I I I ......
I I I I I I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I I I I .......
I I I i i
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I I I I ......
I I I I I
Mg SAMPLETRIAL 3 ...... I I I I I ......
I I. I I I I
STANDAR ...... I I I I I ......
_ I I I I I
si STAND;e ...... I I I I I ......
I I I I I
A1 STANDAR ...... I I I I I ......
I I I. I.... I
te STANDAR...... I I I I I ......
I I I I I
Ca STANDAR ...... I I I I I ......
I I I, I I
M_, STANDAR ..... I I I I I ......
' '' I_ I i i I. I. --,
............. I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I I









....................................._ I .S__.__h_, ...................................
........_ ...._ ....x-..........................................................................
........................... v" ........ _ ........ _'_ Jt.-" .........................................................
............................_ J_o,_?......................................"
...................... ___.__t_/>'T . ...........................
_L17;;;____U--_________, -..IY_-,;_.....i _-_
_:__z_o__£/.._.. . ...................








DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
PAGE # : 4
DATE :I/.27. _c _
TIME:
Ar-FLOW RATE (i/rain) : 4,_
ICP POWER LEVEL: loS_ _,;_
PRIMARY STANDARDS :
ELEMENT WAVELENGTH INTENSITY CONCENTR.
S J)
) _"7. [_I ._ V__ :_'V ,_._.-,--,_ _
si '"





;7%. <' _ ),_d ,<'d _,::_,>,_.
G-9
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' //.JT._, PACE #" _"
SAMPLE #' _$c.,,:NO_y 5T_._fD,¢_ q SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM [SAMPLE/JSAMPLE [STAND. [ ICP [CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
[STAND. ITRIAL #J PPM [INTENS [ PPM POWER
[ J [ J [ (I/min) (ml/min)
____l t l I I
--- i .....i .....I .....l .....i ..........
s I'--"_E I'"-:.---tl ...... I I .......
_18_. _.___1s_,,.,_,i'_ _*_ "_ I ._6_',_1_ <_,_,_ _
si Is_dama_.I_id,a_ 1 ...... I I ......
___1 I _-_ I __1,,_._'1
AI ISdmmi, I'iltd, 1 ...... I I ......
Fe ISlii_ .I-i,Imi-1 ...... I I ......
Ca Is_mi,E.-I-_li_i ...... I I ......
I I .B_ I _P_'_I ¥,_._a*
Mg ISeiie,,_ 1 ...... I I ......
I I _C I _,_ I_ q,_
_.,_v_. s I_mlls llama,2 ...... I I ......_l__?_.',_'_,t'_ _4"- _,_ I,_Fg.s I /)_ ? </_,_, _,._
si _ I'm_i_ ...... I I ......
AZ _ ITil/i_2 ...... I I ......
Fe _ I'memtme ...... I I ......
I I _ I q/q_' I _¥,,Z
ca liam_ I ......I
I I _'_. I _ _2 j tt'_L_
M_ tnmmt.e_-ITmulmrH ...... I I ......
I I Jt; I _/ j _',/5
s lli_. ITni_im_I ...... I I ......
_-_,_ .... _._.__1 _ ,_,,t I _ I "_¥g_SI /_t,,_ I<.1_*_ _:._
S_ lna_. 1_31 ...... I I ......
I I _ 1'!6._ I _¢.,_s
Ai S_m_mlTib_ _1 ...... I I ......
I I ,_$ I _?_ I,_¢¢ ?
Fe s_i;ei-I'lmil. 31 ...... I
I I ,_$ I ¥'?._.L I ......_.'_1
ca smleE ITim_3 1 ...... I I ......
I I 5_ I _._;?" I '/_._q
M_ S_ IT_ ...... I I ......
I I I; I ?_Y' I /_._7
S S_',_D,_I ...... I I I ......
Si STAND.-_Ri ...... I I I ......
I I _s I_; z _1 _,¢_
A1 STA_D_I ...... I I I ......
I I _-_ I _ I_ '_r'_
Fe STANDARI ...... I I I ......
I I ,_ I _(,_ I ,_._
Ca STANDARI ...... I" ' I I ......
I I _ I _'_'_9_ I _'_,;I
Mg STANDARI ...... I I I ......
_____ I I _o I qo5 I I,_,o_
--- I ..... I ..... I ..... I .... I ..... I o o
, o , I I l I .....
_ I I I I
G-10
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' I).2"t._,,. PAGE .' (v ....
SAMPLE #' 6-_L'-Sc4-! , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECTiQ-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS { PPH I POWER I
I ] ] (I/min) (ml/min)
t [ I
....................... I ..... I ..... I
S SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... I I I ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... I I ......
_ 71 l..Pd._,l I _,
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I I ......
I_ _l_ I _2.'to I
F"--"_SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I I -- .....
• I_?_,I__q.61 I
Ga SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... l I ......
__I__ . _"/93 1 _l.:_c. I_______
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... I I ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
,Jt: _ "_ TcF I }q '/.6 I<_A',¢_I ,_.'_
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
41_,/ .I _F._ _. I I.
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I I ......
_,z i j_¢._ I I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I I ......,2lJ¢., F¢._-2 .... I I_
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I I ......
,_ _,z_7¢I _._4_ I I I
"°" IMg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 "'" _c , t_.'ld I l ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
_ ",_M,$ l,_?.q_l<l_om,r_l _._ ..¢J
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......o
_12"_X "21._'_ I I
..a AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
= _ qlcq _I._g I I
'"4 Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... "l I ......
e !t'_qs _q._'.¢ I Ii..o
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
_,-_ _z I I I_O o ,. '
_ Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
o _ _s _'_._'_ I I
......::z: S STANDAR ...... I I .-;_• - Iu _ _c _v_ lu_.b I < _oxo_'_,_I t.,
•_ = S i STANDAR ...... I ......
AI STANDAR ...... -- I ......_n
Fe STANDAR ...... I ......
Ca ST_DA_ ...... _, I !_,_b@I I ......_ . _'t._t
Mg ST_D_ ...... I I I ......
.................. I ..... I .......... i ..bck,.:,"
_I. ' '
C-ll
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' )/.,_7.__ PAGE #' 7
SAMPLE #. _GC-_C_-z , _ SOLIDS:
TIME _ELEM [SAMPLE/ISAMPLE [STAND. I ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECT[Q.ARGON[Q.ANALYT
[ [ STAND. [TRIAL #} PPM [INTENS [ PPM [ POWER [ [
[ [ J [ I [ [ [(I/mln) [(ml/min)
I____I i i I I i l I
['-'I .....I ..... I .....I .....I ..... I .....I I
I. i l l I i I I _.'b l
[ S [SAMPLE [TRIAL I[ ...... [ [ [ [ ......
/c,z_ I... I I. I I_,,%? I /Ig',? I-._o_l o,'_
[ S:l.[SAMPLEITRIAL 11 ...... I I I I ......
I I I I 15,:,_,,./ I _._ I I
-[ A'-'-"i-'[SAMPLE-[;TRIAL il " I- I" I I ......
I.. I I I I i'_'_I //._-I I
II F, I[SAMPLEI[TRIAL 111...... I_1-1 _e,'.?_, II II ......I c--"2-,!;AMPLEITRIAL 11 ...... I I I I ......
I ..I. I I . I _;_-d I. '-/_/ I I
I Ms ISAMPLE-[TRIAL i I ...... I I I I ......
I_1 I I I _"_?' I /¢,/L I I
I s [SAMPLEITRIAL 21 ......I I I I ......
l_,_6 I_I I I I_'_l I I_,,,_l<_w._l _,;_
I si ISAMPLEITRIAL21 ......I I I I - -.....
I I I I I qL_,5I._.-_'_I I
I AZ ISAMPLE ITRIAL21 ......I I I I ......
I I I I I 'gl_ I l_.Z_ I I
I Fe [SAMPLE[TRIAL 21 ......I I I I ......_I I I [lt'li' ":J_.._.7
I Ca lSAMPLE ITRIAL21 ...... I I I ......
I_I I I _ l._._.?zI I
I M_ ISAMPLEITRIAL21 ...... I I I ......
I_____I I I ._. I /S.'_-_I. I
I S ISAMPLE ITRIAL 31 ...... I I I ......
I_ I_1 I I _'_'o-,'.'sI I_.'1 I<_,_,,_1 _._
I si [SAMPLE[TRIAL31 ...... I I" I ......
I_I I I _z, Iz=.z_ I I
I A_ ISAMPLE ITRIAL31 ...... I I I ......
I. I I I 'I_o I _._ I I
I Fe ISAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I I ......
I..__._I. I I _'_,,S_I _._'_ I I
I Ca ISAMPLEITRIAL31 ...... I I I ......
I___I I I _zz i _/_._,/I I
I Mg ISAMPLEITeZAL 31 ...... I I I ......
I.___I I I '_"I_I_'_ I I
' + l s lST_DARI ......l I l l ......S_""_'"'_ _q_- I_I_ I /_ ,_'_'I._'_._._' I<_°_,I _._
I I s_ ISTANDARI...... I ' I I I ......
I I_____I I I _ q_o_- j_'_'_ I I_
I I A_ IST_D_I ......I I I I ......
I..... I____I I I _s" I _dz_ j,_._z.I I
I I Fe ISTANDAal...... I ! I I I ......
I I___1 I I _ ,_z I,_1,7_ I I I
i I ca ISTAND_I ...... I-- I I I I I ......
I I Ms IST_DARI ......I I ! I I I ......I I.___I I I _ I _'s'/., q,"_ I I I
I I'''I ..... I .....I .....I .....I .....I .....I I
I I_I I I I I I_ I _.':_I "_
G-12
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE" /).2_._ PAGE #" _'
SAMPLE #" _-_C-_c_9- _ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE ISTAND. ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL #I PPM INTENS I PPM I POWER
I I I (I/min) (ml/min)
I I I
- ............... I .....I .....
S SAMPLE T_RIAL 1 " -..... I I ......
iow_ - _lq_'__l I_,q.1 I<lc.v:m_, ' c._ _
- Si SAMPLE tRIAL i ...... I I ......
--A'I-"SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... I I ......
'_.__!_l _,_ I
-Fe- SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... l I ......
- Ca- SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I I ......
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL l ...... I I ......
_z/ I J_.o.OI
"'" I I ......S SAMPLE tRIAL :2 --" _q2_7 _,_._ .....l¢-_uo_ "n' I. C.'_
I_e_ --- -- I I ......
- S--'--i-SAMPLE TRIAL 2 --- _lu'(l I_ .c_ I
Al- SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
_/c_l '_ I
.... I I ......Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 --- _@_,_ N_.%_
- Ca-- SAMPLE TRIAL 2 .... _SW) I I_q_,_ _. _ I
Mt SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... - l l I ......
_?_ _I_ I_.'_..I - I
s SAMPLEtRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
"___I !_'_ I<,_W_.'n_
--- I I ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 --- q_C / I.d_.£_ I
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... -- I I ......
I q#,_ I_ _2._,_.1
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I _6_d_ I I ......
ca S_'_PLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I I ......
IJ_:Sz I ,_._z I I
Hg SAHPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I I ......
= I __I I_I.=3_I
. S STANDAR ...... I I I
=_ I_o_ _oo I _'4vo I _.'_-__I<_.,_¢_ _'._
"_ si STANDAR...... I I I ......
I. ,_ I"/_,_ I ;z_.C_ _1
Al- STANDAR ..... I I- I I ......
_ I I_'_ l_=_.So .I -
Fe STANDAR...... I I I ......
_ I c4_'_ I. _'_'c_3 l_____--
Ca STANDAR ...... I I .-I ......_,-- I 6_- _,c_._o°I -
frg STA_DAR ...... I I I ......
I tc, 1 6_o I _.qZ I --
-- "'" I .......... " ..... I ..... I ..... I .....
_____I ______ I I I I o."_
G-13
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' //._7._/_ PAGE #' _/
SAMPLE #" _"_ b -5_ -4- , % SOLIDS'
TIME IELEM _SAMPLE/ISAMPLE _STAND. I ICP CONCEN. REFLECT[Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
I _ STAND. ITRIAL #I PPM IINTENS PPM POWER
J _ _ _ J (I/min) (ml/min)
I I I I I
I--- I .....I ..... I .....I ...............
I____I I I.......I
j S _SAMPLE JTRIAL I[ ...... i ......
/tj5 I I I I I_'z_'3 /_.6 ,._o_, . _._
I si ISAMPLEITRZAL11 ...... I ......
I I I I I _7#o' . _y. 24
I AZ ISAMPLEITRZALZl ...... I ......
I____ I I I I. ?_, //_
I Fe ISAMPLE ITRIAL ii ...... I - -.....
I I I I I j_-7/ _7._ _
I ca ISAMPLEITRIAL ].1 ...... I ......
I ..... I.. I. I I Pcqc.._ 'qq,z7
I Mg ISAMPLEITRIAL 1I ...... I " -- - .....
I_1 I I I. _Z_/ l__,_._
I S ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I ......
l_z_ I. I I I I'_,,_%._/_'_.z,I<I_7_ _._
I si ISAMPLEI TRIAL 21 ...... I - .....
I _I I I I v,2,_- _9.,_z
I AI ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I - - .....
I Fe ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I ......
I__._ I I I I _z_l I_,_d,¢_'
I Ca ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ......I I ......
I I I I I _ +',2 I W._a
I M_ ISAMPLEITRZAL21 ......I I ......
I___1 I I I _#_' I _'/.//
I s JSAMPLEITRIAL31 ......I I ......
I?=Z I____I I I I_FqXY/I/_.._,c<,,_ _
I SZ ISAMPLEITRIAL31 ......I I ......
I__._1 I I I "/_ _ I ,_/,_'/
I AI ISAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I ......
I_1 I I I _/ I ,o.'_a
I re ISAMPLElTRIAL 31 ...... I I ......
I_ _I I I I _/_'/ I _/_,'/_
I ca ISAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I ......
I___1, I I I_ _,,_tI _q,_v
I M_ ISAHPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I ......
I__.__1 I I I _-_' I _2,_'......
,_.',.,;,_,_ s I s ISTAND_I ...... I I I .... - .....
...... I___1 I l l_ I _,_/_1 /_.z- "_'o_._, _.-_
I s_ IST,_DARI ...... I I ......
I_ I I I _-s i_ _,_'_
I ^1 IST_DARI ...... I I ......
I F----T',STAND._l ...... I I ......
I Ca-ISTANDA_I...... I I ......
I___1 I I _ _1_9z6 _'_._
i M_ ISTA_D_P,I...... I I ......
I--- I ..... I ..... I ..... I ...............
I I I I I _ ._
G-14
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE: /I._7'_'__ PAGE # : ;
TIME : /_c
Ar-FLOW RATE (I/rain) : 6,
ICP POWER LEVEL: /_S_z2_
PRIMARY STANDARDS :










Pe 1 ...... - .....
Ca Sal_ _ ...... ......
Mg Si:i-LE- _ .... 1 ............
$ _ Tg_tt_ 2 ...... . .....
si _ ...... ° . ....
a6 q2_q _q,oo
-al _1_,,,,'_ 2 ...... . .....
_ _3_ _,_
I Fe S_ T_m_ ...... . .....
ca _ ...... I ......
Mg _ "l_Imll_2 ...... . .....
s T_,_ ...... - ° ... °
si s_mtm_ ...... . . = ° . °
zS qS_.l _I,_'_
A1 _ ...... .... ° °
Fe _ _ ...... ......
Ca _ _ ............
M_ _ ............
S STANDAR ...... . .....
Si STANDAR ......
A1 STANDAR ...... ......
Fe STANDAR ...... . .....
Ca STANDAR ...... . .....
5 _ ':t_q_ __.",'_
Mg STABDAR ...... . .....
_._ "_.,.,
G-16
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' I 1.2"_._ PAGE #" /_a-
SAMPLE #' f_"_- _Cq" _.=-- , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELF_dl SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND, ICP JCONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT




S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... J ......
_o _/_/? I /;_,4 ,_T_ _ ° . . ° . .
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
, . . ° . ° °
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
. ... ° .
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL i ......
___';2_E __. ":_,__,
I ! i ! ° l
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
.... ° °
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
° ° . ° . °
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
. .....
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
..... .
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
%u# _:
. . . . ° °
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
! i I I ! !
Mg SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ......
I 'LC_. _'_ )
s SAMPLe.ITRIAL 3 ......
Si SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ......
I -____ _____2.__,_,_ . ° . ° . °
A1 SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ......
I ?_R _'_' . ° ° ° ° °
Fe SAMPLE ITR1AL 3 ......
I __ _ _
ga SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... ".....
• I 1_,_ 7_ _'_ ° . ° ° . °
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
•_ I _'_'-I_ __'_
S STANDAR ...... J ......








-=,u 9'P5o _ "_. & _
. .... °
Mg STANDAR ......
I _, I o.'_ "_
G-17
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE'. //._?._ PAGE #" /_
SAMPLE #' /"_-6"-5Cg-_ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM ISAMPLE/ISAMPLE STAND. I ICP ICONCEN. REFLECT{Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
I STAND. ITRIAL m PPM IINTENS I PPM POWER I
I J I J I(I/min) (ml/min)
_l i I l t
--- i .....I .......... I .....l .......... {
S ISAMPLE {TRIAL 1 ...... I I I ......
,_oo _____1 I I _'//_'/ I /_.'_ _'o_1 _._
Si l SAMPLE {TRIAL 1 ...... I I . I ......
_____1 I I _'7,5 I _,_z I
A1 ISAMPLE I TRIAL i ...... I I I ......
I I I _.5_ I IH'_C I
Fe ISAMPLEITRIAL I ...... I I ......
Ca ISAMPLEITRIAL Z ...... I I ......
I I I I r.,q_g j 5g_4
Mi ISAMPLEITRIAL 1 ...... I I ......
__I I I _E I _;_
s ISAMPLEITRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
Si IS/_IPLE ITRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
__I I I '/,_- I _I._5
AI ISA_PLEITRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
_I I I "TIl I _.'I__
re ISAJ_PLEITRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
_I I I _'c I _'.4_,
Ca ISAMPLEITRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
I I I _-_"r_ i 4_'_o
Mi', ISAMPLEITR_AL2 ...... I I ......
I I I Z_',_ I _-I I
s ISAMPLEITRIAL 3 ...... I l l ......
Si JSAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... I I I ......
_1 I. I _a I ,_'/.u_ I
AI ISt,_PLE ITRIAL 3 ...... I I I ......
_1 I I "/_ I _'.Is I
Fe ISAMPLE{TRIAL 3 ...... I l l ......
_l I I _'_rno I _._ I
ca ISAMPLEITR_AL3 ...... I I I ......
_I I I __'7./ I _l._z I
M_ IS_PLE ITRIAL _ ...... I I I ......
____1 I I _; I /_,6/ I
S ISTANDARI ...... l l I ......
s_',._,c,,_,.:_ _.o I I I i_v I_'_;_ lq_._? "'_ l _._-, _ I STANDAR I ...... - I I I ......
I_.l I ,_-_ I qs'_l I _;._& I
I Al ISt/_DA_I ...... I I I ......
l____l I _s I _4_ I _s._ I
I re IST_DARI ...... I I I ......
I_.I I ,_" I _,_l I _S:,'L. l
I c_ IST_DARI ...... I I I ......
I_ I I I -_ I "¢'_s_r I. so_'__ I I
I M_ IST_i)ARI ...... I I I I I ......
I_1 I I _, I Ld,_. I _'._ I I
I'"1 ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I
I____l I I I I I I r'.s _'_
G-18
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /),27 Mc. PAGE #' /_/
SAMPLE #. /-C-c.-5cH- 7 , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP [GONCEN. [REFLECT[Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS [ PPM ] POWER ]
i [ [(I/mln) (ml/min)
l I I
....................... I .....I ..... I
I I I_._
S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... [ I I ......
.,
si SAMPLETRIAL 1 ...... I I I ......
s_qff I/_S.s3 I I
AI SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... l .I I ......
q'_ I s.-_5 I I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... l l l ......
q_...q_ I_?."_ I I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... I I I ......
)_/_8 ....I s-_n5 I I
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... I I I ......
?_ I }:._f I I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I I ......
!_9_ _;_ 7 I_1<_,,'_1 _._
si SAMPLE_rRIAL2 ...... I I I ......
fl_'4q I ",z'/.:r7 I I
A_ SAMPLE _'RIAL2 ...... I
?"t_ I /_. _'_' II II ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... [ ] ......
. Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I ! ......
.//,..._¢__ 5 7_'S I I
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
ZCs _._ "_ I I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
tq_ _'_t93 I_d,_ I',_,;_,,'r_l _.'_ ....
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... l l ......
_/_ "I _,:"/I," I I
Al SAMPLE TRIAL3 -..... I I ......
_'os __.'_q I I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
_'_8(_ 91._ I I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I ......
t ;_o,q [;_.sq I I
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ....... ]
_6 _.Lq I I
._ S STANDAR...... I I ......
= Si STANDA.R ...... l I I .......-4
_ _:s _c.f i,_,,._s5 I I
A1 STANDAR ...... I I I ......
Fe STANDAR...... I I I ......
;cs _t-_qe, I_,_ I I
Ca STm_DAR...... I I I ......
$,, l}_z 15_._ I I
frg STANDAR...... I I I I ......
_o I &9o I '_,/_, I I
" ................. I ..... I ..... I ..... I I




DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE. //'_7.9_. PAGE #" /S
SAHPLE #. ;_'_5-5c..q .% , % SOLIDS'
TIHE [ELEM SAMPLE/ JSAMPLE JSTAND. ICP IC0NCEN. IREFLECTIQ-ARGON Q-A-_ALYT
] STAND. [TRIAL #1 PPH INTENS I PPH I POWER I
I I _ I I [(I/mln) (ml/rain)
I_ I l I I I
I ........ l .....I .......... l .....I .....I
[ S SAMPLE [TRIAL I] ...... I [ _ ......
I_ I_ I I _J_ I.I?,_..'3I<_,_I _._
I si SAMPLEITRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
I_ I I _t'3)6 I _/.5<-YI _1
I Al SAMPLE ITRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
I__ I I __._Z_I j_'._oI I
Fe SAMPLEITRIAL II ...... I l I ......
I I 258_' I _v._e I I
Ca SAMPLE ITRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
I I _';9_ I 6&.';9. I I
Mg SAMPLE[TRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
I I _ I...,_._q I I.....
s SAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I I I ......
_5cS I I _I_I J_;"_ l<'u,.,,mT-I_._
si SAMPLEITRIAL21 ......I I I I ......
.... I I 16_'_ I R_.SlI I
AI SAMPLEITR_AL21 ......I I I I ......
I I I "t_31 _;.CSI I
Fe SAMPLEITRIAL21 ......I I ol I ......
I I l-_._zI )_',_ I I
Ca SAMPLE[TRIAL21 ...... I I I I ......
I I I/I_4_ I_._L_ I I....
Mg SAMPLE[TRIAL21 ......I I I I ......
I I...... i '_&% I _;._ I..... I
S SAMPLE[TRIAL31 ...... I I I ......
,_,o I I _ss_ I _._ I<-_o_I _.'_
Si SAHPLE ITRIAL 31 ...... I I I ......
I I '-,'_yI _.,;/_I I
A1 SAMPLE ITRIAL 31 ...... I I I ......
I I 7_'_.... I ,_._ I I
Fe SAHPLE ITRIAL 3[ ...... I I I ......
I I i __ I _'.,1 1 I
Ca SAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I i I I ......
I I I /;/ds I 6"_._'_I I
Mg SAMPLEITRIAL31 ......I I I I ......
I I .I _"_ I //.q_I I
S STA_DARI ......I I ! I I ......
si ST,_D_ I ...... I I I I I ......
I I _s I_. I _./¢ I I
Ai ST_D_I ......I I I I I ......
I I _s I _,_,_I_._ I I....
Fe STANDARI ......I I I I I ......
I I ,_.s .I _I_, I_'/,_'/I I
Ca ST_DAZI ...... I I I I I ......
I I 5_ I q7_.6 1_5_.sC I I
Mr, ST_D_I ...... I I I I I ......
I I _o I 6s5 I F,L.t I I
........ I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I
I I I I l I _,'_ "3
G-20
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' li.2?. Nt PAGE _'_
SAMPLE #' So- _+v_' (7_ _,.,p'_,',') _ SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q.ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND TRIAL # PPM 1NTENS PPM POWER. (I/min) (ml/min)
............. _.3' "_
° ° ° ° ° °
s _ _ ......
-- ° .... .
Ai _ T_ ......
_ l_,4 _/__ .... ° =
F----_S_ T_l ......
Ca- S_ lllalllPi ......-_o h__'oI _ 3.v._ _.
Mg s_ _ i .....
--S--s__ T_ ......
'_ _ _._..,. _ _. _ _o 7 _ _'_,_L _I"_o_=_ _ "_
s---T-sl_I'_T-Idli,,_- ..... I " .....
I _ ,_' S.o"3 _1 -
A1 __nnn, nm,,----_..... - I , I _. "' ........,_.. _I', '
I ?_ ,',_"7 _,_','/,/I) ?.- ,---_ -
------- F----Z-i_ImPl _ ......
I _ __,c_, ;_.t_ I '
ca s_i_,__"_ " ..... I .".- ,_ "
-- - Mg _Y_ -"..... lr .,. ".......... __ ,_ _1_ _.'_" I K' ......
_6_s _",_ _1__.______ ,______L_Z -L--_._-F-Y_I_9:,,, .. ......
si _ ITm,_,_ ...... I
,6 _t_ _ I_8._z __ ............ w
_I _?,_'I
_ _ __-- I /'_"_' ......re _IIBIIIII_-T_ "_"" _/_t,,__ _,,'_.
"m° " f',," - .Ca sA_i-, • _d,i,,,,,3 ......
_ l_o'g 67.t"/ '<,oo.,,_._! /.% "_,_, h,,,,,.,_-- T ° . . . . .










-- -- Mg STANDAR ......




I:"L.E_ E NIF DA TA SL.lMM AF;"Y (F'F'M )
RUN S I AI.. FE CA MG S
i .__0o._57 240_.o7 _o5005 46°98 90726 106,8
2 23,41 25,60 2400,(!3 49°6`.3 90152 114°7
3 24,05 24°47 22,71 44,94 1.0007 100,0
4 2° ,53 29 °4(2 2".- _.,66 47 •01. 10,09 95 °09
o I. 0"7 ':.'6 17 "''_.... -,.,.. , 67 47 ° 56 9, `.304 1.O0 • 6
6 20.99 2':3.02 ':21.72 43 °08 9. 087 95098
7 ,.._3.67 o3.90 2!3.9`.3 29.38 8. 724 98.5 _"•'- j
8 24,13 24, :1._ 21 ,75 48,88 8,868 109. ::?
^.'3 ,.90 06.69 2!6."'_ 9,(:, 5;0.38 9. °4:1 .I..68•.- ,..
I0 2'I.00 26 ':"':'• • • .,,,, 25.84 50.70 9.548 1.00.6
I..I. "'_I .8 il. "',_I5 ':'6. _:_ 52!" ....'..... ,(._ .04 9. 263 86.70
1.''_ 20 49 2!4,66 "'" ' . El, 8,.'38 9:1.. 56,..5, Zt" 49,7'3
:13 21. , t_O 25,94 2"3 • :_8 47,6() 8,926 94,39
:I 4 "."":", '::'.,L, 25.:., • 4:1. 2 3 • 72 50, .-35 8 • 801 9 ':'. ..... •,.,97
I."i 6 °8 "_E'. 23 _""4 21. ,(il7 4 6 •:1.'=; "" "... . , . 8. fi_7,., 90.70
16 21., 55 24,09 24 • 74 53, ()o•. ,.. 9,161. 97,85
MEI(.:':N "'...I , 6? °5,.., 3(, 2_'5, o-_.... 47 • 34 9, "',-30. 97,96
41 S I:' z,, 1."_ 1.5:1 ].,6(. 5 z'"' , 7..... , ',..., 0 430 • 36
G-22
ANAL..YSIC_ 01":' F'GU"'SC4"'J
E I. EMENl 111A'lA SLIMMAF;,'Y ( F'I::'M)
RUN c_I AI.. FE CA MG S
1 26.34 12. _i;O 34.61 41.30 14.17 153.5
2 23.76 14.33 33.62 38.84 13.7_ ].44.6
,,) •.1.93 11.98 29.93 39 42 14.08 138.7
MEAN 24o01 13.03 32.7":_ 39.85 14.01 145._)
"}C ")_.-tl S.I). ,,':7.,.91 1.20 2.4_. 1., ? 0.,.. 7.4
G-23
ANALYSIS,. OF" FGU-"SC4 -'_-"
EI...EMEINI" D_-_'I"A9LIMMARY (F'F:'_)
RLIN f:;I AI... FE gA MB S
I 26,30 11.9(, 25°46 43,59 14,:1.6 :1.36,8
.."_ ._o3,77 1?,..,82 30 ,27 44 ,8o... 15,29 140 °9
:3 ,;."_2020 19°...:1I 26 •47 49,84 :1.3064 130,7
MI::AN :.._4. 09 :11.2.30 27.40 46.0L_ :11.4.36 :136. "_....
.'t :1 oi,.• D , ,,..._ 0 7 0 • 4,6 ,,..."_5;3 3.31 0. I_5 5;.,..':_
G-24
ANALYSIS OF:"FGU ....SC4-.3
EI.EMEN'I" [*ATA SUMMARY (F'F'M>
RUH SI AL FE CA MG S
:I. 24,70 13,17 _"_ 84 49,...--, Ol 13,79 127,1
2 23 •0_3 12.44 2.3,39 45,00 13.7& 138.8
3 n4,85 1_.,"__. . _...5 22, _(? 48, ()2 14.30 137,4
MEAN 24 o"_.1,... '1.:_. 6-'9... ,.. "'2:...• 97 47.34 13.95 '1.34.4
:t:1 (L, )"1. 0. _ (' "_. , ,:_ 0.4(? 0. ,_7 ....• ()S_ 0 • ,.'30 #._.4
G-25
ANALYS I_'',:_ OF i:"GU-SC4-4
E.I._EHENT DA'IA SUMMARY (F'F'M)
RUN S I Ai.. F'E CA MG S
53 27 36 49,27 13,65 ].29 6]. 24,79 ].i. . .. •
2 22,02 10o63 26,98 49,33 ].4,1]. 146o2
3 21,37 ].0,93 26°75 54,59 12o88 139,0
MEAN "*_,_.,-.7"_. :11.03 27.03 5] .06 13.55 138.3
:tl S,I) o .1o8.._ 0o46 0o3.1 3,05 0,62 8,3
G-26
AN¢:'II...YSIS [)F FGU...SC4 ....5
[:L_E:i4Ii..NT 13__"i'___S UM MAR 'i'(F'F:'t4)
R U!'! S .I. A L. I'-E CA MG S
:1. ,_.":1.° ;I.5 1._`., 2.c,>, 2 _ ° 1 ">,.. 59070 1.3082 1 -..°9 ° 5
2 1 8. o-, 2 5 '" "> 5 ,:l 2 3,.>, 1..1 , 56 . ,.,-.. 60,6 :1.... ,9 ".1. 1. ,0
"3 "2'2,_5 1.[_, 4B 2.1. ,98 52°04 1"'2,4L; 132, I
M17.#, i'! "'>"" ,."_c: :1_ 4,4 "_ 5, . .. • ,. 3 • 5 ,_t 7 0 4 7 :1.3.0 d_ :1."'_o ":_
:i 1 S, I.I, ;I +"'"7, 0 • 9 v, 1. , E_:1. 407 ,.."' 0 • ,.,'e'o, 4,7
G-27
AN,:_I.Y()]Si; 01" FGLI"'SC4-'d._
ELI_l_"NI!!'N'I D f_T ,% Zit.lNNAF<Y (F'I"i"i>
{:;:LJi',{ '31 AI. F El CdA M G S
1 23.72 14.2!6 23.94 56.66 12.33 ].28.9
2.! 21.03 1.2.49 26.60 60.30 13,2.1 122.3
3 24 • 4 "_ 1 "P 6 ":_ "_= "_ 22 .. _ • 3,., ,_. ,.. ,.,.;.4,. 61... 1.3.61. 1.oo
MEAN 23.0_, ]. 3. ].":_ "=:" 2,. ,...,.J.3 59 • 35' :I3.0_1 :1.24. _5
11 S.I,_ .I..79 0.95' :I..3_'_ 2.4:l. 0.66 3.8
G-28
ANAI..YSIS [.IF" OF" F GU-SC4-7
EI...E'MI!II'._T DATA SUi_IMARY <I"I-"M)
RUN S Z AI... FE CA MG S
I 25.53 5.227 27.45 57.75 11.49 ].33.].
2 24.97 12.77 29.26 57.35 12.87 ].29.].
3 9.70_!_ 12.94 3]..16 62.54 12.69 ].26.3
MEAt.! 20.070 :1.0.3] 29.29 59.2:1 :1.2.35 :1.29.5




F_L!N S I AI... FEl CA MG S
J. 22,0_, 12,41_, 23,::1.7 63,3_ 11o95 122o7
MEAN 22 °0_ 1.2,48 23,17 6_,3& 1.1.,95 122,7
5:1 S.]D. 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,0
G-30
ANAL YE_IS OF FGU'-SC4""8 SEE ATTACHED
ELEMENT DATA SUMMAR'( (F'F'M)
RUN E_I AL FE CA MG S
.......... _ ....--m., .....
] 21._9 12.60 24.20 66.72 12.24 136.3
2 25.51 ] 2 . 6',5 15.80 62.46 12.81 132.3
MEAN 23. _ lo 63 20.00 64.59 1.2.53 134.3
.$.1S.[I. 2.71:1 0.03 5.94 3.02 0.40 2.8
P.-gl
F"GU-SC4-8 VS. S]'DS° SI 2124o :1.2
_fD.$; :_ff'_




-14 2123 °61!3 I_









-4 2.1.2:3.99 _ $ *
-..3 21.24,03 (_ ._, *
-.'_ _o4.06 _' $ *
•-.! 2124o09 (_ $ *
0 2 .1.24..I 2' I_ _l: ¢,
1 2124 ° 15 (!! * $
2 2124.18 _ * $
:3 2124°21 (_'! _ $
4 2124o24 (? * S
o.) ,
6 2.124.31 @.*
7 2] ?4 •34 _
8 2124 v,.... (i_¢,
9 2124.40 f:"
10 2:1.24.4S @
1:1. 2124 • 46 (ii'
12 2124.49 (i!
,,3 [_13 2124. _ "
14 2.1 24.56 I,:'
15 2 :I ::_4. ,59 (?
16 "2124 • 6'.'.' C._
I....].. o.]....]....I....I .... I .... I .... I....I....I....I....I
[_.=: STANDARD#I-H20 MATRIX
, = STANDARD#4A-SECON[IAF_:Y STD.
.¢ = FGU-SC4-8
G-32
FGU-SC4-:' VS. STDS. AL 3944.03
STEP ANGo _NCREMENT = 20.9 COUNTS FULL SCALE : 1255o0 COUNTS
I.°..I.°..I....I.,,,I.,..l....I..,.I.,..l....I..o.1....l.,..I






--I0 3943.72 e, $
-9 3943.75 e $
-B 3943.78 @$
-7 3943.8] @*$
-6 3943.B4 @ ,
-5 3943.87 @ *
-4 3943.90 e $ *
-3 3943.94 @ $ *
-2 3943.97 e $
-I _r>44.00 @ $
0 3944.03 (_ $
1 3944.06 @ $
2 3944.09 e $ *
3 3944.12 @ $_
4 3944.15 @ *$
5 3944.19 e
6 3944.22 @ * '











@ = STANDARD#l-H20 MATRIX
* = STANDARD@4A'-'SECONDARY STDo
$ = FGU-SC4-B
G-33
FGU--SC4-8 VS. STDS. FE 2739.55














•. 2739.42 @ $ *
-'3 "'_39.46 _ $ *
-2 2739.49 e $ *
-1 2739.52 (_ _$
0 2739.55 e * $
1 2739.58 e _ $
" 2739.61 @ * _
3 2739.64 @ * $












16 " '_.05 (_
_....I....I....I....I....I....I....I....I....I....I....I....I
g = STANDARD,l-H20 MAT!:
* = STANDARD$4A-SECONDARY STI).
$ = FOU-SC4-B
G-34
FGU-SC4-8 VS. STDS. CA 4226.73
5rp, ¢_ -" 5rtr,-,












-6 4'_'',_,..6. ,=;4 @ $
-5 4226.57 8 $
-4 4226.60 P. $
-.3 4226.64 8*. $
-2 ' .67 @ _: $
-1 4226.70 r • $
0 4226.73 • , $
1 4226.76 8 * $
2 4226.79 e , $
3 4226.82 8, _
4 4226.85 e $
I 5 4226.89 • $
6 _,-),')t.92 C_.$"I AL.a%._._ •





r} a.1,. 42':)'7. C,'?
13 4 2"':"'".4 C_.
14 42 17 @
_I5 "' "'7.20 e.
I/'. 727.23 @
I....I....I....l..,.I. o,,I,...I....I....]' ,.I....I....I°,..I
@ = STANDARD#I-H20 MATRIX
* = STANDARD.f4A-SECONDARY STD.
$ ::: FGtJ-.SC4'-B
G-35
FGU-..SC4-8 VS. STDS. MG 2790.8






-12 279fi _2 @$








-3 2790.71 _ $
-2 2790.74 @ _ _
1 2790.77 _ $
0 2790.80 _ _ $
I 2790.83 @ _ :
2 2790._ @ _ $
3 2790.89 _ _ $
4 2790.92 gS $
5 2790.96 @ $
6 2790.99 @_ $
7 2791.02 _$
8 2791.05 @ $
9 2791.08 e _'
10 2791.11 " _





16 2791. '_'' @$
I....I....I....I....I....I....I....I....I....]_...I....I....I




I.-.GLI...-S['4-8 VS, S'IDS. S 1807.,.3.1.
_'rp. 5 " ,t,,fd,,_







•'-I.1. 1806 •97 F"
- 10 180 7.0 0 ":_
-9 1807.0_: @.
"-8 1807. (' @*
•"-7 1807. ':' @
-6 IP"",]2 @
,,.¢." , .,, 1 "" , "1.5 @
...._ '_:_<_'7.:1.8 @.'I:,
....3 "_!07 •-.,.."_':' [4 $
' :1.807.2... 5 @ $
.,-:1 :1.807.2 8 87, :'
0 1807.31 [4 , $
.1. 18 07.3 4 @ * $
2 1807.37 @ * $
3 1807.40 @ * $
4 1807.43 [4 ".' $
5 1807,47 (' $
6 180'7.50 :"$
:I.807. _"" @..l <,
8 18 C'7.5 ," (!?
o .1.8 C'7 ': ¢'_ @
:l.'9 :1._E:;" ' 6 ,-.." @*
1] :! ",'7,65 @
1"_ __I_':,'7 6 iii @.4..... "
] '3. '_I;07 °7 °.-. @.
• ..". 1807 • 75 @




* := STANDARD.f4A-SECONDARY STD.
$ -'::FGLI"--SC4--8
G-37
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE: //'_F._c PAGE #: /
TIME : /z _ff
Ar-FLOW RATE (i/min) :
ICP POWER LEVEL: /_w_ax_
PRIMARY STANDARDS :
ELEMENT WAVELENGTH INTENS ITY CON CENTR.
S








/. , 7_$.s_ le..-:7
/:
C,-39
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE" //'=_. (7o PAGE #'
SAMPLE #. _ C_O.--_'cY-] , % SOLIDS"
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPI.E ISTAND. ICP lCONCEN. REFLECTIQ-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL #I PPM INTENS i PPH POWER I
I ] I(I/min) (ml/min)
I I I
............. I .......... I .......... I
I I I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... [ I ......
/,._Z u 3_ 7_Ii i /c,_Io • I:..vOlV:",_l o.
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I I ......
/Vg2_ 1%,q.ss I
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I I ......
_l,qd I. '/5._V I
Fe SAMPLETRIAL 1 ...... I ......
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ] ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... J ......
' '_:__ __ I /,_,.:-': --__t:<.____,.,._
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I - - .....
_._71_I _/.,_/
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... l ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
/3¢'-/'-2'I _'_./_
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... J ......
/:ccd I _'7. Z_
Hg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... J ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... J ......
I I
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ] 7_'_'.>_"_" . ",_._ _'1
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " "I, I ," I ......
F_ SAMPLE TRIAL3 ...... I I I ......
I I I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ,.__:"I_-- .:M{,,,..Z/_.:,I -i, - .....
Hg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... / , J ......
_I
S STANDAR ...... - ] ......
I
Si STANDAR ...... I ......
I
A1 STANDAR ...... I - .....
-- "' I
Fe STANDAR ...... i ......
I
Ca STANDAR ...... ] ......
- I




DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE: I_ _.4o a PAGE _: ,4
TIME: _Z6
Ar-FLOW RATE (i/rain) : _.
ICP POWER LEVEL: i_o'_ zr,f
PRIMARY STANDARDS :








Ca /7_,_Z. "7_ ' •. r /,'ii 6 _ I_,: ,,;,,,,,'
Mg -71- . .
#,#,
G-41
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /,_._-_- PACE #' .._
SAMPLE #' S¢ce_o_/5_p, _r_._,_, % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STA/ID.TRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(1/mlm) (ml/min)
... . . .., - ..... . . .. o .. - -- ----- - - - " "
c.9'
S _ _ ...... " .....
si _ Ta,ma.a ...... - .....
$o ,¢;z/ _ ,//. z L_
Fe _ TgN,alMmml,...... ".....
_5o I /'z_¢7 ¢L._/_
Ca _ _ ...... I ......
M¢ sN,_m_,. _i_,._,, ...... I ......
S _ 1Lq_q_ 2 ...... " .....
?/_, 5r_'_y ' /_u _ _ 7/ /_._ _l_,,_a_,, _ ._
Si _ _ ...... " .....
Fe _ _ ...... " .....
$,., _'(Sz '-/5 '3'
Ca _ _ ...... " .....
S¢ //_ 7.¢ 5/.Y7
Mg _ _ ...... " .....
S _E _ 3 ...... ".....
si SmmP,_Eimq_'_3 ...... - .....
Al s_,w,m, "li_.,3 ...... - .....
Fe S_gl,_ _ ...... " .....
5_ 1[_5"1 J q_.q7
ca T_ ...... I ......
Mg S__"_ _3 ...... I . " .....
zo --- I ----
S STAND/gR ...... I ......
_7;_ _ I_c _L_e_ I !_/'_ - <,_,_r_,r _,_
SI STANDAR ...... I ......
/yZ.¢q I /,s,/_
Al STANDAR ...... I ......
I s,_ _.Y/ I _Z_i
Fe STANDAR ...... I I ......
I _e _7_-s_ I _7,_.
Ca STANDAR ...... I ......
Mg STANDAR...... I I ......
I_ z, ,eT_ l lq,5
............. I .......... I ..........
I. I _.3
G-42
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE /=.5-_ _ PACE #'
SAMPLE #' CG_- ,_-I , _ SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(I/mtn) (ml/min)
,_._
-- . . o . o .
S SAMPLE TRIAL i ......
_._d_¢ i_q.6 _,_A_ _._
_1_ ...... _
.... Si SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... ".....
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
o ° ° °..
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
° _ . ° ° °
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL I ......
° . . . . .
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
° . . . ° .
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
_'_
° ° . . . .
Ga SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
Mg SAMPLETRIAL2 ......I ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
. . ° . . °
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
. ° . . . .
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
>_ Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
I. .. " ° ° ° ° "Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 --- qT_ 17,_
"_ S STANDAR ...... I ......
- Si STANDAR ...... l ......
0 -- --
A1 STANDAR ......
Fe STANDAR ...... I I ......
So I__?_'z _1 ,./-'/.in_1
Ca STANDAR ...... I I I
_° IJ_'_'_'I ,I _t?.'_'_l I o . . . . °
'f_ ......
_i Mg STANDAR I I I I
=_ I i,_ I P_'_ I I
.................. I ..... I ..... I ..... I I_I I I I_ I__'''_
G-43
DOE SULFUR 6 ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /2.z ._Y_ PAGE #" ? .....
SAJ'IPLE #' _:_c -5"c'/- z. , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ ISAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT




S SAMPLE ITRIAL 1 ...... _ ......
_./'5,.;, I _ i_"7.'_ a"w.a,-_ _._ .
St SAMPLE ITRIAL 1 ...... " .....
! l eYJd _ _Z.le"
A-'---'[-SAMPLEITRIAL I ...... ".....
Fe SAMPLE ITRIAL 1 ...... ".....
I /','_-_-_ '/_'.¢_
Ca SAMPLE ITRIAL 1 ...... - .....
I . t,.s_d6 _q.o
Mg SAMPLE ITRIAL I ...... -.....
I .. q_a _ p_.4
S SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Si SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ...... , ......
I I /¢L2_ _ g/.'7
AI SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ...... -.....
I L_¢ _ _'=//
Fe SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ...... I ......I _7_. , _'f,q/
Ca SAMPLE I TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
I _1 .,_,5._,
Mg SAMPLE ITRIALI 2 ...... -/_ ,I_?E"* ......
S SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... " .....
Si SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... " .....
I _,_,_/"/ t'_,_ /
AI SAMPLEITRI^L 3 ...... " .....
Fe SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... " .....
Ca SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... -.....
I _,/_ _z,27
Mg SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... ".....
I. 1,5 ,t.'_""
_/ I £ ......
S STANDAR II .......... t-,,",'" e ,:r'"" ,-_4 ., * 5 !_,,',.,,.
si ST_D_I ...... I I ......
I (_,_r_,,4 C6-¢-sc-I_.•z. I
A1 STANDAR l ...... I ......
Fe STANDAR I ...... I' I- I ......
I I I. I
I ca ST_',ARI ...... I I ......
I_ I I I
I M_ STANDhRI...... I I ......
I_ I I I
I ........ I ............... I .......... I
I I I. I
• ; / ,, ',, ,._ -"::.,_,s ,. ,z v_ /,...',. G-44, !
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /_.z_ PA(;E #" Z"
SAMPLE u' C_c" ¢c_'-2 (1_r3.,'S_rJ.)) , _ SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL *$ PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(I/min) (ml/min)
° . ° ° . . - .... . .
S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... -* ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL I ......
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
I /_?L¢ 37,_l
Oa SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... ".....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ......
_ ?_s ,'l, _7
S SAMPLE _rRIAL 2 ...... ,, ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... " .....
/I._'¢ ?/. 7,, ..
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
. . . . . .
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
/g._Lg' ¢¢cl
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... " .....




A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
.... ° .
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......










5 _ _"2"?_.7. $ _I_ -z
Mg STANDAR ......
..... ... -- .. - -- . ° -- -o.. . o ° - o .... .
-,¢ 3 _ I
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE: l_,z ._o PAGE #:
TIME : _ f_
Ar-FLOW RATE (I/min) :
ICP POWER LEVEL:
PRIMARY STANDARDS :









DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /_._'-q_ PAGE _' _ /_
SAMPLE # _..J_,,/ f/_ _/_." _, _ SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP [CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT




s S_PLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
I
St SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... [ ......
I
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... [ ......
I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... [ ......
I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... [ ......
I
Mg S_MPLE TRIAL i ...... [ .......
I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... [ ......
I
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... [ ......
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... [ ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... [ ......
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... [ ......
I
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... [ ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... l ......
I I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... l ......
I
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....





° ° . ...
Fe STANDAR ......
Ca STANDAR ...... [ ......
_ i _._7_7 _._ _z_
Mg STANDAR ...... I ......
.................. I ............... "_
_' ,'/
,.,_,._. ,,:,._ _ r_,_e_.._f .,: _,..,,,
G-47
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE: /_,z :I_ PAGE #:!l
TIME:
Ar-FLOW RATE (i/min) : : _
ICP POWER LEVEL:
PRIMARY STANDARDS :
ELEMENT WAVELENGTH ,_ INTENSITY CONCENTR.
S
Si _12 '_ --
A1 V'




DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' _ _ .0"_ PACE #' )_., _
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP GONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(I/mln) (ml/min)
S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... "......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... ".....
AI SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... ".....
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... ".....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
Hg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
S STANDAR ...... ".....
Si STANDAR ...... ".....
A1 STANDAR ...... ".....
Fe STANDAR ...... l ......
5i 7.,_,'71 _R )_"
Ca STANDAR ...... l ......
Hg STANDAR ...... I ......
---I .................... I ..........
__I I
. ,
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE: /_,z._& PAGE #: /g
TIME: 6 ?Y_
Ar-FLOW RATE (i/rain) : 6,g
ICP POWER LEVEL: i,_'., _r_
PRIMARY STANDARDS :
c









DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /ps. 2._r_ PAGE #'_
• SAMPLE #' _n_:'3' _'_. (fZL*4) , _ SOLIDS'
r:".',T_/_,_'f/_",_s_ " "
_IME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(I/min) (ml/min)
........ o._"
s _ _ ...... " .....
_ s.s,.J_.J _¥ ,_. _E,_f2 /,_'_ <_o_,,_)i _._ ° . . ° ° .
' si sa,,_- T,I,w,61 ......
......
A1 _E _ 1 ......
5v _3v5 q_/.v/
Fe SII_il/,g _ ...... " .....
Go i_-7.:_< 47 c_
. o ....
Ca _ _I ......
Mg S_ i_ I ...... ".....
o o . . . .
S S_ _i!_II_ 2 ......
. . ....
Si _ llli_,2 ......
AI Sd,W_ ThWmW-e ......
:s_ ,_. 4_,Sq . . . ° ° .
Fe _ Tiala_ ......
. . ....
Ca Sd_ "I_2 ......
. . ° . . .
Mg S_ T_2 ......
; _. /2(..5" _.'_1
. . ....
S S_ Tili_ 3 ......
.... . .
S i SI_a_aLE T_I_II_. 3 ......
_-v . 1"74_7 lul._ o ° . ° ° °
AI _ _ ......
Fe _tl_E T_3 ...... ".....
. .....
Ca _ i_a_,.3 ......
Mg _ T_ ......
S STANDAR ....... (5) ......
.o..°o
Si STANDAR ......




. . . ...
Ca STANDAR ......
5_. I._L'I y_" 6,,
o°.°o°
Mg STANDAR ......
. . . . 0.. o "'" " " I " "'" " "''" " "'''" " "''"
I_ I _"_J "_
G-51
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE" l_. _ -rc PAGE #" IS
SAMPLE #" COc-_rc'4-1_ , i SOLIDS"
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. IREFLEGTIQ-ARGON Q-ANALYT




I I o=/ -_
S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... I C,-) I ......
I,: J<. Z_IT_t 2;_'. "7 I('c_#,,_,_ I _. 9
St SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... I ......
/_ _.'l_ I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
Hg SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... . I ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I ( _.) ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
A1 SA_IPLE TRIAL 2 ............
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
Lws i 'S ,, I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I IsJ ......
si I SAMPi=. TRIAL 3 ...... i ......
AI IS_IPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
Fe ISAHPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
Ca I SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I //c_'_ _.'_ <_ I
_g ISAMPLETRIAL _ ...... I ......
_I _'_<; /_-_/_ I
S ISTANDAR ...... I ( _._._ ......
si ISTA_DAR ...... I ......
Al. IST_DAR ...... I ......
_I 5o _,_- I _._ I___
Fe ISTANDAR ...... I ......
_I S-c _ ¢_ "/_,_2I
Ca ISTANDAR ...... I ......
_I _<. t_8._/ _ _.(I
Mg ISTA_DA_ ...... I ......
---I ......................... I .....
: G-52
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' j._ _ c* PAGE #" 'C
SAMPLE #' C'6c-Sc_ -tl , % SOLIDS"
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(I/min) (ml/min)
....... . . ° ° .. . ° ° ° ° . . ° o - I . °.. . . . m .
_
S SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... f_) ......
Si SAHPLE TRIAL 1 ............
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ............
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ............
//q,_7 z%. cc
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL i ............
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ............
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... (_j ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
5 J_( _F.iL
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
4"#I
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
/IT_Z _7.Y[
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
I. 7Y( P_ "x1
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... _) ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
S STANDAR ...... - .....
•_ _ Io'16 :'_/ lc. o
Si STANDAR ............
16¢L5 9_.v7
m Al STANDAR ...... - .....
Fe STANDAR ...... I ......
Ca STANDAR ...... I ......
5,., _,,/S'_ I _q.=_
Mg STANDAR ...... I ......
z,. ))so I 1'_._"
° ° ° " " "" " ..... = " " " " " ° °° _ I "° "'" " ° " _"
I
G-53
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /2.2.c/c PAGE #" ____L.___
SAMPLE #" C_c-ScH -I_ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(I/mln) (ml/min)
... 0.... . . . .- . ...., ... -. . .... . ....
_
S SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
/_5_ 2Tqa? ....//_,(_ <__T _._
Si SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... " .....
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... " .....
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... ".....
/_,,,4_ V_._5 I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... -.....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL i ...... ".....
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
/6"/_- _9,_a
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
,_7_7 ,/__'I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Hg SAMPLE :I'RIAL2 ...... -.....
_'c "/ )_,Y/
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ....... " .....
IV_7 ;zy. 5 q
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
/ 77_"6 _/e'.s,./
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " .....
/,./;'TY' ,¢_¢
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
S STANDAR ...... ".....
_,,,;,,,_,,_ _ ll_. _ _,;_ _,d l_S._ z,,._,,_..:_ _.._
Si STANDAR ...... ".....
A1 STANDAR ...... ".....
5_ ;F&.I _lff'.Z6
Fe STANDAR ...... ".....
_5_ tg'?6,1 V_,.4_
Ca STANDAR ...... I ......
Mg STANDAR ...... I ......
--- ----- ----- ----- ----- I ' '"
I c._ "_
G-54
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' ,'2._._ PAGE _" _
SAMPLE #' CGS- 5cq" _ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM [SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-KNALYT
I STAND. TRIAL # PPH INTENS PPM POWER
I (I/rain) (ml/min)
l -- ......... .- ..........
---I .......... _'_
I _ -- - .. ° ° ° °
s I_-AMPLETRIAL I ...... i,-)
/JJS ] _ _ _ _:_/7 _I/_.z_ <_._'_' -_'_ ......
- Si ISAMPLE TRIAL I ......
_1 :_¢_ s _7_ 2q _ - ......
A1 ISAMPLE- TRIAL i ......
I _ /¢¢_- _i_'_/- - - ......
- F----_SAMPLE TRIAL i ......
_z _Z_%' _ - . . ° ° . °
Ca SAHPL-------_T RIAL 1 ...... 19_.?,/ _g .'_c
-- ! I ! i I I
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL I ......
_ ° ° ....
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... (_
/19-o - -.....
__ ° .... .
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 " .....
__ - ° ° . . ° °
Fe SAMPLE- T-RIAL 2 " -.....
,'7L6_ 4_ _'I ...... ° . ° °. °
Ca ;AMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
/5/7._ _ 7-t.';__1_ - -_ .. o . . .
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ......
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... (_9
12_5 - - -- - ......
- Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
_ . ° . ° . °
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
.m.-------.-_ - - - ° - -"
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
l&cC_z _._
. _ -- ° . ° ° . °
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 -- .....
..... . . . ° o
Mg I;AMPLE TRIAL 3 ......
_,7 _ _.z_ ..... . .....
S STANDAR ...... [_')
Si STANDAR ......
_1 _ /_-,¢_. _ _i'_.,'__ _-- I i ! ! i I
A1 I STAND_,R ......
....I _ ° _¢q¢ _ ''f_ ..... -.....
Fe ISTANDAR ..... I So _9_'__ _'._
Ca I ST_DAR ..... I
50 _c5;,,¢_ 5_,_$_ ......
_1. -- --
Hg ISTANDAR ......
I I ..... _"° ,__z_ '____,'-_
I "'" I .................... ,,'_
6-55
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE'. l_'Z-'Vc PAGE #'. 14'.
SAMPLE #' CG_ .gcg' "_' , t SOLIDS"
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS PPM POWER
(I/min) (ml/min)
_._ 3
S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... kS) ......
,_ 9,c__,_\ L_o._ <,o,.,.,_ . _.'_
I ° o o.. o
SI SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... _c_ _,q?_
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... [ ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ' I ......
i
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL I ............
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... O-. - .....
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
Al SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
/q_z _,_
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
_1 I 7/./__
frg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ............
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ((-) ......
_; I z q_ ,_ _'..z. -_,_,.,.,,_,.._ _.'3
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
iq _',,? y,/.)7
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ............
, ,,
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I _/,F/ I /'/.'_¢
S STANDAR ...... I (,_ ......
Si STANDAR ...... l ......
A1 $TANDAR ...... I ......
Fe STANDAR ...... I ......
Ca STANDAR ...... I ......
Mg STANDAR ...... l ......
_ _ I _._q
I _"_
G-56
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE" i_-z.-Io PAGE #" £o
SAMPLE #" C'6_ -5c4- 7 , t SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE JSTAND. ICP CONCEN. [REFLECTIQ-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL #I PPM INTENS PPH J POWER I
J J J(I/mln) (ml/rain)
@ i I
............. I ............... I ..... I
S SAMPLE TRIAL 11 ...... J (_) J ......
i/$5 I _,,7/1 12_._ _1</,,_,..,,-,-,,I_._
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1l ...... l ......
Al SAMPLETRIAL 11 ...... I ......
:- l Fe l SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
_I 16"JJ3 _II._7 _I
Ca lSAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
__l _zffq) t.2,,q
Mg lSAMPLE TRIAL I ...... ".....
S JSAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... (.{J ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... " .....
t'3_ql _,z_
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... " .....
I _ F_
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... " .....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
IF7_7 _7.z6
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... -.....
%_" _,_7
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... (Z) ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " .....
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " .....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " .....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... J ......
s STANDA_...... I ......
_;Z__. , _ _ _ d2 , _ __ "Z_ __L_ua.____l _. _ ....
Si STANDAR ...... I ......
At STANDA_...... I ......
Fe STANDAR ...... I ......
,> )___ _, sv I
Ca STANDAR ...... l ......
Mg STANDAR...... I ......
G-57
DOE SULFUR 6 ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /_'.z .m_ PAGE #' e/
SAMPLE #' CO-_- 5¢i_/-_ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ ISAMPLE [STAND. ICP CONCEN. REFLECTIQ-a_RGON Q-_uNALYT
STAND. [TRIAL #[ PPM INTENS PPM POWER ]
I I(I/min) (ml/min)
I I .... I
........ I ..... I .................... I
I I I_._
S SAMPLE ITRIAL I I ...... c_) I ......
/_"_ I I 7,-_cZ _,o_z.,.(. <ao,.,.,;_-,.,,'l_.'-'_
Sl SAMPLE I TRIAL li ...... I ......
I I J_J*'_ _"_,_) I
A1 SAMPLEITRIAL li ...... I ......
Fe SAMPLEITRIAL 11 ...... I ......
I I )s,/_'_. _',ni I
Ca SAMPLEITRIALt l ...... I ......
I I __¢_z ___ I
ng sAMPLEITRIAL 11 ...... I ......
I I _'qi _.,_1' I
s SAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... {_> I ......
._z_ I I _/_ //?,¢ <,,,,,,,m,:-I _._
Si SAMPLE ITRIAL 21 ...... l ......
I I __'_'7 7Y.:__z I
A1 S,_PLE ITRIAL 21 ...... I ......
I I J_o¢ _'_/_, I
I Fe SAMPLEITRIAL21 ...... I ......
I I )_ _,.s _'so I
Ca SAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I ......
I I _ c_) I
Hg SAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I ......
I I z_ ,_'_ I
s SAMPLEITRIAL _I ...... (. I ......
si SAMPLEITrIAL 31 ...... I ......
I I _,_'_z. _'_ I
A1 SAMPLE ITRIAL 31 ...... I ......
I I I _d% .v_,6"7 I
Fe SAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I ......
I I I _ _,¢_ I
Ca SAMPLEITRIAL 31 ......I I ......
I I I _ _" I _?.¢_ I
Mg SAMPLE ITRIAL 31 ...... I I ......
I I I _'_o _'_,_ I
S STANDARI ...... I I Cs., I ......
:;_ I I /_; I,_Y"/_1 %'.z _ L,o,,,,,,._! _._
si STm_DArI ...... I I I ......
A_ STA_DARI ...... I I I ......
Fe STANDARI ...... I I I ......
I I -4, I _9._ _/¢.zt_ I
ca sTA_DARI ...... I I I ......
I I _ I _-_,_ .so,c} I
ng sTAnDerI ...... I I I ......
I I "_'_ I I I__, _.s_ I
........ I ..... I ..... I ............... I
I I I I o,_
G-58
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /2.z.qc PACE #' _
SAMPLE #' C_o-_cq-_ , % SOLIDS"
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP ICONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS I PPM POWER
(I/rain) (ml/rain)
i
--- ----- ----- ----- ----- I "'-'" """
I o._ _.,_"
S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... I (_J ......
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
A1 SAMPLE TRIALI ......I I ......
I . I tc_ I ._'/,_'
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL l ...... I ......
I. 1_o'/5 %.,$ .
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... _) ......
I_,'_ _/_6 /21, _,, <'_,_ ,_/."_'
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
j"7,,,f _v,qi'
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ".....
9'?_. / 5,-_5
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... (s) ......
Sf SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " .....
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... ".....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " .....
s El &_'.s'z
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... " .....
S STANDAR ....... 's-,.......
Si STANDAR ...... ".....
_,,, /_ _f_.=_t I
A1 STANDAR ...... " .....
_ ;_I_ '4"_._'___
Fe STANDAR ...... ".....
I _,, _q_ q'L.c_
Ca STANDAR ...... I ......
I s_ i, ?/_ _4"_.s_
M_ STANDAR ......I I ......
I _ I I_'_'_l'7,?z.I
............. I ..... I .......... I .....
I I I :"_ "_
G-59
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' l¢.z.gu PAGE #' _g
SAMPLE #. CGc- _cq- _/ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ ISAMPLE STAND. ICP ICONCEN. REFLECTIQ-ARGON Q-ANALYT
STAND. {TRIAL # PPM INTENS { PPM POWER I
I I I(I/min) (ml/min)
I I I
........ I ............... I .......... I
S SAMPLE ITRIAL 1 ...... I ($) ......
St SAMPLE {TRIAL I ............
l _&5,_ _t_._z
A1 SAMPLE I TRIAL 1 ............
I ' _ff"_r 'I/,Io
Fe SAMPLE ITRIAL 1 ............
I ,$_? _.Ts
Ca SAMPLE I TRI_L 1 ............
Mg SAMPLE ITRIAL i ............
.I _'_1 ,'1.26
S SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ...... (_p ......
Si SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ............
I _,,,_r9'5 y(.y_
A1 SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ............
I ,,_zo" ._7._6
Fe SAMPLE I TRIAL 2 ............
•I /#?/'7 1 _¢,5A__
Ca SAMPLE I TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
I /2_7 1_5c,
Mg SAMPLE ITRIAL 2 ............
S SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ...... <S/ ......
Si SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ............
I _zSq "Z_,ss ¢..":_
A1 SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ............
.I _s ,.//.,i'./'
Fe SAMPLE ITR1AL 3 ............
I t ")"__ _ q _).)'-I
Ca SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ............
Mg SAMPLE ITRIAL 3 ............
I I _/_ ,5,S
S STANDAR I ............
)'_ I /_ _.,_¢_', _,>7."z -<,_,_,_-,I "-.._
Si STANDAR I ...... I ......
I )_>_ I _'7c:<._I _,..-z._ I.
Al STANDARI ...... I I I ......
I _ I _-z_ I _.o_ !
te STANDARI ...... I I I ......
I _o I #_9 1 #_.v_ I
Ca STAND,M_I ...... I I I ......
I 5,. I _o_/ I _, _- I
frg STANDARI ...... I I I ......
_1 I -zt I _s I '_',_/_ I
-'" I ..... I .......... I ..... I .......... I
G-60
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /,_.2._% PAGE #' _q
SAMPLE #' CG_-_c_-._ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP ICONCEN. REFLECT Q-ARGON Q-ANALYT




S SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... J p,._ ......
i'_, o k_f/5,_ I /?_ '._" .:JL,_.,-,.; _.'-_
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
,_z-I _J9
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... ".....
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
¢6 _9 & I.,S7
Mg SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... ".....
S SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... ( _ " .....
Si SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... l ......
l,/_7V I _'/._
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
j_r I _j,t._z_'
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... l ......
p_z_ I ql.__t
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... l ......
I_ I. ,3_',_I '_.'/_
Mg SAMPLEITRIAL 2 ...... I ......
I _ _6__ I ,_r
S SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... J (,;_) ......
"..az,. ?._/?.3 I /_¢,_ ",'_'_" :.. "_
si SAMPLETRIAL 3 ...... I ......
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
Fe SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
_"/_"/_I 4_.Y_
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I _kq_ 1 7_
Mg SAMn.E TRIAL 3 ...... I ......
I ://q _1 /,./,L_
S STANDAR ...... I ......
...,_';3,_ -e=_- I c _ _ _'/_'/I q_._q <'_',#'_< _.'¢
Si STANDAR ...... I ......
A_ STANDAR...... I ......
£_ _$- ....I_ _'_.s7
Fe STANDAR ...... " .....
Ca STANDAR ...... I ......
Mg STANDAR ...... l _ ......
J ..... _ I _7 I_._'_
l .................. l ...............
I I I _.':_ 3
G-61
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' av-._._7o PAGE #''_S
SAMPLE .' CG_- Sc_-_ , % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEH ISAMPLE/ISAMPLE ISTAND, I ICP IGONCEN,IREFLEGTIQ-ARGONIQ-ANALYT
I STAND. ITRIAL #1 PPM I INTENS I PPM I POWER I I
I l J I I I I(I/mln) J(ml/min)
_I I I I I I .I J
--- I .....I .....I ......I .....I .....I .....I I
S ISAMPLE JTRIAL li ...... I I I <_) I I ......
_Y_ _ _I I I l___l _.5 i_,__ ,_ I
Si ISAMPLE iTRIAL 1( ...... I [ I I ......
I I I I '_s") _ I _',_s'l I I
A1 ISAMPLEJTRIAL 11 ...... I I I I ......
__1 I. I I ,_q"_ I _,oo I I
Fe JSAMPLE JTRIAL 1 1 ...... I I I I ......
__1 I I I _/ I__._J I I
Ca JSAJ4PLEITRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
__1 I I !zs_ I =_'._,_....I I
Hg ISAMPLE ITRIAL 11 ....... I I I ......
__1 I I ?7'_._E_I,-_nqI I
S ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I I (;-) I ......
o 7._5" __1 I I _/_LL._____IJT/_I_,_:, _'._ I
si ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... i I I ......
__1 I I /_ I__._" I. I
AZ IS_P_-E ITRZAL21 ...... I I I ......
__1 I I _'?_ I _V_._'ZI I
Fe ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I I I ......
__ I I. I _-_S'/'/ I _._/- I I
Ca IS_P_-E ITRZAL21 ...... I I I ......
I I I ,:_'_ I __._$ I I
Mg ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I I I ......
__1 I I _/_ I ,s.6z I I
s ISAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I c_ I ......
?/° _1 I. I ze_-/ I /z_7 I,c,,_,_ I ._ I
Si ISAMPLE ITRIAL 31 ...... I I I ......
I I I _z_' I _Z._,v I .I
A_ IS_P_-E IT_ZAL 31 ...... I I I ......
__1 I I_ /'/_ I I_¢> I I
re ISAMPLEITRZALBI ...... I I I ......
I I I _6"/ I "_'./_" I I
Ca ISAMP_-EITRZAL_1 ...... I I I ......
I I I ,_Se'¢ I /--d"-_ I I
Mg IS_PLE ITRZAL31 ...... I I I ......
_1 I I _¢._ I /t,.o-S I I
S IST_D_I ...... I I I Cs) I ......
a?5o __1 _Y I I..J_,, _-_o I_'.?;' I'-.,,_=,_ ,.,._ I
si ISTANDARI...... I I I I ......
_1 I I _._ I I_ I _'_'_ ; I
A1 IST_DARI ...... I I I I I ......
_I I I _,_ . I _z/_'I V_.'_¢I I
Fe IST_D_I ......I I I I I ......
.....I I I_I /_'/-_Isc,_zI I
'ca ISTAND_RI......I I I I I ......
_1 I I sc I _o_-<_'I q_rco I I
M_ IST_D_I ...... I I I I I ......
_1 I I z'_ I _,_..¢ I _,.e9 I I
"''1 ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I
.... I, I I I I I "._ I
G-62
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE" /_._,_c) PAGE #' 2&
SAMPLE #' C_¢-_cq- I , % SOLIDS'
TIME {ELEM SAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. ICP {CONCEN. IREFLECTIQ-ARGON Q-A.NALYT
I STAND. TRIAL # PPM INTENS I PPM J POWER I
I i J I(I/min) (ml/min)
I I I I
I ....................... I .....I ..... I
I I I I _._ -_
S SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... [ I ('2 I ......
,_"_'5._.I }JA._" I<,o,_.-_1 _.__g_o
St .SAMPLETRIALI ...... I I I ......
AI S_PLE TRIAL i ...... I I I ......
/_'#'/ I 'VL,._'/ I I
re "SAMPLETRIAL i ...... I I I ......
_:_/# 1 7/.,_-_ I I.
Ca SAMPLETRIAL 1 ...... I I I ......
_I _//'_'_ I ._V..¢ I I
Mg SAMPLETRIAL I ...... I I I ......
:_6'u I ,_.-_'/ I I
S SAMPLETRIAL 2 ...... I _,._ I ......
o_'_ _'_'/,/_1 ,',_.'/ _,,_._-_','1 ._
si SAMPLETRIAL 2 ...... I I ......
_S/r._ I 77,v_ I
A1 SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
Fe -SAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I ......
I / _'_._z _L._/ I I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL2 ......I I I ......
. I /_%_ _-7._ I. I
HE SAMPLE TRIAL2 ......I I I ......
__1 I _',_ :Y_._I I
S lSAMPLE TRIAL3 ......I I _ _) I ......
_ ,o _I IZ_ _¢.= l-,_.-'r.'_l_.-'_
Si ISAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I J J ......
I I '¢_ _ _6._ I I
AI SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I I ......
I ,_6 _'_.¢_' I I
Fe SAMPLETRIAL 3 ...... I I I ......
I ,_#_'q "_ I I
Ca SAMPLE TRIAL3 ...... I I I ......
I _ -_. _/,.I. I
Mg "SAMPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I I ......
I ?',:/,. /5._¢ I I
S STANDAR...... I I c-) I ......
_zc_ "#4 _,._ I ,_//v2 _7 I,_,_,_" I _._ -
si ST_D_ ...... I I I ......
lo,_ l l6'-_ ¢'¥._£..1_ I
At STAND_ ...... I I I ......
I s,, .....I _'/_ _/.._ I_ I,,
Fe STAND_ ...... I I I I ......
I _o I/_':':_'_':."_I I
Ca STANDAR...... I I I I ......
1 5_ I /,;_¢/ I _./_ I I
ME STANDAR ...... I I !I _-_ I /_;_r7 , _I_'_ II Ii ......
............. I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I !
I I I I I _.'_ _ :_
G-63
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET A
DATE: /_ '_._ PAGE # :Z__
TIME: _0c
Ar-FLOW RATE (I/rain) : 0,
ICP POWER LEVEL: /oSo
PRIMARY STANDARDS :






L/2;{. ;79 _eV_'_/., /,_
149
_ 74_._ " _7_8o _c
G-64
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /2.%._c PAGE #' _?
SAMPLE #' _'6"_,a,,O,e_/._'rp._ o _"/. % SOLIDS'
TIME ELEM ISAMPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. I ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECTIQ-ARGON Q-ANALYT
I STAND. TRIAL # PPM I INTENS ] PPM _ POWER i
] ] _ ] I(I/min) (ml/min)
i l i t l
--'l ............... I .....t .....I .....t
S I _.E _I ...... I [ I 6.) I ......
si.r=_E _Nmi.,1 ......I I I ......
/.o I,_¢2J i _/_.g2 I.
AI S_J.E "_,,,I ......I I I ......
_ I ,_/_0I _'_¢'_"_ _I
Fe Sj_,- _1 ......I I I ......
So I_I '/.<.zt' I
Ca smmmt_=,Tamm_,,1......I I I ......
_ I /_;_/_I_'l._'z. I
M8 __ ......I I I ......
s sl_F., ']_lwl_2 ......I I r_._ I ......
si t_,,,t_ ...... I I I ......:--%
_,_ 17//_t3LLE._¢I 9:._v' I
A1 Sdl_ T_m_.,2 ...... I I I ......
_o 1 2_,¢ I _/_.,_ I
Fe ......I I I ......
_'_ IZ'_g I S_',,I(, I
Ca S.II_Lm_ TllnNl_2 ...... I I I ......
I 5_ I /_5_'Id_._l_ I
M_ _i_m,q ......I I I ......
.Zo .I/,,/___t.._.l_ ..I
s sw_, T_. 3 ......I I (_) I ......
9_:'_ ,s_-_,5 I_,- I z_-:_l qI._-.¢"-,,,.-_.¢-_I__._'
s_ s_J,,t _II_3 ......I I I ......
I /_,, I/_/¢ I _._/ I
A_ _ _la_,31 ......I I I ......
I _'- I _'¢_'I __.'_ I
re S_i.E TMPn,31 ......I I I ......
I so.. l_If_- I V._,_'. I
ca S_ '__31 ......I I I ......
I _o .I /_¢z ,I vq.._/ I
_ T_,_ 31 ......I I I ......_ _.-j
S STANDAR...... I I ! ( _: I ......
Si STANDAR...... I I I I ......
_o o I../_,/_,:i_,:,_',, I
.----:--:iI I I ......
- I _o I a_¢,,_I.s'_./_, I
Fe STANDAR...... I 1 1 I ......s_ /_'_/__"/_,_-/.
c_ STAND_U_... ... I I I I ......
I _-o I _/_ I _,v7 I
_ ST_D_ ...... I I I I ......
I z_ I /_ i_/_._ ..... I
............. I ..... I ..... I .......... I I
I I I I _._' I _'
G-65
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE" /Z.F._o PACE #" Z
SAMPLE #" F"GU-F_-/= -/ , % SOLIDS"
TIME ELEM ISAMPLE/ISAMPLE ISTAND. ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECTIQ-ARCON Q-ANALYT
J STAND. JTRIAL #[ PPM INTENS I PPM J POWER I
0 I I I I I(I/min) (ml/min)
__I I I - I I I
---I .....I .....I .......... I .....I ..... I
S ISAMPLE ITRIAL lJ ...... I I (_) J ......
Si ISAMPLE I TRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
' I _./_S I /_.szI I
A1 IS_PLE ITRIAL 11 ...... I I i ......
_1 I I ,/7o I _.qq I I
Fe _SAMPLEITRIAL11 ...... I I I ......
__I I I _' I /_._ I I
Ca ISAMPLEITRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
I I I _cz- I =-.<,"_ I I
Mg ISAMPLEJTRIAL 11 ...... I I I ......
_1 I I _/7,_ I &._' I I
s IS_PLE ITRZAL21 ...... I I ......
_._o _1 I I __6_'_' _.el I I
Si IS_M_PLE ITRIAL 2 1 ...... I I ......
_1 I I /_13 _,Io I I
A1 ISmtPLE ITRZAL21 ...... I I ......
_1 I I =/_'(_ "/'_ I I_
Fe ISAMPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I I ......
_1 I I [f65 //.3_ I I
Ca IS/_MPLEITRIAL 21 ...... I I ......
_1 I I 63y_ z'/.¢z. I I
H_ ISAMPLEI TRIAL 21 ...... I I I ......
_1 I I I '/_'Z i g.Z_ I I
S IS_PLE ITRIAL 31 ...... I I I _-_ I ......
c_._" _1 I I I ,_,i'_s I -_._, I<,o,.,_,',',.I 0.5
Si ISAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I I I ......
_1 I I I _'°_ I_,. I,._ I I
A1 ISAMPLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I I I ......
_1 I I I _'_ I _._=I I I
Fe ISAMPLEITRZAL31 ...... I I I I ......
_1 I I I '1_._ I al.,, I I
Ca iSm_PLEITRIAL 31 ...... I I I I ......
_1 I I I _q._ I _-Z.S_ I I
Hg ISAMPLEITRIAL 31 ......I ! I I ......__.1 I I I qT_ , /'."_ I I
s ISTAND._I ...... I I I I _o_ I ......
],.o I I I /_e I_""_'_ I _._ I,_,.,.,,,'_'1 _._
si IST._ND.M_I...... I I I I I ......
AZ ISTA_D_J_I...... I I I I I ......
_1 I ,I _,_ I zo_a I _.sq I I
Fe IST_'_D_I ...... I I I I I ......
_1 I I _ I _=_ I_/&"_& I I
Ca ISTANDARI...... I I I I I ......
I I I Sv I_cq_' I _e-_-=/ I I
M_ iST_D_I ...... I I I I I ......
_1 I I z_ I_@_ I_L_._&__I......I ......
-"1 ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I
__.__1 I I I I I I
G-66
DOE SULFUR & ASH DATA SHEET B
DATE' /_._._o PAGE #" f_,
SAMPLE #" C(_O-Sq_-IG-J , t SOLIDS'
TIME ELEH ISAHPLE/ SAMPLE STAND. I ICP ICONCEN. IREFLECTIQ-ARGONIQ-ANALYT
I STAND. TRIAL # PPM IINTENS { PPH I POWER I {
I I I I I(I/mln) }(ml/rain)
_I I I I........I I
---I ............... I .....I .....I .....I I
_1 I l' I I o._' I 3
S {SAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I l l {*_ l I ......
_#,,.,S_1 l_'_JfSI_1 "_,o,,_".,I ._.'_ I
si ISAMPLE TRIAL1 ...... l I I I l ......
I I '1_¥,y I ¥,_._. I I I
AI IISAMPLE TRIAL 1 ...... I ¢_;/ l { { I ......I I
Fe {SAMPLE TRIAL I ...... { { { { { ......
_l I _.6_ I_l I I
Ca ISAMPLE TRIAL1 ...... I I I I I ......
_1 l _o73 I _f,_r_' I I I
MB lSAMPLETRIAL 1 ...... I I I I I ......
_1 I _Z-_f I T.,_" I I I
S l SAMPLETRIAL2 ...... l l l (-) I I ......
./_/,_ _l I {_7/ I$_._'_l<,o,,.,_,-l.,._ I
si ISAMPLE TRIAL2 ...... l I I I I ......
. I I_1 t_.'7e I I I
AI ISAMPLE TRIAL2 ...... I I I I l ......
li I _z I Jt,lo I I I I
Fe ISAMPLETRIAL2 ...... I I I I I ......
__i I ?3zq I1_o I I I
Ca ISAMPLE TRIAL 2 ...... I I I I I ......
_1_ I 5"7_o I_C_¢ I I I
Mg {SAMPLETRIAL 2 ...... I I I I I ......
I I I S/_ I 6._'7I I I
s ISAHPLE!TRIAL3i ...... I I I [_) I I ......
/c/£ I I I_z I 4q_l/ I_,o_,_1 ,.._3 I
si ISAHPLE TRIAL 3 ...... I I I I I ......
I I 6-_ IF_'.___/_#I I I
A1 ISAMPLETRIAL 3 ...... I I I I I ......
_1 I q'_" l /E,_ I I I
Fe ISAHPLEITRIAL 3 ...... I I I I l ......
_1 I _F_¥ I_S_q: I I I
Ca {SAHPLETRIAL 3 ...... I I I I I ......
_I I_'i'_'__I 2_.;I' I I l
Mg ISAHPLETRIAL 3 ...... I I I I I ......
_1 I S_z I _s¢ I I I
S ISTAND,_R ...... I I lr'v,) I I ......
_oz_ _1_ _oo I ;_'_ ' {_I <,o-,_,! _.:_ I
si ISTA_DA_ ...... I I
I oo I_'_cS_ I_.F-¢ I I I ......_____ 0
A1 ISTANDAR...... I I I I I ......
___I _o l lZ_f / I s_,_7 1 I I
Fe IST_D._'_,...... I I I I I ......
_1 so I /'/¢oq I ¢s._9 I I I
ca ISTANDER...... I I I I I ......
_1 _o I_ I_.__¢._"/I I I
H_,,ISTAND_U'_...... i I I I I ......
.... ! . _o I__1 ;f._._l I I
--- I ............... I ..... I ..... I ..... i i '
.._..__1 I I .I I _,3 I -_
G-67
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SIT.!;C;(LINI,ARY S'T'D. ( S'l'£1.41:4 ) :1.2/3/90
,.,t. f"i1'4,'._i,:Y ( I"'F'M )...LEMENT DATA _1
RLIN S '[ (; I... F'E CA MG S
i i02.1 47 .,57 48°,56 49°82 1.9.44 ?8.94
,.) r)_.° 104.4 46.38 5()._.,'.. 49.60 ].6.6:3 93.7;'
' ,.. ">"> :173 94,25 51.38 47.06 50.1 _ ' 17° c;,. Ge/.
4 9 I.>•8,".') 49.85, 45.1.4 51.32 21.38 99.63
r)5 97.64 56 •48 ,53.46 50 °46 .-0°06 95.97
6 92,30 .=;3,66 46,26 43.7"/ 1.9,63 96,63
7 99.48 47+59 46,76 50.25 ) 19,76 I_l,<<.0 :,.'.!
8 83 35 =""', ,,,,.87 45.34 49.34 :19.93 93.0_; >
MI!!iA i',I (:: (> =,<<,+3 ,.,I.10 47.85 49.34 .'I 9. ,'34 9','; +40
_:1 c.';.I:l 0 6 • 54 7_,.,<:>.:1 2.8 ":! ,.°. 33 .1.045 4.5:1
AI',IAI...YC;ii;,_i;C[3[3-SQ3"-I.[3-.1.
ELEMENT DATA SLJMM(.:_I:_:Y(I:'I::'M)
F;_U I',I S ;[ AI. FI..; C A MG _,i;
I. 4().8 c_ .1.9.38 .I.L,. 04 28.,'3.4 7 .':_53 49. L._''I'! A.
2 33,70 "1.8o :I.O 17.E30 2_>• 59 _._• 969 53,28
:_ 36.45' "I,E3° .1.'7 15 , :._L> 27° "1.8 7 ° '.";4() 49°37
G-71
¢_INAI..Y,C.;]i _.; F(31,.J....SC,),_,..-:I C....:I
__L.EMEI',F[ DATA SLJi'IM.-_-.RY ( I':"I::'M)
R t.JN S I A I . F E: CA M[; S
1. 10, 52 5 ' 790 10. '=" _',.J3 _,,.J._ 45 _.>• 07_.> 52. Olil
_-.."_ 9. _S>_., 4 , 894 1 I.. 38 24 . 92 _>. 234 50.81il
3; 10,4" 5 _':._ ",., • 3 _I"'_, .I.I, :I.:I -.., .5 :I. _ • 0 _.93 5 _._.8 ,_
i._.•HE:_N 10. _n., 5.3.,7 :11.01 24.2 c_ _.1:1:l 53.2_
.-I::I S. I:.l. 0.4 _, O, 4 4 o, O. 4 "_,., "I . 5 '7 0. I :I.0 3 • .I.',';
_-7_
ANAI..YSIS CGO ....SC4-.I
ELEMENT [JA'TA SUMM,':-,RY (I::'I::'M)
RUN S ] AI FE CA MG S
.................. w ..... _ ................. _ .. _,. ............... ..... _ .,.w........,
1 80.44 40.5;1. 3;1. 05 ='=• .J,j. 45 17.54 1.1,(.'.,. 5
"_ 87 95 40 18 36.81 57.96 1.4.53 126.4_'.. Q #
r) # •3 86...6 40 56 32.91 59 69 15.14 117o0
MEAN 84 •89 40 _4'2 33.59 57 •70 15.74 120.6
._ 1. S, r.I_ 3 o 9.4 0,2 () ,.'._• 9 4 :>,., .1.3 1 , 5 9 5 . "_,...
G-73
ANALYSIS CGO-SC4 ....?
"L.EMENI DATA SUMMAPY (I:"F"M)
RU N S I A L r-El CA M G S
I. 84.337 36.00 38.3.1 ,.j9.90 .15.77 113.5
2 92.89 40.68 38.86 62.3':5 15.62 128.3
3 88.44 39.40 39.18 66.0':,., 16.7t5 118.7
MEAN 88.56 38.69 38.78 6,'.!.77 16.04 .I70.J
_1 S.D. 4. '_'_ ':._,..,, ....... .4 ":,_ 0.4 4 3.10 0.6 2 7.5i
G-74
AN ¢_L YS i!_; C G111]....S I]_x._.-_'_;
EL EZMEliNT [.IA TA c;L.IMI*"if':'._R Y ( F:'F:'I't
R LJN F] i[ (:11. F Iii [.;A MG S
1 8 &. <_& 44 ° 47 42,8 _ 72. '5S :1.4./._ _] 1 24 . 0
MEAN 8_ 9_> 44 47 42.F.'l& 72._5J :14,&8 1 ,.,.4,0
:_::1 ,c:..,,i)o O,Ob 0.0(;. 0o00 0o00 0,00 0.0
=
AIqAI...YSISCGO-SC4 ...."3
'-LEMENT BATA SLIMMARY (I"F'M)
RLIN S I AI. I"E C A M G S
i 89,1.9 43,34 40°7'2 61,57 14,98 ].19,8
2 81.40 39.68 4]._39 66.45 ].5.58 ].27.0
MEAN 85.29 4].,5J 41,06 64,0.1. I'3,28 1.23,4
1 S, B, 5,51 o, ':'"( .' 5..... ,, O. 48 3 _45 O. 42 . I
G-76
SE;C(;_,_TlAI:f S"IIii,(S"!D •.ilq i) :I2,,,,..n/o,O.
,:)Ui',l'_ {,IY ( 'F"H"E!II_EM [NT DAT A _.... I
RUN S ]: AI... F Ii: C A M G S
........................................................................................................
1:i'
1 92. 86 49 . 48 4.7,09 ,.,0,07 19 0O.'.S :106, ,,.'"
""' I',- • •2 100.8 4/..,.4 530,3.5 5.1. 38 21..71 99.8":_
3 101,2 4 .,'1.S'7 ,51., ;3"2 8.879 20 • 68 95,77
4 1 ()5.O. 4 ?; ,,9 _',- 4,..°, 0U8 48 ,,6"_,. :I.e.,,38 lJ. 5_.0
5 95 ° 03 45 ° 40 4[:".° 0 ''_,,... 5:1.. 06 18 • 77 .1.04, "_.,
6 94.47 4L5,5'2 4&,5S 54.2& .19.37 :1.01.3
7 c,:" . 46.40 ,J3.47 J.8.5& J 05. J? .J•06 49 8'.5 ='
8 97.47 5"" 9"z. 48 /-_ 5..... :_,., 0.85 :1.8.40 J05. q_• a:. e .I, .. .'
9 :IC.,5. -'_ 49. ::l4 4 ?. 2"7 5 .I.. 40 .I.7.94 ? 90 "74
J.O 11r".:' . "" 4 o 03 46.). ',."_'7 54 . ':',, ,....... 4 I. °,.,. 9")_.. 107. ,'f.,,..'.
11. o 0. e.o 4 ?. "_':" 49.2 "' 50.0.1 1.8.5 _., 9 _I. '" r: i." ..IC)
:I.n,.. 9 7 ,5ii., "I"_,.,. F!:". 48. ,...°_'.,.,4''_,... "_,.'";,..J.'/'.8 2 :I0 (.:'• i:.,
1 "_ J 0 "_ ,S 48 , 0 _'_. 4 E}. o .....,.. ..... ,.,:3 4 £. 4 ":> .I.S_,.0 ,S .I.0"7 7
ME C.._N ? c).....S 4 ?' • '.3"% 48. &q.. 47,7 "'),.. 19 . 09 .1.0.400
.'{:J E;,D ,. 4 .:.'.5. 2 . & I:_.... 1 ,,£)7 1 J.. E_"' 11.• "_.'::' ,._'::,(?.
G-77
t.._N AI..YS :1:<!} C (3O'- S C,4 -'
EI...EMI!.:'NT I)ATA SUMiiAt;:¥ (F'I"'M)
RUN SI AI... I:'E C¢I MB S
1 95,82 41,10 39,25 65.58 J.4.St, J.24,4
2 86.84 37.2S 39.56 62.50 I._,92 131.,0
3 76.55 46.87 43.14 67.20 :1.5.15 123,7
MEAN 8d._,41 4:1.,74 40. d._5 65.09 .1.4o64 .I.2d._.4
.$.1Sol). 9.t_4 4°84 2,1_ 2.39 0. d._4 4,0
G-78
ANAI.YSI!3 CGO ....SC4,..5
...I...EMFNT BAI"A SUMM/',Fi'Y (I::'F'M)
RU N c; I Al F"Ii" C A MG S
1 76. ].0 34. J,9 40.15 64.59 15.18 1"1.6.8
2 74.65 34.48 40,5; 5 58.93 I.5.7 ',5 12 _I. 9
3 75. _J2 33.99 35.78 63.57 ]5.81 116.7
MEAN 75.42 34.22 38.82 62. _l._ 15.58 I]8.5
:I:1 S. I). O. 73 0,25 2.64 3.0"..! 0 • ,'3..',ii 3.0
G-79
ANA!.YSIS CG[)-SC4-6
ELEMENT DATA SLIMMARY (F'I"'M)
RUN Sl Al,. FE CA MG S
1 75.91 33,80 38o71 62,95 -1.3..09 106o4
_ 77. -'0"_ 32 16 39.50 63,4:1. .1.3,92 119.7a', a.. $
3 69 .33 30 .67 39 •43 59 °44 13 .29 :1i0 •I
MEAN. 74,1.5 3 n_-......_.l 39,0"_,_.,. 61.93 .13.43 1.1,"_',1




Rtj N S I AL FrE C A MG S
i. 95.66 37.98 41.8-7 63.17 14,51 12!6.3
-'.'_ 80, 20 36, ">''_,..,.39,4i. 67o26. 14,47 1.21o1..
3 82,47 36,84 45,13 67,30 1.4 . 80 1.''' _',,...,a 0
MEAN 86,Ii .._7 o0.1 42.14 65o91 14o59 124.i
:t:1 q.,. D, 8.3'5 0, q,_,c,> ._._. 8 7 ">-..3 7 0 • 18 ,"_. 7
G-81
ANALYSIS CGO-SC4-8
-LEMENT DATA SUMMARY (F'F'M)
RUN SI AL. FIE CA M_ S
1 84,92 44,14 46.10 67,00 15.5B ].20,4
2 87,34 39,99 40,40 71,10 ].4,98 120,2
3 99,54 41.17 39,6]. 69,02 14,94 123,2
MEAN 90.60 41,77 42,03 69.04 ].5.17 12]..3
_I S,[i, 7,84 2.14 3.54 2,05 0,36 ]..7
G-82
ANAI...YSIS CGO ....SC4 ....(JI)
.I..EMENT [IAl"A SUMMAI:kY (I"I:"M)
RUN S I AI F'E CA MG S
...................... ........ . ..................... . ... ...............
I. 74.8 _ 40.0"I. 31!-;.39 66.70 :15.1.4 1.12.'_...,
2 76.28 35.7"' 44. "z'7 2"_ r:. -,,':. ,.,. 74 . -.'.. 14 •_,8 1_-I •I
3 85 76 35 II 4"' ... . _-.36 70.90 15.06 123.8
MEAN 78.96 36.95 41 .70 70.6] 14.99 119.0
._:IS.D. 5.93 2.67 3.04 3.17 0.37 _..I
G-83
ANALYSIS CG[)'-S[_4"-I0
ELEMENT DATA SUMMARY (I-'-'F'M)
RUN Sl Al.. FE CA MG S
1 69.98 29.13 46.33 64oli 14o69 114o6
2 65.38 33°73 44.31 64.81 12.41 103.9
3 66.50 28.57 44°54 72.24 13°45 110.0
MEAN 67.29 30.48 45.06 67.06 1.3.52 109.5
il S.D. 2.40 2.83 1.1.1 4.50 1.14 5.4
G-84
ANAI...YSIS CG[)-..SC4 ....:1:1.
I-LF:MEIqT DR'lA SUMMAI_kI" (F'F'In)
R Ui'4 S I {,I I-El CA M G S
1 ,.-.')'8.")_'',,..., , I. 4,50 ,,.."_(?. &O 56.,.,0 .1..1.• l:_0 _.0 °..o I.
2 28°86 1.4o85 30.59 57o81 10o97 111.8
• "_ 2 & ")('3 28.94 :I."_,..'7 "_,., .-)9,..• 92 54..I, 5 .I.,,.... .I., ...4
MEAN _,,..">q,,.,. "c> .1.4,07,,. 30.04 5 &. 1.5 :1..1.oL'.,8 107 • :1.
il SoD. 0.3£ 1,1.4 0.5I. .I. o85 0o65 5.(?
G-85
ANALYSIS CGO-SC4-.I"_!
_LEMENT DATA SUMMARY (F'F'M)
RUN SI Al.. FE CA ' MG S
1 50,38 23.96 39,74 54.23 12o31 3.3.9°7
2 55o19 23.29 37.83 53.15 13.10 109.7
3 47.63 24.30 39.58 53.70 12.46 116.7
MEAN 51.07 23.85 39.05 53.69 3.2.62 13o5.4
_1 S.D. 3.83 0.52 1.0& 0.54 0.42 5.3.
G-86
C 0 AL. S I...LJI'_R Y AN AI...YS ]:iii
"40TE _. < _11ND I C AT E S T I..IA T II"IIi R ElSUI_T .11SI...I"S S THA N "THIi GIVE N UA I_.l JE
]DAIE OF. ANAI...YSIS: .I.":/'"/90.....i.,
S AMF'L..E S .11 A i... F E C A M G S
.......................................................................................1 S T D.t..'I 69 • 7"2 30.87; 63.48 65.02 27.50
.1. STDi4 72.87 43.87 5,,.3..1.5 64.90 26.4.1. 80,7,.,
.1. STD_4 9':2 • 86 49.48 47.0(; , 50.07 19,03 106.2
2 S'TD4:4 1.00,8 47.54 5,3.35 5.1..38 2.1..71 99.82
3 STD_.4 .1.01..2 44.97 5.1..3? 8.879 20,68 95.77
4 STD$4 .1.0.1."2 48,51i! 49.1..1. 48.08 19,,.,8 < 0.000
5 STD#4 .105.0 43.98 48.58 48.60 .1.9.38 ii. 9,0
1. C G0 -" SC4 -- 1 -':..' _:0,38 '" 3. c::, ':: 2 '.7, 2,. ,...... _:_ 39.74 , .4.... , I .., 3:1 1.1.9.7
o CG[)....SC4 ....I '') ":":" J3.:10 I09 "",.. ,.... ,,., ,. :1q', 23.2.. 9 37 .8 3 53..1. ":;,.. .,
7, C G0"- S C4 -..1 2 4 ";:/• ,",?; "' 4 :.30 39. "" "' '::.....,. ,_ . ,.,,'._ ,.,7,.70 .1.2,46 .1.16,. ,'
6 S 1 D._:4 95 • 0 ';,. 4 ',".;,40 ._..8... 02 51 _06 18 ,.'77 ].04 ° ,...°
.1. C G0 "- S r'...4 ....1..1 "_..,.,_::,. ,,..,.,'"": 14.50 _..'_9,6 () _,.,,.>z.,.',...n,, .l .1., 80 .1.09 , .1.
" I:,:. 30 ,., 57 • 8 .1, J.0 • 9 -/"_.-. [.,GO.-"S.C4 ....1.J ":,..,o,..,,96 .1.4. "''" • '='9 .. .1..1..1. 8.
3 C G0 "'"S C_ "" J.1 2 P ?/' .1'._ 7"3 ", o o ,'.,...,, • ,.., ..,. 54. :15 .1.2 " _ .1.00 4... ... .._ _... • •. '... _.'..'....' .
""..... S '1"D.#4 94 • 47 45, '::,....''_ 46.53 "',.,4'. "'_...6 .1.9. , 37 .1.0 .1, 3
J. C..GC]- S C4 "- 10 69 • '::'.,,9.. ,'"9.. .1"_.. 46. ,3."'_,. 64 • :1.1 14.69 J..1..4.6
,.."_... C G0 .- S [: 4 .-.:i.0 65.3 ,.,° S 3, ::'3 44 .7; :1. 6.4 .81 :1'>,...04:1 1C.3.9
3,. C G0 .- S C4 ....1.0 66 •50 ,,.."_8 . ,..'::;"" 4 ,_.5..4 7 ,_..... ""')4 J 3... 45 1 10 .0
8 c;;-1..Dt ." 95 • C.(::, 49 o...- -' 1 _ ':_ ' 'r• ,. ... ' . ,:.... 46.4(:) 53 • ,1, ,.,.,., .1.t"":...,,.1.
.... r-,.1 C G0" ,SC4 "-9' 14 • 8.4 4 ,",,, 0 .I 3 ,.,°.39 66, "",.0 :1.5. :1._. .1.:12. ,...
o CG0- S Czt .-.9 7 (::. 2 _' ":_':: "':' 44,3 }' 74, ":.''') _"<'.. ...o ... • . J.4, ,.,,:'. '1"" :1,..1.
[.'.Grl ....S [',4 -. 9 '" '::, '7 "d,., 35. :1I. 4:::! 36 70.90 ::1.5 "_..... .,..,4, :I23 •8,../ •
9 S l'"li t..4 o'-, 4" '5o 9 _ 48 6'::",.... ,... . . 50.85 .1_'..40 105.9
.1 C G0 - S [: .4....8 Iii_... 9 _..') 44..1 4 46 . .1.0 6 "7.00 1 '=., ",.,_:3"" 1.20. 4
"_,. CGO ......SC4 8 8";" • 34 ,7.9.. 95: 4C,. 40 i'.1. • :1.0 14.98 lO0,''',_ _...
"" "' 94 "",.,, C,GO--SC:4 -.o 9q) 54 41 . 1"' ]{9 6:1. 69 • 01.. .1.4 , 127,• ' I, ^'..
.1.0 S 1 D$ _: 103. ,."< 4 ''_,• J.4 49 . "27 51.40 17.94 99. ",.4
.1. CGO-SC4"-7 o5.66 37.98 41.. 87 6:5 .1."';' :1.4 •51 .1.o6. "". $ , ,•... ...>
,..._ CGO'- S C4"-"7 80 •20 36 .°2,.... 39 .4.1. 67.?.6 "i.4,4"7 :1.':' 1.,,.. :t
,.,"7 C GO- SC 4 ""7 8"'...• 47 36.84 45.13 67.30 14,80 1 "''_ :','.,. . 0
": '_ 92:li STD$4 102.....,.")48.0::;,. 46.57 ,.,4.,,4 18. 107.6
.1. CGO-•SC4-6 75.9.1 33.80 38.7.1 62.95 :13.09 106.4
CG0"S[:4-'6 77 2 ° 32 .1.6 39 50 63 41. .1.3,92 1.1.9,7° .. s.'.. , . "
2 CGCI- S[:4-6 69.33 30.4>7 :39.43 59.44 13,29 110..1
':: 25.1.o ST[fin 90.69 49.°9 49... ° 50.0:1. 2.8.,,6 98.A.. l . A.. %,I
I CGO-'SC4-5 76,..10 34. :19 40.15 64 .,.,9 :I.5..18 .1.168
-.. = " 75 :1.21.92 CGO-SC4 5 74.65 :34 48 40.'-":. ,,,, ,,19.93 15.
3 CGO-SC4 _ 75 '::'"' ,--,, .,.,, 33.9_ ?;5.78 6,3.57 15.8:1 :116.7
13 STD#4 97.58 43.83 48.89 47.35 17.82 100.9
1. CGO- SI', 4"- 4 95 • 8? 4:1 . .1.0 39. °=_.,., 6 5 . '::'_',,,:) 1.4, 86 1":.'4.4
2 CG0-'S[:4-'4 86 84 ".'.:,7.26 39, "_ "'...... ,,, 6w .50 13.92 :131.0
[::GO'"S['.:4 ....'% 76 _":,., , ,_.,'., 46.8"'... 43, :1.4 67.20 .1.5.15 .1.23 .7
'"'I 8 9.1.4 c_,..,T D.tt'4 .1.02,6 48 • ('.',3.. 48. f.'_.... 4 • 4 ,..."' .1. .06 107,7
.... •', o o 9 "" 3 ,q . "72 5 '7 9 9.1. C [-;0 ..._:'C4 ....,_> ,., ,. ,..1. 4 ,',. 40 6 .1.. 14, 8 :1..1 • 8
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Attachedfinduncontrolledcopiesof HCCL proceduresyourequestedon 12/18/90.
They are:
• HCL-101, AshContent.
• HCL-102, Residu.alMoisturein Coal.
• HCL-106,Determinationof ElementsinCoalAsh.
• HCL-204,_Su.spendedSolids.
HCCL techniciansfilteredthe four B&W referencesamplesat the CQ Inc. facility. We
filteredthesesamplesusingtwo vat bagswithfive, 50 cm Whatman #541 filterpapers
betweenthem. Whatman#541 paperhasa retentionratingbetween20 and 25
microns.
Ali remainingB&Wsampleswere filteredusing9.0 cmWhatman#42 paper in a
Buchnerfiltrationassembly. The Buchnerassemblyreplacedthe Denver filtration
assemblybecauseof the smallsamplesize. Whatman #42 paperhasa retention
ratingof 2.5 microns.
P.O. BOX 29 • HOMER CITY. PA IS748 • (412) 479.9011
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The followingtable lists the HCCL sample number, the date received, the date filtered,
and the filter paper used.
HCCL Date Date Filter
_ample No. Received Filtered T.T.xP.g.
900800004 07/31/90 08/01/90 Whatman #541, 50 cre. *
900800005 07/31/90 08/01/90 Whatman #54 1, 50 cre. *
900800006 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm.
900800007 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm.
900800008 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800009 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800010 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm.
900800011 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800012 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800013 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800014 07/31/90 08/08/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800037 08/02/90 08/03/90 Whatman #541, 50 cre. *
900800038 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800039 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800040 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm.
900800041 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800042 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
900800043 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm
900800044 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm
900800045 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm
900800046 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm
900800047 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm
900800048 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm
900800049 08/02/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm
900800170 08/09/90 08/09/90 Whatman #541, 50 cre. *
900800171 08/09/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cm.
900800172 08/09/90 08/16/90 Whatman #42, 9 cre.
• - Samples filtered @ CQ Inc. using two vat bags with 5 of these filters
between them.
!t-2
P,O. BOX 29 • HOMER CITY. PA 15748 • (412) 479.9011
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cc: D. J. Seigh (w/o attachments)
S. L. McClintock(w/o attachments)
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1.0 REFERENCES
I.I Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Method D3174-89, "Ash in the Analysls
Sample of Coal and Coke From Coal.tr
1.2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Method D121-85, *'Standard Definitions
of Terms Relating to Coal and Coke."
1.3 Fisher Oven Model 497 Instruction Manual.
"Pr1.4 Method HCL-IO01, eparation of Technical Procedures."
1.5 Method HCL-230, "Preparation of a Coal Sample."
1.6 Method HCL-I02, "Residual Moisture."
"Pe1.7 Method BCL-II9, rcent Magnetic Material "
1.8 Method HCL-144, "Correcting Analytical Results for Magnetic Material."
1.9 Method HCL-182, "Percent SO 3 in Coal Ash By Leco SC-32 Analyzer."
2.0 SCOPE AND APPLICATION
2.1 This method describes the procedure for determining the inorganic
residue as ash in coal.
2.2 This method ls applicable to all samples prepared in accordance with
Section 6.0 of this procedure.
2.3 The sensitivity of this method is equal to the sensitivity of the
balance. If an AC-100 or AE-160 balance is used, the sensitivity is
0.I0 percent ash.
2.4 The precision of this method at HCCL represents the difference between
replicate ash results on the same prepared coal sample. The difference
in test results, carried out by the same operator should not exceed
0.24 percent. This precision interval is at 95 percent confidence
using Quality Assurance data from July through December, 1989.
2.5 The accuracy of this method at HCL represents the difference between
the test result and the standard ash value of a control sample. The
difference from the standard value should not exceed 0.30 percent.
This accuracy interval is at 95 percent confidence using Quality
Assurance data from July through December, 1989.
2.6 Ash values from this method can be applied in the proximate analysis
and the ultimate analysis. See ASTM DI21.
]-5
2.7 Results from this method can be used to correct other parameters to
a -_,,-.- .... t_r fr. ..... s.
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2.8 Ash content from this method can be used for payment purposes, to
monitor emission standards, to evaluate sampling processe_to
determine the effectiveness of coal cleaning processes, and to
classify coal by rank.
3.0 SUMMARY OF METHOD
3.1 Ash is determined on a one gram sample under rigidly controlled
conditions of time, temperature, atmosphere, and equipment
specifications. The amount of residue remaining after ignition
represents the ash content.
4.0 DEFINITIONS
4.1 Ash - The inorganic residue remaining in the sample after ignition
of combustible substances when heated under controlled conditions of
temperature, time and atmosphere, sample weight, and equipment
specifications.
4.2 High Rank Coals - For the purpose of this procedure, anthracite,
semi-anthracite, and bituminous coals.
4.3 Low Rank Coals - For the purpose of this procedure, subbituminous
and lignite coals.
5.0 INTERFERENCES
5.1 Clays, carbonates, and pyrites lower ash results by causing a loss
in weight from the original inorganic materials.
5.2 Calcium carbonate, in the presence of hlgh sulfur concentrations,
undergoes a chemical reaction that retains sulfur as calcium sulfate.
Eigh ash values are the result. Nominal concentrations of calcium
sulfate are minimized by the slow heat rate used in this procedure.
Low rank samples, which contain high amounts of calcium sulfate, are
ashed for an additional hour and analyzed for SOs retention in
accordance with HCL-182. See Section 13.2 for correcting ash values
to a S0s-free basis.
5.3 Magnetite in the sample will yield high ash results. The percent
magnetic material is determined in accordance with ECL-II9. Ash
results are corrected to a non-mag basis as outlined in BCL-144.
6.0 SAKPLE HANDLING AND PRESERVATION
6.1 All samples of coal are prepared and containerized in accordance with
HCL-230.
I-6
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6.2 Samples shall be weil mixed before analysis.
6.3 Samples that require correction for SOs retention in ash are
handled in accordance wlth HCL-I82.
6.4 Samples that require correction for magnetic material In ash are
handled in accordance with BCL-II9 and HCL-144.
6.5 Unless otherwise requested, coal samples are maintained in inventory
90 days after report date and then discarded.
7.0 PREREQUISITES
7.1 The furnace must be programmed for the correct temperature, temperature
rates, and holding times.
7.1.1 Press the PARAMETER SET key.
7.1.2 Enter the following conditions for high rank coals:
* RI: 7 (degrees C/min).
* TI: 450 (degrees C).
* Hl: O.
* R2: 5 (degrees Clmin).
* T2:750 (degrees C).
* H2:120 (minutes).
Set the remaining heating and cooling temperatures, rates,
and hold times to "0".
7.1.3 Enter the following conditions for low _ank coals:
* Rf: 7 (degrees Clmin).
* TI: 450 (degrees C).
* Hl: O.
* R2: 5 (degrees C/mtn).
* T2:750 (degrees C).
* H2:160 (minutes).
Set the remaining heating and cooling temperatures, rates,
and hold times to "0".
7.1.4 Enter the following conditions for quick ash analysis:
* Sl: 35 (degrees C/m:Ln).
* TI: 450 (degrees C),
* Hl: I0 (minutes).
* R2: 35 (degrees C/min).
* T2:750 (degrees C). ]-7
* H2: 25 (minutes).
l ........ I
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Set the remaining heating and cooling temperatures, rates,
and hold times to "0".
7.1.5 Enter the following conditions for low ash coals:
* Rf: 7 (degrees C/mln).
* TI: 450 (degrees C).
* Hl: O.
* R2: 5 (degrees C/m£n).
T2:750 (degrees C).
* H2:270 (minutes).
Set the remaining heating and cooling temperatures, rates,
and hold times to "0".
7.2 The furnace must be checked and adjusted if necessary (see Section
10.1).
7.3 The analytical balance must be checked for calibration before use.
7.4 Sample crucibles must be dried at 105 degrees Celsius for one hour
and then cooled to room temperature in a desiccator before analysis.
7.5 Sample sets must be generated by laboratory computer system.
8.0 APPARATUS
8.I Fisher Ash Oven Model 497.
8.1.I Refer to the 497 Instruction Manual for the oven's performance
characteristics and specifications.
8.2 Crucibles, porcelain - 22.5mi capacity, 41 x 21mm rounded and glazed
bottom.
8.3 Crucible racks and rack handles for 8.2.
8.4 Mettler AC-lO0 balance (see HCL-180) or equivalent.
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I0.0 CALIBRATION
I0.I Furnace Calibration.
lO.l.l Furnace calibration checks are done on a monthly basis or
vhen a potential problem ts suspected.
10.1.2 Place a cruclble half full with sand on the top shelf
directly underneath the outlet port hole.
10.1.3 Enter the correct parameter settings and turn the furnace
ON. Walt until the furnace reaches the final temperature of
750 degrees Celslus.
I0.I.4 Insert the pyrometer Into the outlet port hole so that the
pyrometer probe is in sand. Read the temperature. If the thermometer
reading exceeds the required temperature range (750 _50 degrees
celsius), increase or decrease the parameter set control until the
pyrometer is in the required temperature range.
10.2 Balance Calibration.
10.2.1 Refer to the balance technical procedure or balance
operator's manual.
II.0 TRAINING
II.I Condition - Technicians shall weigh and analyze a minimum of 20
ash determinations (5 runs on 4 samples). The amount of time should
not exceed 1.5 manhours. Technicians shall calculate percent ash
correctly and tabulate the average and standard deviation for each
series.
11.2 Standard - The equivalent precision from the standard deviation
from ll.l shall be no more than 0.50 percent ash.
__ ,,, ,, , ..... I, ,,,,
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13.0 CALCULATION S
13.1 Percent ash Is found by the equation:
A- [(D- C)/S] x 100
where: A- percent ash.
B - coal weight (grams).
C - crucible weight (grams).
D - crucible plus residue weight (grams).
13.2 Percent ash corrected to a S0s-free basis is found by the equation:
F = A - [A(E/100)]
where: A- percent ash from 13.1.
E = percent SOs from HCL-182.
F = percent S0s-free ash.
13.3 Percent loss on ignition is found by the equation:
G= 100-A
where: A- percent ash from 13.1.
G- percent loss on ignition (LOI).
14.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
14.1 In Lab Precision - Duplicate results analyzed at BCCL should be
considered suspect unless they differ by more than:
* 0.30 percent on anthracite coals.
* 0.50 percent on semi-anthracite and bituminous coals.
* 0.70 percent on subbituminous coals and flyash.
* 1.00 percent on lignite coals.
14.2 Interlaboratory Precision - Results submitted by two or more
laboratories should be considered suspect unless they differ by
more than:
* 0.40 percent on anthracite coals.
* 0.60 percent on semi-anthracite and bttL_w:Lnous coals.
* 1.00 percent on subbituminous coals and flyash.
* 2.00 percent on lignite coals.
H-13
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1.0 REFERENCES
I.I Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Method D3173-87, Moisture in the
Analysis Sample of Coal and Coke.
1.2 Fisher Oven Model 496 Instruction Manual.
1.3 Method HCL-IO01, "Preparation of Technical Procedures."
1.4 Method HCL-230, "Preparation of a Coal Sample."
2.0 SCOPE Al_ APPLICATION
2.1 This method describes the procedures for determining the residual
moisture of coal and coke.
2.2 This method is applicable to all samples prepared in accordance with
section 6.0 of this procedure.
2.3 The sensitivity of this method is equal to the sensitivity of the
balance. If an AC-100 or AE-160 balance is used, the sensitivity is
0.I0 percent moisture.
2.4 The precision of determining residual moisture at HCCL represents the
difference between replicate test results on the same prepared coal
sample. At 95 percent confidence, the difference in test results
carried out by the same operator should differ by no more than 0.12
percent on a sample with a residual moisture content of about 0.60
percent. This precision interval is based on Quality Assurance data
from January through June, 1989.
2.5 The accuracy of determining residual moisture at HCCL represents the
difference between the test result and the standard value of a
control sample. At 95 percent confidence, this difference should be
no more than 0.28 percent on a control sample with a residual moisture
content of about 1.05 percent. This accuracy interval is based on
reported Quality Assurance data from January through June, 1989. It
assumes that residual moisture in the control sample does not change,
but the actual nature of residual moisture shows that this is not the
case. In addition, environmental conditions such as temperature and
humidity, along with the depletion of the control sample, may cause a
systematic error in the accuracy of this test.
2.6 Determining the residual moisture is used to calculate other analytical
results to a dry basis. The residual moisture is not a significant
value for interpretation, but rather, a step in analytical procedure.
The residual moisture can represent the total moisture when no air
dry loss is performed.
-16
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3.0 SUMMARY OF METHOD
3.1 Moisture is determined on a one gram sample of coal at a temperature
between 104 and Ii0 degrees celsius for one hour. The oven used for
determining moisture has an air exchange of three volumes per minute.
The weight loss after drying represents the residual moisture content.
4.0 DEFINITIONS
4.1 Residual Moisture - The moisture remaining in the sample after drying
when heated upder specified conditions of temperature, tlme and
atmosphere, sample weight, and equipment specification.
5.0 INTERFERENCES
5.1 Moist air as the drying medium will yield low results. The freeze
drying unit and desiccant should be checked once per day to assure
proper operation.
6.0 SAMPLE HANDLING AND PRESERVATION
6.1 Ali samples of coal are prepared and containerized in accordance with
HCL-230.
6.2 Ali samples shall be well mixed before analysis.
6.3 Unless stated otherwise, coal samples are maintained in inventory 90
days after report date and then discarded.
7.0 PREREQUISITES
7.1 The oven must be at the correct temperature before analysis (see
section I0.I).
7.2 The oven must be connected to the house air. The house air must go to
the freeze drying unit (section 8.3) and two columns of silica gel.
7.3 The oven timer must be set to the correct time.
7.3.1 Press the TIME SET switch and simultaneously press the FAST
switch to advance the DRYING TIME display.
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7.3.2 When the time display approaches the desired time (1 hour and
15 minutes), quickly release the FAST switch and press the
SLOW switch until you reach the desired time. The "set time"
is now entered, release the SET TIME switch.
7.4 The inlet port (rear most port) must be completely closed and the
outlet port must be completely opened.
7.5 Sample crucibles must be dried at 105 degrees Celsius for one hour
snd then cooled to room temperature on a desiccator before analysis.
7,6 Sample sets must be generated by laboratory computer system.
8.0 APPARATUS
8.1 Fisher Ash Oven Model 496 (see Appendix II).
8.1.1 Refer to the 496 Instruction Manual for the oven's performance
characteristics and specifications (pages 5 - 8).
8.2 Crucibles, porcelain - 22.5mi capacity, 41 x 21mm rounded and glazed
bottom.
8.3 Crucible racks for Fisher oven.
8.4 Heitler AC-lO0 balance (see HCL-180) or equivalent.
8.5 Desiccators.
8.@ Freeze Drying Unit - Specifications.
Pre_sure: 200 psig max.
Temperature: inlet air 130 degrees C.
ambient air 50 degrees C min.; I00 degrees C max.
Flow Rate: 5, I0, 15 SCFM
Dewpoint: 33 to 39 degrees Fahrenheit.
8.7 House air - for renewing the preheated air in the oven at a rate
three times per minute.
8.8 ASTM thermometer - temperature range 95 to 155 degrees Celsius.
8.9 Desiccant columns.
9.0 REAGENTS
9.1 Silica Gel (8 to 16 mesh) drying agent.
18









10.l.l Press READ switch to the right and simultaneously turn the
set control (CW for increase) until the display shows the
desired "set temperature" (104 - II0 degrees Celsius).
10.1.2 Insert the thermometer into the outlet port hole and read the
temperature. If the thermometer reading exceeds the required
temperature range (104 - 110 degrees Celsius), adjust the set
control in accordance with i0. I.I until the thermometer is in
the required temperature range.
10.2 Balance Calibration.
10.2.1 Refer to technical procedure BCL-180.
II.0 TRAINING
II.i Condition - Technicians must determine a minimum of 20 moisture runs
(5 runs on 4 samples) within 3 hours. Ali results must be calculated
correctly and tabulated with an average and standard deviation for
each series.
11.2 Standards - The equivalent precision from the standard deviation from
ii.I shall be no more than 0.20 percent for each sample analyzed.
E 19
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!3.0 CALCULATIONS
13.1 Percent residual moisture is found by the equation:
M- [ CA+ B- C)/B ] x I00
where: H - percent residual moisture
A - crucible weight (grams)
B - coal weight (grams)
C = crucible and dry weight (grams)
14.O ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
14.1 In Lab Precision - Duplicate results analyzed at HCCL should be no
more than 0.20 percent for coals having less than 5 percent moisture
and 0.30 percent for coals having more than 5 percent moisture.
Results should not be considered suspect unless these criteria are
not met.
14.2 Interlaboratory precision of two or more laboratories on a 60M sample
should not exceed 0.30 percent on coals having less than 5 percent
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1.0 REFERENCES
I.I ASTM, 1982 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Part 26, Method D3682-78,
"Standard Test Method for Major and Minor Elements in Coal and Coke
Ash by Atomic Absorption"; pp. 419-426.
1.2 Evaluation of the Effect of Coal Cleanin s on Fugitive Elements,
Bituminous Coal Research Report L-I083, March, 1980; pp. 129-143.
1.3 "Preparation of Technical Procedures", Administrative Manual, HCL-1001.
1.4 "Determination of Percent Ash", Technical Manual, HCL-IOI.
2.0 SCOPE AND APPLICATION
2.1 This procedure is applicable to the preparation of samples received
for analysis of major elements in coal ash.
2.2 lt is applicable to all coal ranks and types received at HCCL.
2.3 Samples prepared by this method can be expected to yield results
within the reproducibility and repeatability ranges reported in
ASTM D3682-78 when analyzed properly. (Reference Section 14.0, Table I).
2.4 Statements of sensitivity are not applicable.
3.0 SUMMARY OF METHOD
3.1 A 60 mesh coal sample is mixed and ashed in sufficient quantity to
yield a minimum of 1.500 grams of ash residue. This ash is mixed with
an excess of Lithium Metaborate and the mixture fused at 900°C for
forty minutes. The resulting melt is digested with dilute nitric acid
and quantitatively prepared for spectrophotometric analysis of the metals.
4.0 DEFINITIONS
4.1 Melt is used to refer to the bead-shaped product after fusion of the
coal ash with metaborate.
4.2 $pectrophotometric is used to refer to the method of analysis. All
elements with the exception of SOs and P20% and determined by Atomic
Absorption techniques. SOs is determined 6y the Leco SC-32 and P205
is determined by UV-VIS techniques.
4.3 A.A. is substituted for atomic absorption spectrophotometer.
4.4 UV-VIS is substituted for Ultra-Violet-Visible Spectrophotometer.
B-26
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4.5 Ash is substituted for the residue remaining after preparation of the
coal by BCL-101.
4.6 Stock Solution is the solution which results from dilution of the melt
and the quantitative transfer of this solution to a volumetric flask.
This is the solution from which all dilutions are made.
4.7 Analysis Solution is prepared from the stock solution for analysis of
an analyte.
4.8 Repeatability is the expected precision of results obtained from the
duplicate analysis of a sample performed in the same laboratory by
the same technician.
4.9 Reproducibility is the expected precision of results obtained from the
duplicate analysis of a sample performed by two different laboratories.
5.0 INTERFERENCES
5.1 Magnetite is considered an interference where magnetite-free analyses
are requested. In these cases, a non-magnetic analyses sample is iso-
lated in accordance with HCL-119, "Percent Magnetic Material in Coal"
prior to ashing.
6.0 SAMPLE HANDLING AND PRESERVATION
6.1 All analysis samples of coal are prepared and containerized according
to HCL-230.
6.2 Ash samples are ground to pass a 200 mesh screen and then mixed with
an excess of metaborate.
6.3 Digestion of the melt can be done anytime after cooling. However, once
digested, the resulting solution must not be allowed to stand more than
48 hours to prevent precipitation of metal complexes. The analyst should
examine each solution carefully to assure no precipitation has occurred.
6.4 Melts which are difficult to digest can be crushed with mortar and
pestle to increase their surface area.
6.5 Samples containing magentite may be processed by an alternative pro-
cedure where magnetic Fe20s is to be included.
6.5.1 Samples are handled normally up to the digestion of the melt
with nitric acid. At this point, the resulting solution is filtered
to catch the undigested magnetite.
6.5.2 Place the wet filter paper containing the magnetite into a platinum
crucible.
6.5.3 Preheat a muffle furnace to 750°C. 1-27
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6.5.4 Ash the paper off In the furnace for 30 minutes.
6.5.5 Add 20ml of 50% HCI to the dish and digest on a hotplate.
6.5,6 Fllter the solution into a 250ml volumetric flask. Use a Whatman
#54 fllter paper.
6.5.7 The results of the Fe203 analyses for both the ash and magnetite
are composlted to determine the total weight percent Fe20 s.
7.0 PREREQUISITES
7.1 The expiration date on all reagents must be checked and be acceptable
before any samples are prepared.
7.2 Safety glasses and labcoats are required.
7.3 Fume hoods are required for all acld digestions.
7.4 Reagents must be prepared before samples are fused.
7.5 The analyst must be approved by the department supervisor and certified
by the HCCL Training Program.
7.6 Reference HCL-180, "Utilization of a Mettler AC-lO0 Balance."
8.0 APPARATUS
8.1 Reference HCL-IOI, Section 8.0
8.2 Graphite crucibles, 9ml capacity, Spec Industries, Catalog #7152.
8.3 Platinum crucible, 35mi capacity.
8.4 Beaker, 400ml capacity, Pyrex brand, Class A.
8.5 Hotplate w/magnetic stirrer, Dyla-Dual, VWR Part No. 58849-001.
8.6 Volumetric flasks, 250mi capacity, Pyrex brand, Class A, T. C.
8.7 Volumetric flasks, 200ml capacity, Pyrex brand, Class A, T. C.
9.0 REAGENTS
9.1 All references to water will mean water with an electrical conductance
of 0.8umho/cm or less. Type I deionized, conforming to ASTM specific-
ations D1192.
9.2 Lithium Metaborate (LIB02).
9.3 Nitric Acid, concentrated, Sp. gr. 1.42.
9.4 Cesium Chloride, ACS reagent grade.
9.4.1 Cesium chloride solution, 2000ppm; Prepare by dissolving 25.3420gm
CsCI in 200ml of deionized water. Transfer to 1000ml volumetric flask
and dilute to the mark.
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9.5.1 Tartaric acid solution (125gms tartaric acid per 1 liter D.1.
water).
9.6 Molybdlvanadate Solution (used in P205 analysis).
Dissolve 0.6 grams of sodium metavanadate in 200ml of HN03 using
a 400ml beaker and stir bar. Dissolve 38.0 grams of sodium moly-
bdate in 200ml oi water using a I liter volumetric flask. Mix the
two solutions and dilute to the 1 liter mark.
9.7 P205 Standards
500 ppm stock solution - d_,=_iv* 1 0000 gram of disodium phosphate
in the 200ml's of water. Transfer to a I liter volumetrlc and dilute
to the mark.
5.0 ppm standard - using a 1 1iter flask add 200ml of water, 4.000 ±
.005gm LIB02, 10.000 i .005gms tartaric acld and 50ml HN03. Then
pipette 10ml of the 500ppm stock solution into the flask and bring to
the mark with D.1. water.
9.8 Tj02 Reagents
, 9.8.1 Lithium Tetraborate (Li2B4OT), powder
9.8.2 Hydrochloric acid (5 + 95) - dilute 50ml of concentrated
hydrochloric acid (HCf, sp. gr. 1.19) In a 1000ml volumetric flask
using deionized water.
9.8.3 Titanium Standard Solution - fuse .1000gm ash of a Certified
Standard containing approximately 1.50% Ti02 with lithium tetraborate.





11.1 Conditions of Training.
11.1.1 The technician must be approved by the department supervisor
to work with acids.
11.1.2 The technician must be certified in HCL-101.
11.1.3 The technician must be capable of preparing 16 samples for
major elements in ash simultaneously.
1-29
11.1.4 The technician must be capable of recognizing samples contam-
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11.1.5 The technician must be trained in the operation of the Leco
SC-32, Varian AA-475, and Perkin-Elmer Lambda-3 UV-VIS spectrophotometer.
11.2 Standards of Training.
11.2.1 Results of the 16 samples prepared must meet the criteria
listed in table one, section 14.0 of this procedure.
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13.0 CALCULATIONS
13.1 Weighted recomposite of Fe203 for magnetite contaminated samples.
D,= (A) (B) + (C)
Where A = weight percent of magnetite in the ash.
B = weight percent of Fe203 in magnetite.
C = weight percent of Fe20 m in ash.
D = weight percent of Fe203 total.
13.2 Reference Appendix A, Workseet for Calculation of Metal Oxides
from Element Concentrations in the Analysis Solutions.
14.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Percent of Moisture-Free Ash
Element Repeatablltt:y_ Ran]_e Reproducibility , Ran_e ,
$to2 2 I0 to 60 4 10 to 60
._l_03 1 5 to 30 3 5 to 30
Fe_O_ 1.0 5 to 50 2 5 to 50
CaO 1.0 2 1.0 2
CaO O. 2 5 2 O. 5 2
1_0 0.20 0.3 to 10 0.6 2
l'tgO 0.2 2
Ka20 0.5 5 0.7 5
l_a20 O. 1 5 O. 2 5
l_O 0.1 0.3 to 3 0.2 0.3 to 3
_02 O. 02 O. 2 0.07 O. 2
]P205 0.2 0.3 to 3 0.4 0.3 to 3
_i02 0.2 0.5 to 2 0.4 0.5 to 2
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14.2 Results of a test are rejected if the total percent recovery is less
than 97% or greater than 102.5%. The sample is retested. If results
of the retest do not meet the recovery requirements but do meet the
requirements of repeatability when compared to run one, the average of
the two runs is reported. If the retest does not meet the percent
recovery or repeatability standards a third run is made. If the re-
covery of this run is outside the acceptable range, the average of ali
three runs is reported and a comment added to the report to reflect theP
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APPENDIX D
More About Chemicals We Use:
Nltr_c Acid : (HNOs)
Nitric Acid is a clear to light brown liquid, lt causes severe skin and eye
burns and its vapors can cause damage to the lungs, lt is very corrosive
and will attack most metals. When it is allowed to contact wood it may
cause a fire. lt may also ignite paper, cotton and burlap. When you are
working with HNOs, always do so in an operating hood.
Nitric Acid will produce severe and penetrating burns to the skin and mem-
branes. Contact with the eyes will produce very severe, immediate damage
and may result in permanent damage.
Nitric Acid should be stored to safeguard against mechanical injury of con-
tainers; isolate from turpentine, combustible materials, carbides, metallic
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1 • 0 REFERENCES
I.I Existing acceptable industry methods.
1.2 Method ".iCL-lO01, "Preparation of Technlcal Procedures."
1.3 Method HCL-IO03, "Data Acquisition System Operation and Training
Hanual."
1.4 Method HCL-201, "Gross Air Dry Loss."
1.5 Method HCL-237, '_ettler PK-36 Balance."
"Operation of the Toledo Scale "1.6 Method HCL-238,
2.0 SCOPE AND APPLICATION
2.1 This method is applicable to all slurries received at Homer City
Coal Laboratory independent of coal type.
2.2 Samples received with a surface moisture of less than twenty
percent should be processed by Method HCL-201, "Gross Air Dry
Loss."
2.3 Sensitivity of this test is equal to the sensitivity of the
weighing device used.
2.4 Results of this test represent the solids content in the original
volume of slurry received.
3.0 SUMMARY OF METHOD
3.1 A coal slurry sample is dewatered and dried for 48 hours maximum
either at IO°C to 15°C above ambient (not to exceed 40°C) or
atmospherically (avoiding excess dust and air current interference)
to a workable dryness.
3.2 The remaining dry weight relative to initial wet weight yields
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5.0 INTERFERENCES
5.1 Atmospheric conditions maN greatly affect thls analysis, Containers
of sample must be tightly sealed up to the time of dewatering and
the dry coal not exposed to the air for extended periods.
6.0 SAMPLE HANDLING AND PRESERVATION
6. I Samples must be collected in a container that is larger than or
has the volume of one gallon to produce viable results.
6.2 The sample may consist of one or more containers.
6.3 All samples must be weighed upon receipt and this weight recorded
as the "gross weight" of the sample.
6.4 The technician must check this "gross weight" when beginning the
"suspended solids" test. If a discrepancy exists between the
starting gross weight and the original gross weight notify the
shift supervisor. Moisture losses or gains prior to processing
must be investigated and included in total air dry loss.
7.0 PREREQUISITES
7.1 Calibration of scale(s) or balance (refer to Section I0).
7.2 Calibration of oven (refer to Section 10).
7.3 Prior to beginning the test always check the process form for
special handling notes.
8.0 APPARATUS
8. I Mettler PK-36 balance with a maximum capacity of 30,000 grams
and the readability of O. 1 grams, when the mass is less than
6000 grams; and 1.0 grams when the mass is greater than or
equal to 6000 grams.
8.2 Scales
8.2.1 Toledo Model 2184 scale with Model 8130 digital readout
having a 300 kilogram capacity and a readability of
0.1 kilograms.
8.2.2 Toledo Model 4181-001 mechanical scale with the capacity
of I000 pounds and a readability of 0.5 pounds.
-45
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8.3 Drying Trays
• _-
8.3.1 Galvanized steel trays of the dimension 34" x 48" x 3"
with handles, located at Homer City Coal Laboratory.
8.3.2 Galvanized steel trays of the dimension 36 1/2" x
42 1/2" x 2 3/4" without handles, for use at EPRI-CCTF
facility.
8.3.3 Fiberglass trays of the dimension 36 1/2" x 42 I/2" x
2 3/4" without handles for use at EPRI-CCTF facility.
8.4 Blue '_" Air Drying Ovens, Model No. POM-966A-RI6X located at
the EPRI-CCTF facility maintained at 40"C + 5°C.
8.5 Soll Test Oven, Model L-7ZA maintained at 40°C t 5°C.
8.6 Air drying racks large enough to accomodate drying trays as
described in section 8.3.1. These racks are used for the
atmospheric drying.
8.7 Filtering Device
8.7.1 Denver Filter which uses 32 cm ashless filter paper,
hooked in series with two side arm Erlenmeyer flasks,
and a vacuum pump. The side arm Erlenmeyer flasks are
used for filtrate collection and filtrate clarity
monitoring.
8.7.2 Vacuum Filtration system at the EPRI-CCTF facility.
8.7.2.1 Raven vacuum filtering vats, 25" in diameter.
8.7.2.2 Eimco filter bags which are contoured to fit
the Raven vacuum filtering vats.
8.7.2.3 Nash vacuum pump, Model 202, operating at
2000 RPH.
' 8.7.2.4 Filtrate collection tank, Cemline 34104, with
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I0.0 CALIBRATION
I0.I Toledo Model 4181-001 mechanical scal_.
I0. i.I Set scale at zero, by removing all counterweights and
moving the sliding weight down the bar until the arrow
on the weight points directly at the zero mark on the
bar.
10.1.2 Place the 500 lb. equivalent on the counter weight holder.
Gently set the 500 lb. calibration weight on the scale's
platform and observe the reading.
10.1.3 If the scale reads 500 ibs. +- .5 ibs. then the scale is
properly calibrated. If the scale reads outside of the
limits, proceed with steps 10.1.4 and 10.1.5.
10.1.4 Remove the calibration weight and the counter weight.
Check the level of the scale's platform. Check under
the scale's platform for dirt and clean if necessary.
Finally, with the scale set at zero, check to see if the
arm for the slide weight moves freely.
I0.I.5 After checking all the items in I0.I.4, repeat steps
I0.I.I thru I_1.3. If the scale still does not meet
the calibration criteria, as stated in 10.1.3, contact
the shift supervisor and do not use the scale.
10.1.6 Calibration must be accomplished once per shift.
10.2 Blue M Hodel No. POM-966A-RI6X air dry loss oven.
10.2.1 Once each operating shift empty and preheat the oven.
10.2.2 After the oven has reached its operatiug temperature,
piace a certified thermometer in the center of the oven.
10.2.3 Allow sufficient time for the thermometer to equilibrate
to the oven's temperature, quickly remove and read.
Record all temperature checks in the "Blue M Drying
Oven Calibration Log" with date, time and technician
initials.
10.2.4 If the temperature is not within 35°C ¢ 5°C, suspend
oven usage and contact your shift supervisor.
10.2.5 The shift supervisor will adjust oven controls, supervise
oven recalibration and assure calibration log is properly
annotated prior to analysis resumption.
-47









11.1.1 The _echnician will perform five analyses on samples
with varying solids content.
11.2 Standard
11.2.1 The technician will perform the percent suspended solids,
within the average units-per-hour figures and acceptance
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13.0 CALCULATION S
13.1 Calculate the percent suspended solids of a gross sample as
follows :
A= (R- F)-WC
WT - WC x 100
Where A - % suspended solids
R _ weight of residue, container and filter(s)
F -weight of filter(s)
WT = weight of container and initial slurry
WC = weight of dry container
13.2 The computer program for calculating percent suspended solids of
a gross sample is in the PAMCON subsystem, and can be accessed
by requesting program 204 (reference Method HCL-IO03, section 4.5,
page IV-18).
14.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
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ANALYZER SYSTEM SOFTWARE LISTING
/*
/* CalSA. C
/* DOE S & ASH ANALYZER, B&W RDD 4554
************************************************************************
#include < StdIo.H >
#include < Graph.H >
#include <Colors. H >
#include < ConIo. H >
#include < Keys.H >
#include < String.H >
#include < CType. H >
#include < Time.H >
#include <Math. H >
int Calc_H4_Slope_Offset( float _v_hi, float _v_lo ) ;
#include "Sa.H"
#include "Proto. H"
#define N M2 STRINGS 6
_BOX m2 = ( N_M2_STRINGS,
( " Peristaltic Pump P4 ",
" Metering Pump P3 ",
" Opacity Meter ",
" Opacity Meter (Auto) ",
" Pressure Sensor " l
" Return to Main Menu " ),
_Black, _White,
( "Calibration Subroutines:" ),
_Light_Cyan, -i,
O, 12, (80-(58-26))/2, 0
);
#define FILL TUBES P4 30.0
#define _FILL_BEAKER_P4 ( 1.0 * 60.0 )
#define FILL TUBES P3 30.0




SBC(_Blue) ; STC(_White) ; CLS; Start_Up_Message () ;
switch(PrintBox(&m2) )(
case 0: Calibrate_P4() ;
I-I
goto _CALMENU ;
case i: Calibrate_P3() ;
goto _CALMENU;
case 2 : Calibrate_Opacity_Probe () ;
goto _CALMENU;
case 3: AutoOpacCal() ;
goto _CALMENU;










int Cal ibrate_P4 ()
(
int i, r, c;
float _old_rp4_max ;
char _buff[128 ] ;
_BOX p4box = ( 3,
( " Calibrate pump at 5 volts ",
" Set value of flow at 5 volts "




0, I, (80-(67-34))/2, 0
);
static char *_s014] = (
" Set or Calibrate Peristaltic Pump (P4)",
"Since 0 Volts is zero flow and 5 volts is maximum flow, It",
"is only necessary to set (or calibrate) the point at 5 volts.",
"Do you want to:" );
/* ......... ----- */
- 2
I-2






LOC(_r,_c) ; _outtext(_s0[0]) ;
STC (_Light_Green) ;
LOC(_r+2,_c) ; _outtext(_s0[l]) ;
LOC(_r+3,_c) ; outtext(_s0[2]) ;









case 0: _old_rp4_max = rp4_max;
Set P4 Max() ;
spr_ntf( _buff, "RP4_MAX changed from %.3f to %.
_old_rp4_max, rp4_max ) ;
LogSA( _buff ) ;
Write P4 File() ;
goto --DISPP4OPTIONS; ;
case i: old rp4_max = rp4_max;
r = p4box.row + p4box.nstrings + 4;
STC(_Bright_White) ; SBC(_Blue) ;
LOC(_r,_c) ; _outtext("Input the value of the flo
LOC(_r+l,_c) ; _outtext("rate at 5 volts:") ;
LOC(_r+3,_c) ; STC(_Black) ; SBC(_Light_Cyan) ;
while (-i) (
switch (GetFloat (&rp4_max, 10,_NEW) ) (
case 0: sprintf( _buff,
"RP4 MAX changed from %.3f to %.
_old_rp4_max, rp4_max ) ;
LogSA( _buff ) ;
Write P4 File() ;
goto _CALP4 ;








int Set P4 Max()
(
int _r, _c, _i, _seconds, _minutes;
time_t _init_t, _end_t, _current_t ;
char buff [128 ];
static char *_s0[4] = (
" Calibrate Peristaltic Pump",
"Prepare either a graduated cylinder or a \"tared\" beaker on a
"Hit \xllkxc4\xd9 once and direct the pump outlet to a drain "• l
"The pump will be activated for 30 seconds to fill the tubes."
);
static char *_sl[2] = (
"Direct the outlet of the pump to the graduated cylinder or beak
"Hit \xll\xc4\xd9 once and allow cylinder or beaker to fill for
);
/, */
/* Display calibration instructions */
/. ..................... */
SBC(_Blue) ; CLS; _r=2, _c=2;
STC (_Bright_White) ;
LOC(_r,_c) ; _outtext( _s0[0] ) ;
STC (_Light_Green) ;
LOC(_r+=2,_c) ; _outtext( _s0[l] ) ;
LOC(++_r,_c) ; _outtext( _s0[2] ) ;
LOC(++_r,_c) ; _outtext( _s0[3] ) ;
LOC (_r+=2,_c) ;
I. ....... ,I









• Fill tubes for 60 seconds .... */
, .......
time( &_init_t ) ;
in it t += 4;




time( &_current t );
LOC(_r, c) ;
outtext( (_current_t & I) ? "*" : " " );
)
while
( _current_t != _init_t ) ;
SetP4( rp4_max ) ;
do{
LOC( r, c);
-- -- " 0"%021d" end t-time( & current t ) ) ;




.= current_t ) ;( end_t • _
SetP4 ( 0.0 ) ;
displaycursor (_GCURSORON) ;
/, ------ ,




LOC(_r,_c) ; _outtext( _sl[0] ) ;
LOC(++_r,_c) ; _outtext( _sl[l] ) ;
/, -- -- ,/
/* Wait for CR */







/* Wait 4 seconds before starting ,/
/* .... ,/
_r+=2 ; STC (_Light_Cyan) ;
time( &_init_t ) ;
init t += 4;





_outtext( (_current_t & i) ? "*" : " " ) ;
)
while




SetP4 ( rp4_max ) ;
do(
seconds = end t - time( & current_t );
_minutes = _seconds / 60;
seconds -= minutes * 60;
LOC(_r,_c);








/* Ask how much fluid was pumped */
/* ,/
r+=2 ;
STC( Light Green) ;
LOC (_r++,_c);
outtext( "How much fluid was pumped (ml) ? :" ) ;
VP4 :
LOC(_r,_c) ; STC(_Black) ; SBC(_Light_Cyan) ;
switch( GetFloat( &p4_vol, I0, _NEW ) ){
case 0: break;
case ESC: break;
default: goto _VP4 ;
)
/, --- .... ,/
/, Calculate rp4_max */
/* */
rp4_max = ( p4_vol * 60.0 ) / _FILL_BEAKER_P4 ;
SBC (_Blue) ;
LOC (_r+=2,_c) ; STC (_Bright_White) ; _outtext ("RP4_MAX changed to:
"% 3f" rp4 max ) ;sprintf( _buff, • , _







int i, _r, _c;
float _old_rp3_max ;
char buff[128] ;
BOX p3box = { 3,
- { ,, Calibrate pump at 20 mA ",
" Set value of flow at 20 mA ".




0, I, (80-(76-34))/2, 0
);
static char *_s0[4] = {
,, Set or Calibrate Metering Pump (P3)",
"Since 4 mA is zero flow and 20 mA is maximum flow, It is",
• f
"only necessary to set (or calibrate) the point at 20 mA "
"Do you want to:" };
= I-7
/* .... */






LOC (_r,_c) ; _outtext (_sO [0 ]) ;
STC (_Light_Green) ;
LOC(_r+2,_c) ; _outtext(_s0[l]) ;
LOC(_r+3,_c) ; _outtext(_s0[2]) ;








case 0: _old_rp3_max = rp3_max;
Set P3 Max() ;
sprintf( _buff, "RP3_MAX changed from %.3f to %.
_old_rp3_max, rp3_max ) ;
LogSA( _buff ) ;
Write_P3_File () ;
goto _DISPP3OPTIONS ;;
case I: _old_rp3_max = rp3_max;
_r = p3box.row + p3box.nstrings + 4;
STC(_Bright_White) ; SBC(_Blue) ;
LOC(_r,_c) ; outtext("Input the value of the flo
LOC(_r+l,_c) ; _outtext("rate at 20 mA:") ;
LOC(_r+3,_c) ; STC(_Black) ; SBC(_Light_Cyan) ;
while (-I) (
switch (GetFloat (&rp3_max, I0 ,_NEW) )(
case 0: sprintf( _buff,
"RP3_MAX changed from %.3f to %.
_old_rp3_max, rp3_max ) ;














int r, _c, _i, _seconds, _minutes;
time t _init_t, _end_t, _current_t;
char buff [128 ];
static char *_s014] = (
" Calibrate Metering Pump",
"Prepare either a graduated cylinder or a \"tared\" beaker on a
"Hit \xll\xc4\xd9 once and direct the pump outlet to a drain "" l
"The pump will be activated for 30 seconds to fill the tubes."
);
static char *_sl[2] = {
"Direct the outlet of the pump to the graduated cylinder or beak
"Hit \xll\xc4\xd9 once and then what ???"
);
/, */
/* Display calibration instructions */
I* */
SBC(_Blue) ; CLS; _r=2, _c=2;
STC (_Bright_White) ;
LOC(_r,_c) ; _outtext( _s0[0] ) ;
STC (_Light_Green) ;
LOC(_r+=2,_c) ; _outtext( _s0[l] ) ;
LOC(++_r,_c) ; _outtext( _s012] ) ;
LOC(++_r,_c) ; _outtext( _s013] ) ;
LOC (_r+=2 ,_c) ;
/, - ,/








/* Fill tubes for 30 seconds */
/* */
time( &_init_t ) ;
init t += 4 ;




time( &_current_t ) ;
LOC (_r, _c) ;
_outtext( (_current_t & l) ? "*" : " " );
)
while








( (_end_t != _current_t) && !kbhit() );
SetP3( 0.0 ) ;
_displaycursor (_GCURSORON) ;
/* ,/




LOC(_r,_c) ; _outtext( _sl[0] ) ;
LOC(++_r,_c) ; _outtext( _sl[l] ) ;
/* */









/* Wait 4 seconds before starting */
/, ..... */
r+=2 ; STC (_Light_Cyan) ;
time( &_init_t ) ;
init t += 4;
end t = init t + (time_t)_FILL_BEAKER_P3;
displaycursor (_GCURSOROFF) ;
do(
time( &_current_t ) ;
LOC (_r, _c ) ;
outtext( (_current_t & i) ? "*" : " " );
)
while




SetP3( rp3_max ) ;
do(
seconds = end t - time( &_current_t ) ;
minutes = seconds / 60;
seconds -= minutes * 60;
LOC(_r,_c) ;




( (_current_t != _end_t) && !kbhit() ) ;
SetP3( 0.0 ) ;
displaycursor (_GCURSORON) ;
/, ............ ,/






LOC (_r++, _c ) ;
outtext ( "How much fluid was pumped (ml) ? :" );
VP3 :
LOC(_r,_c) ; STC(_Black) ; SBC(_Light_Cyan) ;
switch( GetFloat( &p3_vol, 10, _NEW ) ) (
case 0: break;
case ESC: break;
default: goto _VP3 ;
)
/, .... ,/
/* Calculate rp3_max */
/, --- ,/
rp3_max = ( p3_vol * 60.0 ) / _FILL_BEAKER_P3;
SBC (_Blue) ;
LOC(_r+=2,_c) ; STC(_Bright_White) ; _outtext ("RP3_MAX changed to:
"% 3f" rp3 max );sprintf( _buff, . , _
STC (_Light_Cyan) ; _outtext (_buff) ;




float _h4 [i000] ;
int CaI_PS ()
(
int _i, _j, _x, _y, _plot;
char _buff [128 ];
time t t0, tl ;
float _new_h4, _old_h4, _delta_h4 ;
FILE *_fp ;
struct videoconfig _vc ;
/*
printf( "video mo_e: ");
scanf( "%d" & i );F
*/
/*
for( i=32; ; -- i) (











setcolor ( (short)_Bright_White) ;
h4adc.n = 5000;
displaycursor (_GCURSOROFF) ;
SetP4 ( rp4_max ) ;
time( &_tl ) ;
tl += I;
/, - - ,/








floodfill( i0, i0, _Bright_White ) ;
STC( _Light_Green ) ;
LOC( 25, 1 ) ;
outtext( "<Fl=Restart > <F2=Save to File> <Esc=Quit>" );
-setcolor (_Bright_White) ;
*/
for( _plot=0, _x=0, _i=0; _i != -i; ) (
/, --- ,/
/* Wait for Timer */
/, - ---- ,/
do
time( &_tO ) ;
while
(_to ,= _tl);
tl = tO + i;
/, .................. */
/* Collect Data */
/, --- ,/
ReadADC( &h4adc ) ;
13
I-!3
old h4 = new h4;
_new_h4 = ( h4adc.volts- .996 ) * 5.0 / 3.984;
delta h4 = ne_ h4 - old h4;
/, .... ,/
/* Print to Screen */
/, .... ,/
if( !--plot ) (
LOC( i0. 5 );
sprintf( buff, "New H4: %10 3f" new h4 ) ;
_outtext( _buff ) ;
LOC( ii, 5 );
sprintf( buff, "Old H4: %10 3f" old h4 ) ;
_outtext( _buff ) ;
LOC( 12, 5 );
_ "Delta H4: %10.3f" delta h4 ) ;sprintf ( buff, , _ _
_outtext ( _buff ) ;
)
/, .... ,/
/* Plot to Screen ,/
/* */
if( -plot && (_i < _vc.numxpixels ) )(
_h4 [_i++] = _new_h4 ;
_y = ( ( 4.0 -_new_h4 ) / 4.0 ) * (float)_vc.numypixels;
if( _y > _vc.numypixels )
_y = _vc.numypixels;
if( _y < 0 )
_y = 0;
if( _plot == -2 )
_lineto( _x++, _y ) ;
else(
_moveto( _x++, _y ) ;












--setcolor ((short) _Blue) ;
CLS ;
floodfill( i0, 10, (short)_Bright_White);
STC ( _Light_Green ) ;
SBC (_Blue) ;
_c( 25, i );
outtext( "<Fl=Restart> <F2=Save to File> <Esc
--setcolor ((short)_Bright_White) ;
break;
case ESC: _lp = fopen( "h4.dat", "wt" ) ;
for( _j=0; _j<_i; ++_j ) (
fprintf( _fp, "%d, %f\n", _j, _h4[_j] ) ;
)







setvideomode ( _DEFAULTMODE ) ;
_displaycursor (_GCURSORON) ;
return( -I ) ;
)
int Calibrate Pressure Sensor()
(




static char *_s019] = (
15
1-15
" Pressure Sensor Calibration",
" The pressure sensor may be calibrated by letting the tube",
"section just above the sensor fill with slurry while pump P4",
"is stopped Once the tube is full, the slurry flow into the"
"tube should be diverted to a drain. Then striking [\xll\xc4\xd
"activate pump P4 at maximum speed. As the level H4 drops, the"
"user should strike [\xll\xc4\xd9] twice more. The first time w
"the level passes the 4\" mark of H4 and the second when it pass
"the I\" mark of h4." );
static char *_sl[3] = (
" When the H4 tube is full and flow into it",
"has been diverted, strike [\xllkxc4kxd9] to start pump",
"P4 and begin the calibration process." );
static char *_s212] = (
" Strike [\xll\xc4kxd9] when the slurry level",
"passes th 4\" mark. " );
static char *_s312] = (
" Now strike [\xll\xc4\xd9] when the slurry level",
"passes the I\" mark. ") ;
_BOX pressbox = ( 2,
( " Calibrate Pressure Sensor ",




0, i, (80-(67-34))/2, 0
);
/, ....... ,/






LOC(_r,_c) ; _outtext(_s0[0]) ;
STC (_Light_Green) ;
for( _i=l, _r+=2; _i<=8; ++_i ) (
LOC( _r++, _c ) ;







/* Switch option */
/. ........... ,/
CALPS :
switch( PrintBox( &pressbox ) ) (
case 0: r = pressbox.row + pressbox.nstrings + 4;m
STC (_Bright_White) ;
for( _i=0; i<=2; ++_i ) {
LOC (_r+_i._c) ;
outtext (_sl [_i] ) ;
)
/, .... ,/
/* Wait for First CR */
/, --- ,/
while(gc() != CR ) ;
SetP4( rp4_max );
STC (_Blue) ;
for( _i=0; _i<=2; ++_i ){
LOC(_r+ i,_c);
outtext (_sl [_i] ) ;
)
STC (_Bright_White) ;
for( _i=0; i<=l; ++ i ){
LOC (_r+_i._c) ; -
outtext (_s2 [_i] ) ;
)
i. -- ,/
/* Wait for CR at 4" mark */
/, ................... */
_rc = _gettextposition() ;
rc.col += 7;
h4adc.n = I000;
ReadADC( &h4adc ) ;
while(!kbhit() ) (
ReadADC( &h4adc ) ; v hi = h4adc.volts;m
LOC( rc. row, _rc. col ) ;
STC( Light_Cyan ) ;
17
1-17
"%10 3f" h4adc volts ) ;sprintf( _buff, . , .




for( _i=0; _i<=l; ++_i ) {
LOC (_r+_i, _c) ;
outtext (_s2 [_i] ) ;
)
STC (_Bright_White) ;
for( _i=0; i<=l; ++_i ){
LOC (_r+_i._c) ;
outtext (_s3 [_ii ) ;
)
/* .... */
/* Wait for CR at i" mark */
I* */
while(gc() L= CR );
ReadADC( &h4adc ) ; v io = h4adc.volts;
STC (_Blue) ;
for( _i=0; _i<=l; ++_i ) (
LOC (_r+_i ,_c) ;
_outtext (_s3 [_i] ) ;
)
SetP4( 0.0 );




inr Calc_H4_Slope_Offset( float _v_hi, float v io )
{
char _buff[ 128] ;
float _old_mh4, _old_bh4 ;
/* ....... */
/* Calculate Calibration Constants *iI
/, --I-- *i I
18
1-18
old mh4 = mh4 ;
old bh4 = bh4;
mh4 = ( 4.0 - 1.0 ) / ( v hi - _v_lo ) ;
bh4 = 1.0 - v io * mh4;
STC (_Bright_White) ; CLS ;
sprintf( _buff,
" v io: %.3f v hi: % 3f mh4: % 3f bh4: % 3f"




Write H4 File() ;
"mh4 changed from % 3f to % 3f" old mh4 mh4 )sprintf( _buff, • • , _ _ ,
LogSA (_buff) ;




int Cal ibrate_Opacity_Probe ()
int i, _r, _c, stat;
int -row[ 16], _col[ 16], valid[ 16] ;
char buff[128] ;
float _entries [16 ] ;
BOX calopacbox = { 2,
( " Calibrate Opacity Meter ",




0, I, (80-(65-34))/2, 0
);
/* *i/
/* Initialize Arrays */
/* */
for( _i=0; _i<=15; _i+=2 ) {
_row[_i] = 7 + _i;
_row[_i+l] = 7 + _i;





for ( i=0 ; i<16 ; i+=2 ) (
entries[_i] = xsolids[_i/2] ;





/* Display Screen Text */
/, ....... ,/
SBC (_Blue) ; CLS ;
calopacbox, row = 2 ;
calopacbox.col = I0;
CALOPACOPTION :
switch( PrintBox( &calopacbox ) )(
case 0: break;
case i: return(0) ;
default : goto _CALOPACOPTION ;
)
/, ,I
/* Print Headers */
/, .... ,/
SBC( Blue ) ; CLS;
STC( _Light_Cyan ) ;
LOC ( r=2, c=10 ) ;
outtext( "Input 8 pairs of X, Y data:" ) ;
STC( _Bright_White ) ;
LOC( _r+=2, _c ) ; _outtext( " X " ) ;
LOC( _r, _c+22) ; _outtext( " Y " ) ;
STC( _Light_Green ) ;
LOC( ++ r, _c ) ; _outtext( "Percent Solids" ) ;
LOC( _r, _c+22 ) ; _outtext( "Log Ratio Volts" ) ;
I* *I
/* Display Active Keys */
/* *I
LOC( 23, col[0] ) ;
STC( Bright_White ) ; SBC( Blue ) ;
outtext( "< TAB = Next Cell > < SHIFT_TAB = Previous Cell > "
LOC( 24, _col[0] );
20
1-20
outtext( "< CR = Accept > < F1 = Accept All > " ) ;
SetActiveKeys( TAB, SHIFT TAB, FKEYI );
/, ............... */
/* Display Current X, Y Values */
/, ............. */
SBC( _Light_Cyan ) ;
STC( _Black ) ;
for( _i=0; _i<16; ++_i ){
LOC( row[_i], _col[_i] ) ;
if( _valid[_i] == TRUE )
"%-10f" _entries[ i] ) ;sprintf ( buff, , _
else




/* Get X, Y Data */
/* */
for( _i=0; ; ){
NEXTENTRY :
LOC( _row[_i], _col[_i] ) ;
stat = GetFloat( & entries[_i], i0,
( _valid[_i] == TRUE ) ? _REPLACE : _NEW ) ;
switch( _stat ){
case ESC: SBC(_Blue) ;
CLS ;
return(-l) ;
case 0: _valid[_i] = TRUE;
if( ++ i == 16 )
i=0;
goto _NEXTENTRY ;
case TAB: if( ++_i == 16 )
i=0;
goto _NEXTENTRY ;





case FKEYI: for( _i=0; _i<=7; ++_i )(
















/* Files. C DOE S&ASH ANALYZER, B&W RDD 4554
/* ********************************************************************
#include < Stdio.H >
#include < Colors.H >
#include < Graph.H >
#include < String•H >
#include < StdLib.H >
#include < Ctype.H >
#include <Dos. H >
#include "Sa. H"
#include "Proto• H"
#define N RESERVED FILES 8
char *reserved file name[N RESERVED FILES] = ( "H4 "























int LogSA( char *_s )
(
char buff[128], file[128] ;
struct dosdate t date;








/* Form File Name from Date */
/, ............ ,/
_dos_getdate( &_date ) ;
date. month, _date. day, ( _d"%02d%O2d%02d Log"sprintf( _file, • , _
/, .... - ,/
/* If it doesn't exist, initialize */
*/
/, -
if( access( _file, 0 ) != 0 ){
_Ig = fopen( _file, "at" ) ;
if( _ig == NULL ) (
SBC(_Blue) ; STC(_Bright_White) ;
LOC(I,I) ;




DateTimeString( _buff ) ;
fprintf( _ig, "DOE Sulfur & Ash\n" );
"Log File < %s >\n", file ) ;fprintf( _ig,
"%s\nkn" buff ) ;fprintf( _ig, , _
)
--- *//, -
/* Else open for "Append Text" */
..... • //* ......
else(
ig = fopen( _file, "at" ) ;
if( _ig == NULL ) (
SBC(_Blue) ; STC(_Bright_White) ;
LOC (i, i) ;






_dos_gettime( &_time ) ;
_ "%02d'%02d:%02d - " time.hour,sprintf ( buff, .
time. minute,
_time.second ) ;
"%s%s\n" buff s );fprintf( _ig, , _ , _





FILE * h4 ;
char _strng [83 ] ;
int i ;
h4 = fopen( "H4 " "rt"__ • , );
if( _h4 == NULL )(
CLS ;
STC (_Bright_White) ;




while( !feof(_h4) ) (
fgets( _strng, 80, _h4 ) ;
/*
for( _i=0; _strng[_i] != 0x0a; ++_i ) ;
_strng[_i] = '\0' ;
printf( "\n<%s>kt", _strng ) ;
*/
"MH4" 3 ) == 0 ) (if( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %f " &mh4 ) ;sscanf( _strng,
/* printf( "MH4 = %f" mh4 ) ; */I
continue ;
)
if( strncmp( strng "BH4" 3 ) == 0 ){
"%*s %f " &bh4 ) ;sscanf ( strng,
/* printf( "BH4 = %f" bh4 ) ; */I
continue ;
)
if( strncmp( _strng, "LH4_LO_LIMIT", I0 ) == 0 )(
1-26
"%*s %f " &lh4 io limit ) ;sscanf( _strng, m
/* print,( "LH4 LO LIMIT = %f" lh4 io limit ); */
continue ;
)
"LH4 HI LIMIT", 12 ) == 0 )(if ( strncmp( _strng, _ _
sscanf( _strng, "%*s %f ", &lh4_hi_limit );
/* print,( "LH4_HI_LIMIT = %f", lh4_hi_limit ); */
continue ;
)
"LH4 TARGET", I0 ) == 0 ) (if( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %f " &lh4 target );sscanf( _strng, , _




lh4_lo_limit = lh4_target - 0.I;




int Write H4 File()
(
FILE * h4 ;
h4 = ,open( "H4.", "wt" );
if( h4 == NULL )(
CLS ;
STC (_Bright_White) ;




,print,( _h4, "MH4 %f\n", mh4 ) ;
_ "BH4 % fkn" bh4 ) ;,print, ( h4,
/*
,print,( _h4, "LH4_LO LIMIT %f\n", lh4_lo_limit ) ;
"LH4 HI LIMIT %f\n" lh4 hi limit ) ;,print,( _h4, _ _ , _ _
*/










_p3 = fopen( "P3.", "rt" ) ;
if( _p3 == NULL ) {
CLS ;
STC (_Bright_White) ;





fgets( _strng, 80, _p3 ) ;
/*
for( _i=0; _strng[_i] != 0Yn_; ++_i ) ;
_strng[_i] = '\0' ;
printf( "\n<%s>\t", _strng ) ;
*/
if( strncmp( _strng, "MP3", 3 ) == 0 ) (
"%*s %f " &mp3 ) ;sscanf( _strng,
/* printf( "MP3 = %f", mp3 ); */
continue ;
)
"BP3" 3 ) == 0 )(if( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %f " &bp3 ) ;sscanf( _strng,
/* printf( "BP3 = %f", bp3 ) ; */
continue;
)
if( strncmp( _strng, "RP3_MAX", 7 ) == 0 ) {
"%*s %f " &rp3 max );sscanf( _strng, , _
/* printf( "RP3 MAX = %f" rp3 max ); */
continue ;
)
if( strncmp( _strng, "RP3_LO_SET _, i0 ) == 0 ){
"%*s %f " &rp3 io set );sscanf( _strng, , _ _
/* printf( "RP3_LO_SET = %f", rp3_lo_set ) ; */
continue;
)
if( strncmp( _strng, "RP3_HI_SET", I0 ) == 0 )(
"%*s %f " &rp3 hi set );sscanf( _strng, , _ _
/* printf( "RP3_HI_SET = %f", rp3_hi_set ); */
continue ;
)
if ( strncmp( _strng, "RP3_FLUSH_B';%_S '', 14 ) == 0 ) {
"%*s %d " &rp3 flush bits );sscanf( _strng, , _ _







int Write P3 File()
{
FILE *_p3 ;
_p3 = fopen( "P3.", "wt" ) ;
if( _p3 == NULL ) (
CLS ;
STC (_Bright_White) ;




fprintf( _p3, "MP3 %f\n", mp3 ) ;
"BP3 %fkn" bp3 ) ;fprintf( _p3,
"RP3 MAX %fkn" rp3 max ) ;fprintf( _p3, _ , _
fprintf( _p3, "RP3_LO_SET %fkn", rp3_lo_set ) ;
"RP3 HI SET %fkn" rp3_hi_set );fprintf( _p3, _ _




int Read P4 File()m
(
FILE *_/o4 ;
char _strng [83 ] ;
int i ;
_p4 = fopen( "P4_", "rt" ) ;
6
m
if( _p4 == NULL ) (
CLS ;
STC (_Bright_White) ;




while( !feof(_p4) ) (
fgets( _strng, 80s _p4 ) ;
/*
for( _i=0; _strng[_i] != Ox0a; ++_i ) ;
_strng[_i] = '\0' ;
printf( "\n<%s>kt", _strng ) ;
*/
"MP4" 3 ) == 0 ){if( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %f " &mp4 ) ;sscanf( _strng,
/* printf( "MP4 = %f" mp4 ); */I
continue;
)
"BP4" 3 ) == 0 )(if( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %f " &bp_ ) ;sscanf( _strng, ,
/* printf( "BP4 = %f" bp4 ) ; */I
continue;
)
"RP4 MAX" 7 ) == 0 ) (if( strncmp( _strng, _ ,
"%*s %f " &rp4 max );sscanf( _strng, , _
/* printf( "RP4 MAX = %f" rp4 max ) ; */
, continue ;
)
if( strncmp( _strng, "RP4_TARGET", i0 ) == 0 ) {
"%*s %f " &rp4 target ) ;sscanf( _strng, , _











_p4 = fopen( "P4. " , "wt" ) ;
if( _p4 == NULL )(
CLS ;
STC (_Bright_White) ;




fprintf ( _p4, "MP4 %f\n", mp4 ) ;
fprintf( _p4, "BP4 %f\n", bp4 ) ;
fprintf( _p4, "RP4_MAX %f\n", rp4_max ) ;






FI LE *_op ;
char _strng [83 ] ;
int i;
_op = fopen( "Op.", "rt" ) ;
if( _op == NULL ) (
CLS ;
STC (_Bright_White) ;





fgets( _strng, 80, _op ) ;
f ( strncmp( strng "XY" 2 ) == 0 ) {"" m ! l
"%d " & i ) ;sscanf( &_strng[2],
"%*s %f %f "- &xsolids[_i], &ysignal[_i] );sscanf( _strng,
continue ;
)
"INCREASE P3" ii ) == 0 ) (if( strncmp( _strng, _
"%*s %d " &increase p3 t ) ;sscanf( _strng, , _ _
continue;
)
if( strncmp( _strng, "READ_BACKGROUND", 15 ) == 0 )(
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"%*s %d " &background_t ) ;sscanf( _strng,
continue ;
)
If ( strncmp( _strng, "READ OPACITY", 12 ) == 0 ){
sscanf( _strng, "%*s %d 7, &read_opacity_t ) ;
continue;
)
"FLUSH" 5 ) == 0 ) {If ( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %d " &flush t );sscanf( _strng, , _
continue ;
)
"DECREASE P3" ii ) == 0 ){if ( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %d " &decrease_F3_t );sscanf ( _strng,
continue ;
)
if( strncmp( _strng, "OPACITY WEIGHT", 14 ) == 0 )(
sscanf( strng "%*s %f " &opacity weight ) ;
continue ;
)
if( strncmp( strng, "PERCENT SOLIDS" 14 ) == 0 ) (
"%*s %f " &percent solids ) ;sscanf( _strng, , _
continue ;
)
if( strncmp( strng "P4 CAL RATE" Ii ) == 0 )(' 8
"%_s %f " &p4 cal rate ) ;sscanf( _strng, , _
continue ;
)
"B0" 2 ) == 0 )(if( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %f " &b0 ) ;sscanf( _strng,
continue ;
)
"Bl" 2 ) == 0 ) (if( strncmp( _strng,
"%*s %f " &bl ) ;sscanf( _strng,
continue ;
)
"B2" 2 ) == 0 ) {if( strncmp( _strng,













_op = fopen( "Op.", "wt" );
if( _op == NULL ) (
CLS ;
STC(_Bright White) ;




for( i=0; i<8; ++ i )
fpr[ntf(--op, "XY%d %f %f\n", _i, xsolids[_i], ysignal[_i] ) ;
fprintf( _op, ,,INCREASE P3 %d\n", increase_p3_t ) ;
fprintf( _op, "READ BACKGROUND %d\n", background_t ) ;
fprintf ( _op, ,,READ.OPACITY %d\n", read_opacity_t ) ;
fprintf( _op, "FLUSH %d\n", flush_t ) ;
fprintf( _op, "DECREASE P3 %dkn", decrease_p3_t ) ;
fprintf( _op, "OPACITY WEIGHT %fkn", opacity_weight ) ;
fprintf( _op, ,,PERCENT--SOLIDS %fkn", percent_solids );
"P4 CAL RATE %f\n", p4 cal rate );fprintf( _op, - -
fprintf( _op, "B0- -- %f\n", b0 ) ;
"Bl %f\n" bl ) ;fprintf( _op,




int Is Reserved_File( char *_f )
(
int _i ;
char fdrive [_MAX_DRIVE ], _fdir [_MAX_DIR] ;
char -fname [_MAX_FNAME ], _fext [_F£AX_EXT ] ;
char rdrive [_MAX_DRIVE], _rdir [_MAX_DIR] ;
char -rname [_MAX_FNAME ], _rext [_MAX_EXT ] ;
_splitpath( _f, _fdrive, _fdir, _fname, _fext ) ;
for( _i=0; (_fext[_i]! ='\0') ; ++_i ) (
if( isspace( _fext[_i] ) ) (






if( strlen( _fext ) == 0 )
,,,,);strcpy( _fext, .
for( _i=O; (_fname[_i]!='\O') ; ++_i )(
if( isspace( _fname[_i] ) ) (




for( _i=O ; _i<N_RESERVED_FILES; ++_i )(
_splitpath( reserved_file_name[_i], _rdrive, _rdir, rname, _z











/* DOE S & ASH ANALYZER, B&W RDD 4554
************************************************************************
#include < Graph.H >
#include < Colors.H >
#include <Keys. H >
#include < Malloc.H >
#include < ConIo.H >
#include "Sa. H"
#include "Proto. H"
int Scope( _ADC *_b );
_BOX _plotbox = ( 4,
( " Pressure Sensor ",
" Opacity Meter ",
" Aux. "








_setvideomode ( _DEFAULTMODE ) ;
SBC(_Blue) ; STC(_White) ; CLS; Start_Up_Message() ;
SetActiveKeys (0) ;
switch( PrintBox( &_plotbox ) ) (
case O: Scope( &h4adc ) ;
break ;
case I: Scope( &opadc ) ;
break ;
case 2: Scope( &aux ) ;
break ;
case ESC :






int Scope ( _ADC *_b )
(
struct videoconfig vc ;
int --i, _j, _k, _n, _key, ,_points, *_lookup
/, Set video mode to highest possible */
i, *I
vc.mode = 64;
while( !_setvideomode( --_vc.mode ) ) ;
_displaycursor( _GCURSOROFF ) ;
_getvideoconfig( &_rc ) ;
setcolor((short)_Blue) ;
--floodfill( I, i, (short)_Bright_White);
/, .... ,/
/* Allocate Memory */
_points = malloc(sizeof(int) * vc.numxpixels * 8 ) ;
lookup = malloc(sizeof(int) * 4096 ) ;
/, .... ,/
/* Fill in Lookup Table */
/, -- . */
for( i=0; i<4096; ++ i ) (
_lookup[__] = (4095.5- (float)_i) * ((float)_vc.numypixels /
)
/, -- */
/* Draw Y Scale */
/, *I
/*
setcolor( _Light_Green ) ;
for( _i = _vc.numypixels - i; _i > 0; --_i ) (
_setpixel (0,_i) ;
_setpixel (_vc. numxpixels-i, _i) ;
if((_i%8) == 0 ) (
for( _j=l; _j<10; ++_j )(
_setpixel( _j, _i ) ;






/* Select Gain & Channel for FastReadADC() ,/
/* ........ ,/
#ifdef ADC INSTALLED
outp ( ADC CONTROL, b->channel ) ;
outp( ADC_GAIN_CONTROL, _b->gain );
#endif
/* */
/ * Loop */
/* */
for( _key = CR-I, _n = i; _key != CR; )(
****************************************
for( i=0; i< vc.numxpixels; ++ i ) (
_setcolor (_Blue) ;
_setpixel (_i ,_points [_i] ) ;
_points[_i] = _lookup[ FastReadADC() ] ;
_setcolor (_Bright_White) ;
_setpixel (_i ,_points [_i] ) ;
)
*****************************************
/* _i 0 to x inc 1 */
/* _j 0 to 4 inc 1 */
/* _k 0 to 4 * x inc 4 */
for( _i=0, _k=0; _i<_vc.numxpixels; ++_i, _k += _n ) (
for( _j=O; _j<_n; ++_j )(
_setcolor ((short)_Blue) ;
_setpixel( _i, --points[ _k + _j ] ) ;
_points[ _k + _j ] = _lookup[ FastReadADC() ];
_setcolor ((short)_Bright_White );





switch( _key = gc() ) (
case FKEY3:
case FKEY4: for( _i=O, _k=0, _setcolor((short)_Blue)
for( _j=0; _j<_n; ++_j )(
_setpixel( _i, _points[ _k + _j ] );
)
)















setv ideomode (_DEFAULTMODE) ;
-displaycursor ( _GCURSORON ) ;
SBC (_Blue) ;
CLS ;
free( _points ) ;







/* DOE S & ASH ANALYZER, B&W RDD 4554
/* ********************************************************************
#include < Graph.H >
#include < Colors.H >
#include < Keys.H >
#include < StdIo.H >
#include < Conio.H >
#include < String.H >
#include < CType.H >
#include <Dos. H >
#include < Math.H >
#include < Time.H >
#include "Sa.H"
#include "Proto. H"
#deflne P4 WEIGHT I0.0
#deflne P4 UPDATE RATE 2.0
#deflne P4 UPDATE PERCENT 0.75
#define P4 TOLERANCE 0.16m
#define CONE RADIUS 1.0
#define DELTA H4 M 0.1884
#define H4 WEIGHT 25.0
#define READ CHAR ATTRIBUTE 8
#define WRITE CHAR ATTRIBUTE 9
#deflne CURRENT VIDEO STATE 15
#deflne VIDEO INT 0xl0
#deflne BLACK ON WHITE 0x70
#deflne WHITE ON BLACK 0xf
extern char test_title[I;
#define BARGR MIN 1
#define BARGR MAX 75
#define BARGR LO SET 18
#define BARGR TARGET 38m
#define BARGR HI SET 56




























static char *_bargr[9] = (
/* 1 2 3 4 5 6
01234 "6789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789(
"Z DDDDDL DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD[
"3 Min H4 Level
"CDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD[
"3 Min P4 Pump Speed
"CDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD[
"3 Min P3 Pump Speed
"CDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD[
"3 Min Opacity Meter
"@ DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD[
);
int UpdateBarGraph( int _row, int _col, float _f ) ;
int Operate ()
(
int _i, _r, _c, _operate, _display_page;
char _buff [256] ;
time_t _last_t, _current_t, _end_t, _loop_start t;
time_t last_p4_update, _next_p4_update ;
union REGS _reg;
float _p4_rate, _delta_p4_rate, _p4_x, _p4_avg;
float _h4_new, h4 old, delta_h4, delta_rp4 ;
f ioat _opacity_sum. _bar. _qx, _correct ion, _s ids ;
struct rccoord _rc[8] ;
unsigned long _opacity_count ;
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static char *_s016] = (
" The sampling system should be operating and the level of the"
"fluid at \"H4\" should be between the limits of rain and max val
"of H4 printed above. If it is not, please bring it within thes
"limits by diverting the supply tube and/or opening the hand ope
"drain, Then hit [\xll\xc4\xd9] - The computer now believes the
"of H4 to be: " ) ;
/n .... - n/
/* Write to Log File */
nl
LogSA( "Operate Mode ...... " );
" P3 Max - % 3f mL/min " rp3 max ) ;sprlntf( _buff, • - • • , -
LogSA( _buff ) ;
" P3 High -% 3f mL/rain." rp3 hi set ) ;sprintf( _buff, • , - -
LogSA( _buff ) ;
" P3 Low - % 3f mL/min " rp3 io set ) ;sprintf( _buff, - • • , - -
LogSA( _buff ) ;
" P4 Max - % 3f mL/min " rp4 max ) ;sprintf( _buff, • - • • , -
LogSA( _buff ) ;
" Inc P3 - %d sec " increase p3 t ) ;sprintf( _buff, • - • , - -
LogSA( _buff ) ;
sprlntf( _buff, " Read Bckgrnd = %d sec.", background_t ) ;
LogSA( _buff ) ;
sprintf( _buff, " Read Opacity = %d sec.", read_opacity_t ) ;
LogSA( _buff ) ;
" Flush - %d sec " flush t ) ;sprintf( _buff, - • , -
LogSA( _buff ) ;
/ n ....... */
/* Print Start Up Message */
---- * /
/n .....
SBC(_Blue) ; STC(_White) ; CLS; Start_Up_Message() ;
rc[0] = _gettextposition() ; _r=_rc[0].row; _c=_rc[0].col;
in n/
/* Print Test Title, Date & Time */
/n .... */
STC (_Light_Cyan) ;
LOC( _r, ( 80- strlen( test_title ) ) / 2 ) ;
outtext (test_title) ;
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DateTimeString( buff ) ;
STC (_Light_Cyan) ;
LOC(_r+I, ( 80 -strlen( _buff ) ) / 2 ) ; _outtext( _buff ) ;
/, • ./





LOC (_r++, _c+ 2 ) ;
_outtext( "Parameters have been set to: ") ;
STC(_Light Green) ;
LOC (_r++ ,_c) ;
outtext( "Metering pump P3 background flow rate: " );
_ "%. 3f" rp3_lo_set ) ;sprintf ( buff,
STC (_Bright_White) ; _outtaxt (_buff) ;
STC(_Light_Green) ; _outtext ( " ml/min. " );
LOC (_r++, _c) ;
_outtext( "Metering pump P3 opacity reading flow rate: " );
sprintf( buff "% 3f" rp3 hi set );
STC(_Bright_White) ; outtext(_buff) ;
STC (_Light_Greei') ; _outtext ( " ml/min. ") ;
LOC (_r++, _c) ;
outtext( "Peristaltic pump P4 expected average flow rate: ") ;
sprintf( _buff, "%.3f", rp4_target ) ;
STC(_Bright_White) ; _outtext(_buff) ;
STC(_Light Green) ; _outtext( " ml/min." ) ;
LOC (_r++, _c) ;
outtext( "Minimum value of H4: ") ;
_ "%.3f" lh4 io limit );sprintf ( buff, , _ _
STC (_Bright_White) ; outtext (_buff) ;
STC(_Light Green) ; _outtext( " inches" ) ;
LOC (_r++, _c) ;
_outtext( "Maximum value of H4: ") ;
_ "%.3f" lh4 hi limit );sprintf ( buff, , _ _
STC(_Bright_White) ; _outtext(_buff) ;
STC(_Light Green) ; _outtext( " inches" ) ;
LOC (++_r, _c) ;
STC (_Bright_White) •
_outtext( "< Press e_y key to continue >" ) ;
gc() ;
/* --- ./




for( i=0; i<6; ++ i ){
LOC (_r++,_c );
outtext (_sO [_i] ) ;
)
_rc[0] = _gettextposition() ;
outtext ( " Inches ") ;
_rc[ I] = _gettextposition() ;
outtext( " Volts" );
SBC(_Blue) ; STC(_Bright_White) ;
_displaycursor (_GCURSOROFF) ;
/, .... ./






/* h4_level = h4adc.volts * l_h4 + bh4; */
h4 level = ( h4adc.volts - .996 ) * ( 5.0 / 3.984 ) ;
LOC (_rc[0].row,_rc[0].col);
_ "%10f" h4 level ) ;sprintf ( buff, , _
_outtext( _buff ) ;
LOC(_rc[l].row,_rc[l].col) ;
"%10f" h4adc.volts ) ;sprintf( _buff,
_outtext (_buff) ;
}
if(gc() i= CR )
goto _DISPLREALTIME ;
I* *I
/* Operate Loop */
/* */
I* *I
/* Print Header & Labels */
/* */
SBC(_Blue) ; STC(_Light_Cyan) ; CLS; Start_Up Message() ;
_rc[0] = _gettextposition() ;
DateTimeString( _buff ) ;
rc[3].row = _rc[0].row;
_rc[3].col = ( ( 80.0- (float)strlen(_buff) ) / 2.0 ) ;
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_r = _rc[3].row + 2;
c = 5;
_reg.h. ah = CURRENT VIDEO STATE ;
inr86( _VIDEO_INT, &_reg, &_reg );
display_page = _reg.h.bh & 0xff;
STC (_Bright_White) ;
LOC( _r, _c ); _outtext( "[\xll\xc4\xd9] Take an opacity reading
LOC( ++_r, _c ); _outtext( "[ESC] Exit" );
_rc [4 ] .row = _r+l ; _rc [4 ].col = _c ;
_rc[5].row .= _r+l; _rc[5].col = _c+26;
STC (_Light_Green) ;
LOC( --_r, _c=45 ) ; _outtext( "H4 Level: " ) ;
_rc [0] = _gettextposition () ;
_outtext( " inches" );
LOC( ++_r, _c ) ; _outtext( "Pump P4 speed: " ) ;
_rc [i] = _gettextposition () ;
_outtext( " ml/rain" );
LOC( ++_r, _c ) ; _outtext( "Opacity Meter: " ) ;
_rc[2] = _gettextposition() ;
_outtext( " volts" );
LOC( ++_r, _c ) ; _outtext( "Solids: " ) ;
_rc[6] = _gettextposition() ;
LOC( ++_r, _c ) ; _outtext( "Valve VI: " ) ;
_rc[7] = _gettextposition() ;
SBC(_White) ; STC(_Black) ;
for( i=0, _bargr_row = 16, _bargr_col=((80- BARGR WIDTH)/2+1);
LOC( _bargr_row + _i, _bargr_col ) ; _outtext ( _bargr[_i] ) ;
)
SBC (_Blue) ; STC (_Light_Magenta) ;
LOC( _bargr_row- 2, _bargr_col + _BARGR_LO_SET- 7 );
_ "Lo Set: %.3f\"" lh4 io limit );sprintf ( buff, , _ _
_outtext ( _buff ) ;
LOC( _bargr_row - 2, _bargr_col + BARGR TARGET - 7 ) ;
sprintf( buff, "Target • % 3f\"" Yh4 target ) ;
_outtext( _buff ) ;
LOC( _bargr_row- 2, _bargr_col + BARGR HI SET- 7 );
_ "Hi Set: %.3f\"" Yh4 hi-limit );sprintf ( buff, , _ _
_outtext( _buff ) ;
STC (_Yellow) ;
LOC( _bargr_row - i, _bargr_col + _BARGR_LO_SET );
_ "%c" 25 ) ;sprintf ( buff,
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outtext( _buff ) ;
LOC( _bargr_row - I, _bargr_col + _BARGR_TARGET ) ;
"%c" 25 );sprintf( _buff,
outtext ( _buff ) ;
LOC( _bargr_row - I, _bargr_col + _BARGR_HI_SET ) ;
"%c" 25 );sprintf ( buff,
outtext ( _buff ) ;
SetP3( rp3_lo_set );
bar = rp3_lo_set / rp3_max;
-bar *= ( _BARGR_MAX. 0 - _BARGR_MIN. 0 ) ;
-bar += BARGR_MIN. 0 ;
UpdateBa_Graph( _bargr_row+5, _bargr_col, .bar ) ;
_p4_rate = rp4_target;
_p4_avg = _p4_rate ;
SetP4 ( _p4_rate ) ;
bar = _p4_rate / rp4_max ;
-bar *= ( _BARGR_MAX. 0 - _BARGR_MIN. 0 ) ;
bar += BARGR MIN.0;
UpdateBa_Graph_ _bargr_row+3, _Dargr_col, _bar ) ;
time( &_last_p4 update ) ;
_next_p4_update = _last_p4_update + (time_t)_P4_UPDATE_RATE;
h4adc.n = i000;
ReadADC( &h4adc );
/* _h4 old = h4adc.volts * mh4 + bh4; */
h4 old = ( h4adc.volts - .996 ) * ( 5.0 / 3.984 ) ;
/, **************************************************** */





time ( &_loop_start_t ) ;
for( operate = 0; _operate != ESC; ) (
..... • /
/* Display Time & Date */
i, --- ,/
LOC( _rc[3].row, _rc[3].col ) ;





/* Read H4 */
/* */
ReadADC( &h4adc );
h4 new = ( h4adc.volts - .996 ) * ( 5.0 / 3.984 ) ;
h4 level - h4 new;
/, -- ./




LOC( 5, I ); printf( "current t: %fOld" current t );
LOC( 6, i ) ; printf( "next_p4: %101d", _next_p4_update ) ;
*/
if ( _current_t == _next_p4_update ) (
I, .... ,/
/* If H4 is outside limits */
/ * ........ *i I
if( (h4_level > lh4_hi_limit) II (h4_level < lh4_lo_limit) )
if( h4_level > lh4_hi_limit )
SetP4 ( rp4_max ) ;
else
SetP4( 0.0 ) ;
}
i. ...... ,/
/* If H4 is within limits */
/, -- _ ,/
else(
GetP4 ( &_p4_rate ) ;
/*
LOC( i, i ); printf( "Old: %10 3f" h4 old ) ;
LOC( 2, i ) ; printf( "New: %10.3f", _h4_new ) ;
*/
/*
_delta_p4_rate = 2.54 * 60.0 * (_h4_new-_h4_old) * 3.1417
_delta_p4_rate /= ( 3.0 * _P4_UPDATE RATE ) ;
_p4_rate += ( _P4_UPDATE_PERCENT * _delta_p4_rate ) ;
*/
_delta_p4_rate = (_h4_new-_h4_old) * 5.0 / _DELTA_H4_M;
_p4_rate += ( _P4_UPDATE_PERCENT * _delta_p4_rate ) ;
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/*
LOC( 5, 1 ) ; printf( "Corr'%10. .3f", _correction );
LOC( 3, 1 ) ; printf( "P4: %10.3f", _p4_rate ) ;
LOC( 4, 1 ); printf( "dP4-. %10.3f", _delta_p4_rate ) ;
,/
SetP4( _p4_rate );
_p4_avg *= (_P4_WEIGHT- 1.0 );
_p4_avg += _p4_rate;
_p4_avg /= _P4_WEIGHT ;
)
_next_p4_update = _current_t + (time t)_P4_UPDATE_RATE ;
_last_p4_update = _current_t ;
h4 old = h4 new;
)
/, ..... ,/
/* Update Screen Data */
/, .... ,/
STC (_Bright_White) ; SBC (_Blue) ;
"%10.3f" h4 level );sprintf( _buff, , _
LOC( _rc[0].row, _rc[0].col );
_outtext( _buff ) ;
GetP4 ( &_p4_rate ) ;
"%10.3f" _p4_rate ) ;sprintf( _buff,
LOC( _rc[l].row, rc[li.col );
_outtext ( _buff ) ;
/, ..... */
/* Update H4 Bar Graph */
/, ............ */
_h4_bar = (h4_level - lh4_lo_limit) ;
_h4_bar *= (_BARGR_HI_SET. 0 - _BARGR_LO_SET. 0) ;
_h4_bar /= (lh4_hi_limit - lh4_lo_limit) ;
h4 bar += BARGR LO SET.O;
if( h4 bar > BARGR_MAX )
h4 bar = BARGR MAX;
if( h4 bar < BARGR_MIN )
h4 bar = BARGR MIN;
UpdateBarGraph( _bargr_row+l, _bargr_col, _h4_bar ) ;
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/* --- */
/* Update P4 Bar Graph */
/* */
GetP4 ( &_p4_rate );
_p4_x = _p4_rate / rp4_max;
_p4 x *= ( _BARGR_MAXo 0 - _BARGR_MIN. 0 ) ;
_p4_x += _BARGR_MIN. 0 ;
UpdateBarGraph( _bargr_row+3, _bargr_col, _p4_x ) ;
I* *I
/* Update Opacity Bar Graph */
/ * .... */
opadc.n = I000;
ReadADC( &opadc ) ;
opadc.bits -= opadcbk.bits;
opadc.volts -= opadcbk.volts;
bar = opadc.bits / opadc.fs_bits;
-bar *= ( _BARGR_MAX.0 - _BARGR_MIN. 0 ) ;
bar += BARGR MIN;
UpdateBarGraph( _bargr_row+7, _bargr_col, _bar ) ;
LOC( _rc[2].row, _rc[2].col ) ;




/* -- --- */
/* If Keyboard Hit */
/* */
if(kbhit() ) (
switch( _operate = gc() ) (






case CR: LogSA( "Reading Opacity .... "
I* *I




_p4_rate = _p4_avg ;
SetP4( _p4_rate ) ;
sprintf( _buff, " P4 set to %.3f mL/rain
LogSA( _buff ) ;
_p4_x = _p4_rate / rp4 max;
_p4_x *= ( _BARGR_MAX. 0 - _BARGR_MIN. 0 )
_p4_x += _BARGR_MIN. 0 ;
UpdateBarGraph( _bargr_row+3, _bargr col
sprintf( ._buff, "%10.3f", _p4_rate ) ;
LOC( rc[].] .row, _rc[1] .col ) ;
_outtext( _buff ) ;
I* *I
/* Increase P3 Flow */
/* */
SetP3( rp3_hi_set );
bar = rp3_hi_set / rp3 max;
_bar *= ( _BARGR_MAX. 0 - BARGR_MIN. 0 ) ;











/* Take Background Reading
/*





" Reading background ",
background_t,
&opadcbk ) ;
" Background: %.4f"sprintf( _buff,
opadcbk.volts ) ;
LogSA( _buff ) ;
/, - ,/




SetVl ( _VI_OPEN ) ;
LOC (_rc [7 ] .row, _rc [7 ] .co I) ;
STC(_Yellow) ; SBC(_Blue) ;
outtext( " Meter" );
/*







" Reading Opacity ",
read_opac ity_t,
&opadc ) ;
" Opacity: %.4f" opadcsprint f ( buff,
LogSA( _buff ) ;
/* ..... */
/* Calculate Solids *iI
/ * */




"%10 3f" slds ) ;sprintf( _buff, . , _
outtext ( buff ) ;
I* *I
/* Close Valve Vl */
I* */
SetVl ( _VI_CLOSE ) ;
LOC(_rc[7].row,_rc[7].col) ;
STC(_Yellow) ; SBC(_Blue) ;
outtext ( " Drain" ) ;
/, -- */
/* Flush for 120 Seconds */
/ * - */
Read_Opacity( _rc[2].row, _rc[2].col,
rc[3].row, _rc[3].col,









/* Decrease P3 Flow, */
/, .... ,/
SetP3( rp3_lo_set );
bar = rp3_lo_set / rp3_max;
_bar *= ( _BARGR_MAX. 0 - _BARGR_MIN. 0 ) ;
bar += BARGR MIN.0;
UpdateBa_Graph_ _bargr_row+5, _bargr_col

































STC( _Bright_White ) ;
SBC( _Red ) ;
LOC( _msg_row, _msg_col );
outtext ( _msg ) ;
time( &_current_t ) ;
end t = current t + t;
while( (_end_t - _current_t) > 0 ) (
/. -- */
/* Print Date & Time */
/, ........,/
DateTimeString( buff );
STC( _Light_Green ) ;
SBC( _Blue ) ;
LOC ( _date_row, _date_col ) ;
outtext( _buff ) ;
I* *I
/* Print Elapsed Time */
I* *I
time ( &_current_t ) ;
_min = ( _end_t - _current_t ) / 60.0;
sec = (_end_t- _current_t ) - (_min * 60 );
LOC( _et_row, _et_col ) ;
sprintf( buff, "%2d'.%02d", _rain, _sec ) ;
outtext( _buff ) ;
/ * *iI
/* Read Opacity */
/* *I
adc -> n = i000;
ReadADC( _adc ) ;
if( adc i= &opadcbk )(
adc -> bits -= opadcbk.bits;
adc -> volts -= opadcbk.volts;
)
bar = adc -> bits / _adc -> fs bits;
_bar *= ( _BARGR_MAX. 0 - _BARGR_MIN.0 ) ;
bar += BARGR MIN;
UpdateBarGraph( _bargr_row, _bargr_col, _bar ) ;
LOC( _volts_row, volts col ) ;












/* Clear Message & Elapsed Time */
/, ........................ */
i = (_et_col- _msg_col ) + 5;
-buff[_i--] = '\0';
for( ; i>=0; -- i )
buff[_i] = ' T.,
LOC ( _msg_row, _msg_col ) ;
SBC( _Blue ) ;
outtext( _buff ) ;
/. ......... ./




int DateTimeString( char *_s )
(
struct dosdate t date;
struct dostime t time;
static char *_months[12] = (
"Ap r iI""February" "March","January",
"May", "June", "July", "August",
"November" "December""September", "October",
static char *_day[7] = (
"Tuesday" "Wednesday""Sunday", "Monday", , ,
"Friday" "Saturday" ) ;"Thursday",
_dos_getdate( &_date ); _dos_gettime( &_time );
sprintf( _s, "%s - %s %d, %d %02d'.%02d:%02d",
_day [_date. dayo fweek ],







_time. second ) ;
return (-I) ;
)





int86( _VIDEO_INT, &_reg, &_reg );
_display_page = _reg.h.bh & 0xff;
for( _i = _BARGR_MIN; _i < _p4_x; ++_i ){
LOC( _row, _co!+_i ) ;
_reg. h. ah = _READ_CHAR--ATTRI BUTE ;
_reg.h.bh = _display_page;





int86( _VIDEO_INT, &_reg, &_reg );
)
for( ; _i <= _BARGR_MAX; ++_i )(
LOC( _row, _col+_i ) ;
_reg. h. ah = _READ_CHAR_ATTRI BUTE ;
_reg.h.bh = _display_page;





int86( _VIDEO_INT, &_reg, &_reg );
)
)
float Opacity_To_Solids( float *_P3_rate,








Y = AO + A1 * X + A2 * X_2 Y (Opacity) AS A FUNCTION
OF X (% Solids).
EQUATION 2:
Y = B0 + BI * ( X - B2 )^2 SAME EQUATION, DIFFERENT FORM.
EQUATION 3:
X = B2 +- ( ( Y - B0 ) / B1 )A0.5 FORM USED TO CALCULATE
Solids AS A FUNCTION
OF Opacity.
*************************************************************
_dO = ( *_opacity - b0 ) / bl;
if( _dO < +0.0 )
return( _solids_f = +0.0 ) ;
_dl = ( sqrt( _dO ) * -i.0 ) + b2;
_dl *= ( ( *_P3_rate + *nP4_rate ) / *_P4_rate ) ;
solids f = dl;




/* SA.C, DOE S & ASH ANALYZER, RDD 4554
/* ********************************************************************
#include < Graph.H >
#include < Stdio.H
#include < StdLib.H >
#include < ConIo. H >
#include < Colors.H >
#include < Keys.H >
#include < String.H >
#include < CType.H >
#include < Math.H >
#include "Sa.H"
#include "Proto. H"
int i, _row, _col;
short default textcolor;
long default_bkcolor ;
int active_key[8] = {-i,-i,-i,-i,-i,-i,-i,-i);
/, --- ./
/* Metering Pump P3 */
/ * */
float rp3_lo_set; /* Background Flow Rate */






/* Peristaltic Pump P4 */
/* */
float rp4_target; /* Expected Avg. Flow Rate */
float rp4_max; /* Maximum Flow Rate */




/* Pressure Sensor */
I* - ./
float lh4 hi limit;
fl oat lh4_target ;
float lh4 Io limit;
float mh4; /* Slope of V to P Equation */
float bh4; /* Offset of V to P Equation */
float h4_sig; /* Raw signal */
float h4_level; /* Level */
ADC h4adc; /* Data Acquisition Structure */
/, - ,/
/* Opacity Meter */
/. ....... ,/
float xsolids[8];
float ysignal [8 ] ;
float opacity_weight, b0 - 1.0, bl - 1.0, b2 = 1.0;
ADC opadc ;
ADC opadcbk; /* Data Acquisition Structures *
BOX ml - ( 6, ( " Setup "
" Calibrate " I
" Operate ",
" Plot "
" DAC Out " l
" Exit " ) ,
_Black, --White,
( "Main Menu:" ),
_Light_Cyan, -i,




default_textcolor = STC(_White) ;
default_bkcolor = SBC(_Blue) ;
CLS ;
LogSA( "Enter Program" );
Read Files() ;
Init--ADC () ; _
InitPIO24() ;
MAIN MENU :
STC(_White) ; SBC(_Blue) ; Start Up_Message() ;
switch( PrintBox( &ml ) ) (
case 0: SetUp() ;
goto MAIN_MENU;
case i: Calibrate() ;
goto MAIN_MENU;
case 2: Operate() ;
T-F_O
goto MAINMENU ;
case 3: Plot() ;
goto MAIN_MENU ;
case 4: OutDAC() ;
/, outx() ; */
goto MAINMENU ;
case 5: LeaveSa(0) ;
)
)
inr LeaveSa ( int _ret_code )
(
LogSA( ,'Leave Program\n" );
write Files() ;
SetP3( 0.0 ) ;
SetP4( 0.0 ) ;
InitPIO24 () ;
STC( default_textcolor );





int PrintBox( _BOX *_b )
(
short i, _tc, _box_width, _sel ;
1ong bk ;w
char buff[80];
box width = strlen( _b->s[0] ) + 4;
tc = _gettextcolor() ;
-bk = _getbkcolor() ;
if( _b->mtcolor != -i )
STC (_b->mtcolor) ;
if ( _b->mbk color!=-I )
SBC (_b->mbkcolor) ;
LOC( _b->row-l, _b->col+((_box_width-strlen(-b->mname))/2) ) ;
OTXT( _b->mname ) ;
STC( _b->tcolor ) ;






for( _i=2; _i< box_width-2; buff[_i++] = ,D, ) ;
buff[0] = , ,- buff[l] 'Z,;
_buff [_box_width-2 ] = ,?, ; buff[_box_width-l] = , ,•
_buff [_box_width] = ,\0, ; --
LOC( _b->row. _b->col ) ;




for( _i=2; _i<_box_width-2; buff[ i++] = , , ) ;
_buff[l] = '3'; _buff[_box_w_dth-2_ = '3' ;
for( _i=l; _i<=_b->nstrings; ++ i ) {
LOC( _b->row+_i. _b->col ) ; -




/. ....... ____ ./
for( _i=2; i< box width-2; buff[ i++] = 'D, ) ;
_buff[0] = , ,_ buff[l] = ,@,; -
_buff[_box_width-2] = ,y, ; buff[_box_width-l] = , ,•
buff [_box_width] = ,\0, ; -
LOC( _b->row+_b->nstrings+l, b->col ) ;




for( _i=0; _i<_b->nstrings; ++ i ) {
LOC( _b->row+ i+l. _b->col+2-) ;





STC( _b->bkcolor ) ;
SBC( _b->tcolor ) ;
LOC( _b->row+_b->sel+l, _b->col+2 ) ;







case UP ARROW: STC( _b->tcolor ) ;
- SBC( _b->bkcolor ) ;
LOC( _b->row+_sel+l, _b->col+2 ) ;
OTXT( _b->s[_sel] ) ;
if( _sel == 0 )
sel = b->nstrings - 1 ;
else
-- sel ;
STC( _b->bkcolor ) ;
SBC( _b->tcolor ) ;
LOC( _b->row+_sel+l, _b->col+2 ) ;
OTXT( _b->s[_sel] ) ;
goto SWITCH_AGAIN ;
case DOWN ARROW: STC( _b->tcolor ) ;
- SBC( _b->bkcolor ) ;
LOC( _b->row+_sel+l, _b->col+2 ) ;
OTXT( _b->s[_sel] ) ;




STC( _b->bkcolor ) ;
SBC( _b->tcolor ) ;
LOC( _b->row+_sel+l, _b->col+2 ) ;
OTXT( _b->s[_sel] ) ;
goto SWITCH_AGAIN ;
case CR: b->sel = _sel;
break ;
case ESC: b->sel = _b->nstrings-l;
break;
default : goto SWITCH_AGAIN ;
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)
STC( _b->tcolor ) ;
SBC( _b->bkcolor > ;
LOC( _b->row+ sel+l, _b->col+2 ) ;
OTXT( _b->s[_sel] ) ;
STC( _tc );







k = getch() ;
if( _k != 0 )
return( _k );
else(
k = getch() ;
k <<= 8 ;
/*









#define GS WIDTH 256
#define _OVERWRITE 1
#define INSERT 2
int GetString( char *_s, int _field_width )
(
char _sbuff [_GS_WIDTH], _sdisp [_GS_WIDTH ] ;
struct rccoord rc;
int -i, _j, _k, _insert_mode, _pbuff, _pdisp, _ps;
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/* */
/* Initialize Variables */
/, .... ,/
_rc = _gettextposition () ;
--ps = 0; /* _s[] index */
-pbuff = 0; /* _sbuff[] index */
-pdisp = 0; /* _sdisp[] index */
/_ . __- ,/
/* Set Cursor to Default */
/, ..... ,/
insert mode = OVERWRITE;
_settextcursor( 0x0007 );
/, --- ,/
/* Copy String to Local Buffer */
/, --- ,/
_9 = strlen( _s ) ;
if( _j < _field_width )(
do
_s[_j] = ' ';
while
( _j++ < field width ) ;
_s[_j] = '\0';
)
strncpy( _sbuff, _s, _GS_WIDTH ) ;
/* *I
/* Copy String to Print Buffer */
I* *I
"% *S" field width, _sprintf( _sdisp, . , _ _ s ) ;
I* *I
/* Print String */
/, ...... ,/
OTXT( _sdisp ) ;
LOC( _rc. row, _rc. col ) ;
/, ....................................,/








case INSERT: if( _insert_mode == _INSERT )(
insert mode = OVERWRITE;
settextcursor( 0x0007 ) ;
)
else{
insert mode = INSERT;
_settextcursor( 0x0607 ) ;
)
goto _SWITCH_AGAIN;





strcat( &_sbuff[_pbuff], ) ;
strcat( &_sdisp[_pdisp], " " );
LOC( _rc.row, _rc.col + _pdisp );
OTXT( &_sdisp[_pdisp] ) ;
LOC( _rc.row, _rc.col + _pdisp );
goto _SWITCH_AGAIN;
case ESC: settextcursor( 0x0607 ) ;
strcpy( _sdisp, _s ) ;
LOC (_rc.row,_rc.col);
OTXT( _sdisp ) ;
CURSOR ON ;
return( _k ) ;
case CR: settextcursor( 0x0607 ) ;
for( _i = 0; _sdisp[_i] == ' '; ++_i ) ;
strcpy( _s, &_sdisp[_i] ) ;
CURSOR ON ;
return( 0 );
case LEFT_ARROW: if( _pbuff != 0 )
--_pbu f f ;
if( _pdisp l= 0 )
--_pdisp ;
else(
"% *s" field width,sprintf( _sdisp, . , _ _
OTXT( _sdisp ) ;
)
LOC( _rc.row, _rc.col + _pdisp ) ;
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goto _SWITCH_AGAIN ;
case RIGHT ARROW: if( _pbuff < (_GS_WIDTH-l))
-- ++_pbuf f ;
if(" _pdisp < _field_width )
++_pdisp ;
else( "% *s" field width,
sprintf( _sdisp, • , _ _
LOC( _rc. row, rc. col ) ;
strcat( &_sbuff[_pbuff-l], " " _ ;
strcat( &_sdisp[_pdisp-l], " " ) ;
OTXT( _sdisp ) ;
)
LOC( _rc. row, _rc.col + _pdisp ) ;
goto _SWITCH_AGAIN ;
case BACKSPACE: if( _pbuff > 0 ) --_pbuff;
if( _pdisp > 0 ) --_pdisp;
strcpy( &_sbuff[_pbuff], &_sbuff[_pbuff+
strcpy( &_sdisp[_pdisp], &_sdisp[_pdisp+
strcat( &_sbuff[_pbuff], " " ) ;
strcat( &_sdisp[_pdisp], " " ) ;
LOC( _rc.row, _rc-c°l + _pdisp ) ;
OTXT( &_sdisp[_pdisp] ) ;
LOC( _rc.row, rc.col + _pdisp ) ;
goto _SWITCH_AGAIN ;
case HOME: _pbuff -= _pdisp;
_pdisp = 0 ;
LOC( _rc. row, _rc. col ) ;
goto _SWITCH_AGAIN ;
case END: _pbuff += ( (_field_width- 1 ) -_pdis
_pdisp = _field_width - i;
LOC( _rc.row, _rc.col + _pdisp ) ;
goto _SWITCH_AGAIN ;
case CTRL HOME: _pbuff = 0;
_pdisp = 0;
strncpy( _sdisp, _sbuff, _field_width );
LOC(_rc.row,_rc.col);
OTXT( _sdisp );
LOC(_rc.row, rc. col) ;
goto _SWITCH_AGAIN ;
default: for( _i=0; _i<8; ++_i ) (
if( _k == active_key[_i] ) (
_settextcursor( 0x0607 ) ;
/*** This was added
for( _i = 0; _sdisp[_i] == ' '; ++_i
strcpy( _s, &_sdisp[_i] ) ;
***/J
/*** This was removed ***/
strcpy( _sdisp, _s ) ;
LOC (_rc. row, _rc. col) ;
OTXT( _sdisp ) ;
CURSOR ON ;
return( _k ) ;
)
)
if( isprint( _k ) ) (
if( (_insert_mode == _OVERWRITE) && (_
_sbuff[_pbuff] = _k;
_sdisp[_pdisp] = _k;
outchar( _k ) ;




if( _pdisp == (_field width-l) )
LOC( _rc. row, _rc. col+(_field_widt
)
if( (_insert_mode == _INSERT) && (_pd
i = _pbuff ;
while(_sbuff[++_i] !='\0') ;
if( _i < (_GS_WIDTH-I)) (
do(




( _i >= _pbuff ) ;
_sbuff[_pbuff] = _k;
sprintf( &_sdisp[_pdisp], "%.*s",
LOC( _rc.row, _rc.col + _pdisp );











int GetInt( int *_int, int _n, int--mode )
(
int _i, _k, _d;
char _s [128 ] ;
struct rccoord rc;
rc = _gettextposition() ;
/* */
/* Conve_h Existing Integer to String */
/ * */
i
if( (_mode == _REPLACE)II (_mode == _DISPLAY) )
"%-*d" n * int ) ;sprintf( _s, , _ , _
J
else if( _mode == _NEW )(
for( _k = 0; k < n; ++ k )




i else return( -i );
/* *I
i /* Get String */
I* *I
GS:
LOC( _rc. row, _rc. col ) ;
if ( _mode != DISPLAY )





switch( _k ) {
case ESC: return( _k ) ;
case O: if( BlankString(s) )
return (-I) ;
else(
_d = atoi( _s );
"%-*d" n d ) ;sprintf( _s, , _ , _
_s[_n] = '\0';
* int = d ;
LOC( _rc. row, _rc. col ) ; OTXT( _s ) ;
LOC( _rc.row, _rc.col ) ;
return( 0 ) ;
)
default: for( _i=0; _i<8; ++ i ) {












_rc = _gettextposition() ;
/*
/* Convert Existing Float to String if _REPLACE_FLOAT
if( (_mode == _REPLACE)II (_mode =-_DISPLAY))
"%-*f" n * f ) ;sprintf( _s, , _ , _
/ * ,/
/*/* Create Blank String if _NEW_FLOAT */*/ i
if( _mode == _NEW ) {
for( _k = 0; _k < _n; ++_k )
12
"I". _th





/, Return -l if Mode ERROR
.... */
/* .....
if( (_mode != _REPLACE) && (_mode)= _NEW) && (-mode != _DISPLAY
return (-i) ;
/, ......... */
/* Get String */
/, ......... ..... */
GF :
LOC( _rc.row, _rc. col );
if( (_mode == NEW) I I (-mode == _REPLACE) )
k = GetString( _s, _n ) ;
if ( _mode == _DISPLAY )
k = O;
switch( _k ) (
case ESC: return( _k ) ;
case O: if(BlankString(_s) )
return (-I) ;
else(
d = atof( _s ) ;
,,% ,f" n d );sprintf( _s, - , _ , _
_s [_n] = '\0';
, f= d;
LOC( _rc. row, _rc. col ) ; OTXT( _s ) ;
LOC( _rc. row, _rc. col ) ;
return( 0 );
)-
default: for( i=0; i<8; ++ i )(
















for( _i=0; i<7; ++_i )
active_key[_i] =-i;




if( _kl -= 0 )
return(-l) ;
else
active key[l] = _kl;




















if( _k7 == 0 ) I
return(-l) ;
else





int outchar( int _k )
{
char _s [2 ] ;
si0] = k;
-s[l] = 7\0';




int _i, _r, _c;
static char ,start_up_msg[4] = {
,, Babcock & Wilcox ",
,, AMTEC Applied Measurement Technologies "
-- I
,, Sulfur and Ash Analyzer ",
,, Copyright (C) 1990, The Babcock & Wilcox Company "
);
for( _i=0, _r=2, _c=(80-strlen(start_up_msg[0]))/2; _i<4; ++_i )
LOC( _r++, _c ) ;
OTXT ( start_up_msg[_i] ) ;
)
LOC( ++_r, _c );
return(-l) ;
)




while( isspace( _s[_i++] ) );






/* SA.H, DOE S & ASH ANALYZER, B&W RDD 4554
/* ....










#define ADC struct adc
extern short default textcolor;
extern long default_bkcolor;
extern _ADC opadc, opadcbk, h4adc, aux;
extern float rp3_lo_set, rp3_hi_set, mp3, bp3, rp3_max, p3 vol;
extern float rp4_target, rp4_max, mp4, bp4, p4 vol;
extern float lh4 io limit, lh4_hi_limit, lh4_target, h4_sig, h4_level
extern float xsolids[], ysignal[], opacity_weight;
extern int increase_p3_t;
extern int background t;
extern int read_opacity_t;
extern int flush t;
extern int decrease_p3_t;
extern int rp3_flush bits;
extern float percent_solids, p4_cal_rate;




#define BOX STRING MAX 16
#define BOX struct box
















#define CURSOR_ON _displaycursor (_GCURSORON)
#de f ine CURSOR_OFF _d isp iaycursor (_GCURSOROFF)
#define LOC (a, b) _settextposition (a, b)
#define STC (c) _settextcolor ((short) c)
#define SBC (c) _setbkcolor ( (long) c)
#define OTXT (t) _outtext (t)
#de fine CLS _cl earscreen (0 )
#de fine CRS \xl 1\xc4 \xd9
/* -- ( PIO-24 Parallel Port )
#define PIO INSTALLED 1
#define PIO BASE 0x348
#define PA- PIO BASE
#de fine PB PIO--BASE+ 1
#de fine PC PIO-BASE+ 2
#define PIO CONTROL PIO-BASE+3
#define Vl OPEN 1
#define -Vl-CLOSE 0
#define -VI--DEFAULT 0
/* ( DDA-06 D/A Converter )
#define DAC INSTALLED 1
#define DDA06 BASE 0x350
#define P3DAC L8 DDA06 BASE
#de fine P3 DAC-H4 DDA06-BAS E+ 1
m
#define P4DAC L8 DDA06 BASE+2
#de fine P4 DAC-H4 DDAO 6-BAS E+ 3
#define STRIP CHART L8 DDA06 BASE+6
#d e fine STRI P-CHART-H 4 DDA 06-BAS E+ 7
#define P3 LO 19
#define P3--11I 18
#define P4 LO 17
#define P4--HI 16





#define ADC H8 DAS8PGA_BASE+I
#define ADC-STATUS DAS8PGA BASE+2
#define ADC_STATUS_AND_GAIN DAS8PGA_BASE+3 /, Read
#define ADC_START_8_BIT DAS8PGA_BASE
#define ADC START_I2_BIT DAS8PGA_BASE+I
#define ADC-CONTROL DAS8PGA BASE+2
#define ADC_GAIN_CONTROL DASSPGA_BASE+3 /, Write
#define ADC BITS 4096.0
#define ADC-RANGE i0.0
#define ADC_OFFSET 2048.0
#define ADC_GAIN_CONTROL_BYTE 0 /* 5 Volts Bipol
#de fine BI POLAR_5V 0
#define BIPOLAR_I 0V 8
#define UNIPOLAR_I0V 9
#define GAIN_I Oxff










/* DOE S & ASH ANALYZER, B&W RDD 4554
************************************************************************
#include < StdIo.H >
#include < Conio.H >
#include < Colors.H >
#include < Graph.H >
#include <Keys. H >
#include <Time. H >
#include "Sa.H"
#include "Proto. H"
int StripChartOut( float _volts );




char *_cb = " Value out of range Calibration Boy ";










#define TIME COL 0
#define FMI RATE COL 5
#define SOLIDS COL 15
#define BKGRND COL 25




int _i, _j, _r, c, _fmi, _nfmi, _graphics_mode;
int _gxl, _gx2, _gyl, _gy2, _xl, _yl;
time_t _start t, _current t, _prey_t;
float _new_bk, _old_bk, new_opac, _old opac, _max_opacity;
char _buff[128];
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struct videoconfig _vc, _vc_sav;
_getvideoconfig( &_rc_say ) ;
if ( _setvideomode( _ERESCOLOR ) ) {
_getvideoconfig( & vc ) ;
_graphics_mode = _ERESCOLOR;
_gxl = 2 * (_vc.numxpixels / 3 ) - 64;
_gx2 = vc.numxpixels - 1;
_gy i = 0 ;






printf( "Mode: %d\n", _graphics_mode ) ;
printf( "Text Rows: %d\n", _vc.numtextrows ) ;
printf( "Text Columns: %d\n", _vc.numtextcols );
printf( "X Pixels: %dkn", _vc.numxpixels );






new bk - 0.0;




/* Print Header ,/
/* ..... ,/
STC (_Light_Green) ;
LOC( _r=l, _c=l ) ;
/* 1 2 3 4 5
/* 12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234 5678901234567
OTXT( "Time FMI rate Solids Bkgrnd Opacity" );
++ r;
if ( _graphics_mode == _ERESCOLOR ) (
/*
CLS ;
for( _i=O, _gxl=lO, _gx2=10, _gyl=10, _gy2=100;
1-80
i< VC. numcolors ;
++_i, _gxl+=10, _gx2+=10 )(
setcolor (_i) ;
moveto( _gxl, _gyl ) ;




moveto( _gxl, _gyl ) ;
lineto( _gx2, _gyl ) ;
--lineto( _gx2, _gy2 ) ;
lineto( _gxl, _gy2 ) ;
-lineto( _gxl, _gyl ) ;
-_moveto( _gxl, _gy2 ) ;
setcolor( _Blue ) ;
-floodfill( (_gxl+l), (_gyl+l), _Bright_White ) ;
-setcliprgn( _gxl, _gyl, _gx2, _gy2 ) ;
)
..... *//* ------
/* Open Data File */
/, */
if( BlankString( name_out ) ) {
strcpy( name_out, "CalData. Prn" ) ;
strcpy( test_title, "Default Test Data" ) ;
)
_df = fopen( name_out, "wt" );
if( df == NULL ) {
setvideomode( _vc_sav.mode ) ;
return(0) ;
)
fprintf( _df, "\"%s\"\n\n", test_title ) ;
fprintf( _df, "\" Bits\",\" FMI Rate\",\" Solids\",\" Bk
/, ..... ,/
/* Read FMI Pump rates from file */
/, ............ */
aoc = fopen( "OpacCal. Prn", "rt" ) ;
if( _aoc == NULL ) (
setvideomode ( _rc_say.mode ) ;
return(0) ;
}
"%f %f " &percent solids, &p4 cal rate ); *//* fscanf( _aoc, , _ _ _
1-81
for( _fmi = 0; (!feof(_aoc)) && (_fmi<100) ; ++_fmi ) {
fscanf( _aoc, "%d %f ", &_fmi .....bits[ fmi], & fmi rate[ fmi] );
)
fclose (_aoc) ;
nfmi = fmi ;
/, --- */
/* Calculate Solids Array */
/, ....... */
/*
sprintf( _buff, "Percent Solids: %10.3f", percent_solids );
LOC( ++ r, _c=10 );
OTXT( _buff ) ;
"P4 Rate: %10.3f"sprintf( _buff, , p4_cal_rate ) ;
LOC( ++ r, _c=10 );
OTXT( _buff ) ;
*/
for( _fmi=0, ++_r, _c=10; _f_i < _nfmi; ++_fmi ) {
solids[_fmi] = p4_cal_rate / ( p4_cal_rate + _fmi_rate[_fmi]
--solids[_fmi] *= percent_solids;
"%10d" _fmi_bits[_fmi] ) ;sprintf( _buff,
LOC( _r + _fmi, FMI_RATE_COL ) ;
OTXT( _buff ) ;
"%10.4f" _solids[_fmi] ) ;sprintf( _buff,
LOC( _r + _fmi, SOLIDS_COL ) ;












/* Set FMI Pump to rp3_flush_bits */
/* Set Peristaltic Pump to 0 */





SetP3( ((float)rp3_flush_bits/4095.0) * rp3_max ) ;
SetP4(0.0) ;
SetVl (_VI_CLOSE) ;
LOC(_r, FMI RATE COL );
sprintf( buff W%10d" rp3_flush bits ) ;
OTXT( _buff ) ;
LOC( r, SOLIDS_COL ) ;
"%10.4f" solids[_fmi] ) ;sprintf( _buff, , _
OTXT( _buff ) ;
/* */
/* Wait for flush_t */
I* */
time( &_start_t ) ;
_prev_t = start_t- IL;
do(
time (&_current_t) ;
LOC( r, TIME COL );m
sprintf( _buff, "%4Ld", flush_t - (_current_t-_start_t) ) ;
OTXT( _buff ) ;
if( _current_t != _prev_t ) (
_prev_t = _current_t;
)






( (_current_t- _start_t) < flush_t );
/, - ,I
/* Read Background for background_t */
/ * ,/
SetP3( ( (float)_fmi_bits[ fmi]/4095.0) * rp3_max ) ;
LOC(_r, FMI_RATE COL ) ;
sprintf( _buff, _[%10d", _fmi_bits[_fmi] ) ;




time( & start t );
_prev_t = _start_t - IL;
do(
time (&_current_t) ;
ReadADC( &opadcbk ) ;
/*
#ifndef ADC INSTALLED
opadcbk.volts = (short) ( (_current_t-_start_t) * 5.0 ) ;
#endif
*/
_new_bk = opadcbk.volts ;
new bk += old bk * ( opacity_weight - 1.0 );
_new_bk /= opacity_weight ;
old bk = new bk;
LOC( _r, TIME_COL ) ;
"%4Ld" background t - ( current t- start t) )sprintf ( buff, , .....
OTXT( _buff ) ;
LOC( _r, BKGRND_COL ) ;
"%10 3f" new bk ) ;sprintf( _buff, . , _ _
OTXT( _buff ) ;
strip_volts = (_new_bk + 10.0) * 4095.0 / 20.0;
StripChartOut( strip_volts ) ;
if( _current_t != _prev_t )(
_prev_t = _current_t ;
)






( (_current_t - _start_t) < background_t );
/, .... ,/
/* Set FMI Pump to _fmi_bits[] */
/_ Set Peristaltic Pump to p4_cal_rate */
/* Open Valve */
/, .... ,/
SetP3( ( (float)_fmi_bits[_fmi] / 4095.0 ) * rp3_max ) ;





LOC(_r, FMI_RATE COL );
sprintf ( _buff, _%10d", _fmi_bits[_fmi] ) ;
OTXT( _buff ) ;
I* */





_prev_t = _start_t - IL;
do(
time(&_current_t) ;
ReadADC( &opadc ) ;
I*
#ifndef ADC INSTALLED




new_opac = opadc, volts ;
new_opac += _old_opac * ( opacity_weight - 1.0 ) ;
new_opac /= opacity_weight;
old_opac = _new_opac ;
LOC( _r, TIME COL );
sprintf( _buff, "%4Ld", read_opacity_t - (....current t- start t)
OTXT( _buff ) ;
LOC( _r, OPAC COL ) ;
_ "%10.3f" (_new_opac - new bk) ) ;sprintf ( buff, , _ _
OTXT( _buff ) ;
strip_volts = (_new_opac - new bk + i0.0) * 4095.0 / 20.0;
StripChartOut( strip_volts );
if( _current_t v.= _prev_t )(
_prev_t = _current_t ;
)






( (_current_t - _start_t) < read_opacity_t ) ;
/, ............ .,,/
/* Store to file */
/, ..... ,/
fprintf( _df,









if ( _graphics_mode == _ERESCOLOR ) (
if( _fmi == 0 ) (
_max_opacity = 1.25 * (_new_opac -_new_bk );
if( max_opacity < 0.0 )
_max_opacity = 1.0;
)
_xl = (float)_gxl + ( ( (float)_fmi + 1.0 ) / ((float)_nfmi +
_yl = (float)_gy2- (_new_opac-_new_bk) * ( (float)_gy2- (fl¢
#ifndef ADC INSTALLED
_yl = (_gy2- _gyl ) / ( (float) (_nfmi- _fmi) + 1.25 );
#endif
_setcolor( _Light_Cyan ) ;
if( _fmi == 0 )
_moveto( _xl, _yl ) ;
else
_lineto( _xl, _yl ) ;
_setcolor( _Bright_White ) ;
_ellipse( _GBORDER, (_xl-3) , (_yl-3) , (_xl+3) , (_yl+3)) ;
)
/, - ,/









LOC( 25, i );
CURSOR ON ;
sprintf( _buff, "Exit Auto-Calibration (Y/N) " ) ;







OTXT( " " ) ;
)
)







SetP3( 0.0 ) ;
SetP4( 0.0 ) ;




setvideomode( _vc_sav.mode ) ;
return (-I) ;
)






int _r, _c, _b;
char _buff [16] ;
_rc = _gettextposition() ;
tc = _gettextcolor() ;
_bk = _getbkcolor() ;
if( (_port >- DDA06_BASE) && (_port <- DDA06_BASE+0xf) )(
_r = _port - DDA06_BASE;




_ "0x%04x" --port & 0xfffe );sprintf ( buff,
LOC(_r, 60) ;
OTXT( _buff ) ;
)
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( _port, _databyte ) ;
#endif
_b = (_port & i) << i;
c = 70 - b;
LOC( _r, _c );
STC( Yellow ) ;
_ "%02x" databyte ) ;sprintf ( buff, , _











int _chan, bits ;
float _volts [6 ] ;







printf ( ..\nChannel: ") ; scanf ( "%d" & chan ) ;
if( _chan == -I )
break;
: e --
printf( "Output Value ") ; scanf( "%d" & bits )





outp((unsigned) (DDA06 BASE + 2 * chan), bits & 0xff );










int -chan, _bits, _op_bk;
float volts [6] ;
char buff[256];
int _p3_bits, _p4_bits ;
float _p3_ma, _p4_volts ;
float _p3_ml, _p4_ml ;
float _temp_f ;
int _valve_toggle; _ temp opacity w
float _new_opac, _old_opac, _opac_bk, _old bk, _ _ _
.... -.... ,/
i, ......... ,i
/, Initialize ,/u I...._ w
I*
_p3_bits = 0;
_p4_bits = 0 ;
_valve_toggle = 0;





old bk = 0.0;
_temp_opacity_weight = opacity_weight;
SetVl ( _valve_toggle ) ;
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( (unsigned)P3DAC_L8, 0 );
outp((unsigned) P3DAC_H4, 0 );
outp( (unsigned)P4DAC_L8, 0 ) ;
outp( (unsigned)P4DAC_H4, 0 );
#endif
/, - ,/
/* Display Screen */
/, - ,/
SBC( _Blue ) ;




LOC( 8, i0 );
STC( _Light_Cyan ) ;
outtext( "Digital/Analog Output" );
STC( _Light_Green ) ;
/* 1 2 3 4
01234567890123456789012345678901234567.
LOC(10,10) ; _outtext( "Peristaltic Pump: 0000 Bits "
LOC(II,IO) ; _outtext( "FMI Pump: 0000 Bits "
LOC(12,10) ; _outtext( "Valve (0:Normal/l) : 0000 "
LOC(13,10) ; _outtext( "Weight Factor: 00.0 "
STC ( _Bright_White ) ;
LOC(24, i0) ;
OTXT( "<Fi-Enter Variables> <F2-Read Opacity> <F3-Read Backgrc
LOC (25, i0) ;
OTXT( "<ESC - Return to Main Menu>" );
LOC(I0,30) ; GetInt( &_p4_bits, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC(II,30) ; GetInt( &_p3_bits, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC(12,30) ; GetInt( &_valve_toggle, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC(13,30) ; GetFloat( &opacity_weight, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
I, - ,I







SetActiveKeys( FKEY2, FKEY3, UP_ARROW, DOWN_ARROW, ESC, 0 ) ;
/, ......... */
/, Peristaltic Pump Rate */
/, ..... -...... */
XXXl: LOC(10,30) ;
i = GetInt( & p4_bits, 7, _REPLACE ) ;
if((_i==0). && ((_p4_bits<0) II (_p4_bits>4095)) )(
LOC (15, I0) ;
SBC (_Red) ;







OTXT( _bl ) ;
)
switch (_i) (
case 0: if( _p4_bits > 4095 )
_p4_bits = 4095 ;
if( _p4_bits < 0 )
_p4_bits = 0 ;
LOC (i0,30) ;
GetInt( &_p4_bits, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
/*
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( (unsigned)P4DAC_L8, _p4_bits & 0




case ESC: goto _DAC_OUT_EXIT;
case UP ARROW: goto XXX4;
case FKEY2 : _op_bk = 1 ;
goto DISP_OP;





/* FMI Pump Rate */
/, --- ,/
XXX2: LOC(II,30) ;
_i = GetInt( &_p3_bits, 7, _REPLACE ) ;
if((_i==0) && ((_p3_bits<0) II (_p3_bits>4095)) )(
LOC(15,i0);
SBC (_Red) ;










case 0: if( _p3_bits > 4095 )
_p3_bits = 4095;
if( _p3_bits < 0 )
_p3_bits = 0;
LOC(11,30) ;
GetInt( &_p3_bits, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
/*
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( (unsigned)P3DAC_L8, _p3_bits & 0




case ESC: goto _DAC_OUT_EXIT ;
case UP ARROW: goto XXX1;
case FKEY2: op_bk = 1;
goto DISP_OP;









i = GetInt( &_valve_toggle, 7, _REPLACE ) ;
if( _valve_toggle !- 0 )(
_valve_toggle = 1 ;
LOC (12,30) ;




case ESC: goto _DAC_OUT_EXIT;
case UP ARROW: goto XXX2 ;
case FKEY2 : _op_bk = 1 ;
goto DISP_OP;





/* Opacity Weight */
/, */
XXX4: LOC(13,30) ;
i = GetFloat ( &opacity_weight, 7, _REPLACE ) ;
if( (_i==0) && ( (opacity_weight<0) II (opacity_weight>l
LOC(15,10) ;
SBC(_Red) ;











case ESC: goto _DAC_OUT_EXIT ;
case UP ARROW: goto XXX3 ;
case FKEY2 : _op_bk = 1 ;
goto DISP_OP;













LOC(19,10) ; OTXT( " Voltage:" ) ;
LOC(19,30) ; OTXT( " Bckgrnd:" ) ;
LOC(19,50) ; OTXT( " Opacity:" ) ;




/* Metering Pump ON ,/
/* -- ,/
LOC(II,30) ;
GetInt( &_p3_bits, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
@ifdef DAC_INSTALLED
outp( (unsigned)P3DAC L8, _p3_bits & 0xff );
outp( (unsigned)P3DAC-H4, (_p3_bits & 0xf00) >> 8 ) ;
#endif
/ * ,/
/* Set up for Read Background ,/
I* ,/
if( _op_bk == 0 ) (
/* .... ,/




GetInt( & valve_toggle, 7, DISPLAY ) ;
SetVl( _valve toggle ) ;
/*








outp( (unsigned)P4DAC_L8, _i & 0xff ) ;




/* Set up for Read Opacity */
I* *I
else(
I* " -- */




GetInt ( &_valve_toggle, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
SetVl ( _valve_toggle ) ;
/, -- ,/
/* Peristaltic Pump ON */
/* */
LOC(10,30) ;
GetInt( &_p4_bits, 7, _DISPLAY ) ;
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( (unsigned)P4DAC_L8, _p4_bits & 0xff ) ;




/* Read Loop */
I* */
while(!kbhit() )(
if( _op_bk == 1 ) (
ReadADC( &opadc ) ;
_old opac = _new_opac;
_new_opac = opadc.volts;
_new_opac += ( opacity_weight- 1.0 ) * _old_opac;
_new_opac /= opacity_weight ;
LOC( 20, i0 );
"%10.3f" new opac ) ;sprintf( _buff, , _ _
OTXT( _buff ) ;
17
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LOC( 20, 50 );
_ "%10.3f" new opac - opac_bk );sprintf ( buff, , _ _
OTXT( _buff ) ;
strip_volts = (_new_opac _opac_bk + i0.0) * 4095.0 / 20.0 ;
StripChartOut( strip_volts );
)
if( _op_bk == 0 )(
ReadADC ( &opadcbk ) ;
_old_bk = _opac_bk;
_opac_bk = opadcbk, volts ;
_opac_bk += ( opacity_weight - 1.0 ) * _old_bk;
_opac_bk /= opacity_weight;
LOC( 20, 30 );
"%10.3f" opac bk ) ;sprintf( _buff, , _ _





case ESC: goto _DAC_OUT_EXIT ;
case FKEYI: goto ENTER V;
case FKEY2 : _op_bk = i;
goto DISP OP;





/ * Return ,/
/, -- ./
DAC OUT EXIT:
SetVl ( _VI_DEFAULT ) ;
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( (unsigned) P3DAC_LS, 0 ) ;
outp ((unsigned) P3DAC_H4, 0 ) ;
18
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outp( (unsigned)P4DAC_L8, 0 ) ;
outp( (unsigned)P4DAC_H4, 0 ) ;
#endif





int SetP3( float _rate )
{
/, ............ ,/
/* Set Metering Pump Flow Rate */
I* ...... *I
int bits, _18, _h4;
if( _rate > rp3_max )
return(0) ;
if( rate < 0.0 )
return(0) ;
_$p3_rate = _rate;
_bits = ( _rate / rp3_max ) * 4095.0;
/*
LOC(25,1) ;
printf( "P3".%4d"_ (_bits & 0xfff_ ) ;
*/
_18 = (_bits & 0xff) ;
_h4 = ( (_bits & 0xr00) >> 8 ) ;
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( P3DAC_LS, _18 ) ;














int SetVl ( int _open_close )
(
#ifdef PIO_INSTALLED














int GetVl ( )
(
return( _$vl ) ;
)




/* Set Peristaltic Pump Flow Rate ,/
I* ,/
/* Note: Pump control voltage is ,/
/* 0-5 Volts DC. D/A Converter must ,/
/* be set to 5 Volt Unipolar Range. ,/
/* .... ,/
int _bits, _18, _h4;
if( _rate > rp4_max )
return(0) ;





bits = ( _rate / rp4_max ) * 4095.0;
/*
LOC(25,10) ;
printf( "P4:%4d", (_bits & 0xfff) ) ;
*/
18 = (_bits & Oxff) ;
-h4 = ( (_bits & Oxf00) >> 8 ) ;
#ifdef DAC_INSTALLED
outp( P4DAC_L8, _18 ) ;







h4adc.fs bits = 4096.0;
h4adc.b offset = 0.0;
h4adc.v-offset = h4adc.b_offset * h4adc.v_range / h4adc.fs_bits




opadc.fs bits = 4096.0;
opadc.b offset = 2048.0;





opadcbk.fs bits = 4096.0;
opadcbk.b offset = 2048.0;





aux. fs bits = 4096.0;
aux.b offset = 2048.0;





aux. n : 1 ;
return (-i) ;
)
inr ReadADC( _ADC *_a )
(
int _h8, _14, _bits, _stat, _i;
long _sum;
I, ........... ,I
/* Select Gain and Channel */
I, ....... *I
#ifdef ADC INSTALLED
outp( ADC_GAIN_CONTROL, _a->gain );
outp ( ADC_CONTROL, _a->channel ) ;
#endif
I, --- ,I
/* Sum n conversions */
I, .......... ,I
for( _i=_a->n, _sum=0; _ii-0; --_i ) (
#ifdef ADC INSTALLED
outp( ADC_START_I2_BIT, 0 );
do
_stat = inp( ADC_STATUS );
while
( _stat & 0x80 );
_14 = inp( ADC_L4 ) ;
_hS = inp( ADC_H8 );
#endif
_sum += ( ( _14 >> 4 ) I ( _hS << 4 ) ) ;
)
_a->volts = _sum / (float)_a->n;
a->bits = a->volts ;
a->volts -= a->b offset;






/, FastReadADC assumes that channel & gain */
/, have been selected by caller. */
/, "- */
int h8, _14, _bits, _stat;
#ifdef ADC_INSTALLED
outp( ADC_START_I2_BIT, 0 );
do
stat = inp( ADC_STATUS );
while
( _stat & 0x80 );
14 = inp( ADC_L4 ) ;
hS = inp( ADC_HS );
#endif
return( ( _14 >> 4 ) I ( _h8 << 4 ) ) ;
}
int StripChartOut( float _volts ) (
inr bits;
bits = volts;
if( _bits > 4095 )
bits = 4095;
if( _bits < 0 )
bits = 0;
#ifdef DAC INSTALLED
outp( STRIP CHART L8, (_bits & 0xff) );







/* SetUp. C, DOE S & ASH ANALYZER, B&W RDD 4554
/, ********************************************************************
#include < Graph.H >
#include < Colors.H >
#include < Stdio.H >
#include < StdLib.H >
#include < String.H >
#include < Dos.H >
#include < Io.H >
#include < Keys.H >
#include "Sa.H"
#include "Proto.H"
#define TEST TITLE LENGTH 32
#define NAME OUT LENGTH 32
char test_title[TEST TITLE_LENGTH];
char name_out [NAME_OUT_LENGTH ] ;
SetUp()
(












LOC( _r, _c ); outtext( "Setup Routine: " );
STC (_Light_Green) ;
LOC(++_r, _c ) ; outtext( "Set operating paramaters" ) ;
LOC(++_r, _c ) ; _outtext( "and name files." ) ;
I* -- ,I







STC ( _Light_Green ) ;
LOC( _r+=2, _c+2 ) ; _outtext( "Name the output file to" ) ;
LOC( ++_r, _c+2 ) ; _outtext( "which data will be stored: " ) ;
STC( _Black ); SBC( _Light_Cyan );
GetString( name_out, NAME_OUT_LENGTH-2 );
for( _i = NAME_OUT LENGTH- 3; name_out[_i] == ' '; --_i );
name_out[++_i] = '\0';
_splitpath( name_out, _drive, _dir, _fname, _ext ) ;
if( _drive[0] == '\0' ) (
_dos_getdrive( &_ui );
switch( _ui ){
_ "a "case I: strcpy( drive, : ) ; break;
_ "B:" ) ; break;case 2: strcpy( drive,
_ "C :"case 3: strcpy( drive, ) ; break;
: -- 'tD: ,,case 4 strcpy( drive, ) ; break;




_makepath( name_out, _drive, dir, _fname, _ext ) ;
LOC( _r+=2, _c ) ;
SBC (_Blue) ;
/, .......... ,/
/* Check for RESERVED FILE NAME */
/, .......... ,/
if( Is_Reserved_File( name_out ) )(
STC( _Bright_White ) ;
_ "\"%s\" is a reserved file name." name out );sprintf ( buff,
_outtext ( _buff ) ;
gc() ;
_j=0 ;
while( _buff[_j] i= '\0' )
buff[_j++] - . ..-- F
LOC( _r, _c );
_outtext ( _buff ) ;
II II
strcpy( name_out, ) ;
I-I04
_r = _rcgofn.row;




/* If output file exists, overwrite ? */
I* */
if( access( name_out, 00 ) == 0 )(
STC( _Bright_White ) ;
sprintf ( buff, "\"%s\" Already Exists, Overwrite (Y/N) _. ", n
_outtext( _buff ) ;
i = gc() ;
__j=O ;
while( _buff[_j] l= '\0' )
buff[_j++]- ' '"
LOC( r. _c );
_outtext( _buff ) ;
if((_i=='n') II (_i=='N'))(
I! I!
strcpy( name_out, ) ;
_r = _rcgofn.row;





/* Display output filename */
/. ....... ,/
STC( _Bright_White ) ;
LOC( r, _c ); outtext ( "Output filename: " ) ;
STC ( _Light_Cyan ) ;
LOC( _r, _c+18 ) ; _outtext( name out ) ;
I. - ,I
/* Input Title of Test */
/. - .I
LOC( _r+=2, _c+2 ) ; STC( _Light_Green ) ;
sprintf( _buff, "Title of Test: " ) ;
I-I05
_outtext( _buff ) ;
STC( _Black ) ; SBC( Light Cyan );
GetStrlng( test_title, TEST_TITLE_LENGTH-2 );
/* ....................................,/
/* Print Variable Descriptions */
/* ....................................,/
STC (_Light_Green) ; SBC(_Blue) ; CLS ;
/* 1 2 3 4 5
/* 456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567}
LOC(2,4) ; OTXT("Rate at which dilution pump will be operated
LOC (3,4) ; OTXT(" when not taking opacity measurments : 000.00 mL/min.
LOC(5,4) ; OTXT("Rate at which dilution pump will be operated during op_
LOC(6,4) ; OTXT(" measurments and second flush period: 000.00 mL/min.
LOC(8,4) ; OTXT("Rate at which dilution pump will be operated during op_
LOC( 9,4); OTXT(" sensor auto-calibrate flush period: 3240 bits.");
LOC(II,4) ; OTXT("Length of time (seconds) for each opacity reading
LOC(12,4) ; OTXT(" period:
LOC(14,4) ; OTXT(" Increase P3 0000 seconds") ;
LOC(15,4) ; OTXT(" Read Background 0000 seconds") ;
L0C(16,4) ; OTXT(" Read Opacity 0000 seconds") ;
LOC(17,4) ; OTXT(" Flush 0000 seconds") ;
LOC (18,4) ; OTXT(" Decrease P3 0000 seconds") ;
LOC(20,4); OTXT(" Solids 0.000 \%" ) ;
LOC(21,4) ; OTXT(" P4 Cal. Rate 0.000 mL/min." ) ;
L0C(14,40) ; OTXT( "Solids Equation Coefficients:" ) ;
LOC(15,40) ; OTXT( " B0" ) ;
LOC(16,40); OTXT( " Bl" );
LOC(17,40); OTXT( " B2" );
/* ................ ,/
/* Print Active Keys ,/
/* ............................ ,/
STC(_Bright_White) ; SBC(_Blue) ;
LOC( 24, 2 ) ; outtext(
"< DownArrow =--Next Cell > < UpArrow = Previous Cell >" );
LOC( 25, 2 ) ; _outtext(
"< CR = Enter > < F1 = Accept All >" );
SetActiveKeys( UP_ARROW, DOWN_ARROW, FKEYI );
/_ -- -- m m_mm m--mm mm mm mmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmmm
------ */




STC( _Black ) ; SBC( _Light_Cyan ) ;
LOC( 3, 42 ); GetFloat( &rp3_lo_set, 6, _DISPLAY );
LOC( 6, 42 ) ; GetFloat( &rp3_hi_set, 6, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 9, 42 ) ; GetInt ( &rp3_flush_bits, 5, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 14, 23 ) ; GetInt( &increase_p3_t, 4, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 15, 23 ) ; GetInt( &background_t, 4, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 16, 23 ); GetInt( &read_opacity_t, 4, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 17, 23 ); GetInt( &flush t, 4, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 18, 23 ) ; GetInt ( &decrease_p3_t, 4, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 20, 22 ); GetFloat( &percent_solids, 5, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 21, 22 ) ; GetFloat( &p4_cal_rate, 5, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 15, 45 ) ; GetFloat( &b0, i0, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 16, 45 ) ; GetFloat( &bl, I0, _DISPLAY ) ;
LOC( 17, 45 ) ; GetFloat( &b2, 10, _DISPLAY ) ;
XXI: LOC( 3, 42 ) ;
switch( GetFloat( &rp3_lo_set, 6, _REPLACE ) ){
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP ARROW: goto XXI3;
)
XX2: LOC( 6, 42 ) ;
switch( GetFloat( &rp3_hi_set, 6, _REPLACE ) )(
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP ARROW: goto XXI;
)
XX3: LOC( 9, 42 ) ;
switch( GetInt( &rp3_flush_bits, 5, _REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP ARROW: goto XX2;
)
XX4: LOC( 14, 23 ) ;
switch ( GetInt ( &increase_p3_t, 4, _REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP ARROW: goto XX3;
)
XX5: LOC( 15, 23 ) ;
switch ( GetInt ( &background_t, 4, _REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP ARROW: goto XX4 ;
)
XX6: LOC( 16, 23 ) ;
switch ( GetInt( &read_opacity_t, 4, _REPLACE ) )(
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP ARROW: goto XX5;
)
T-I07
XX7: LOC( 17, 23 ) ;
switch( GetInt( &flush_t, 4, _REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI : goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP_ARROW: goto XX6;
)
XX8: LOC( 18, 23 );
switch( Getlnt( &decrease_p3_t, 4, _REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP ARROW: goto XX7 ;l
)
XX9: LOC( 20, 22 ) ;
switch( GetFloat( &percent_solids, 5, REPLACE ) )(
case FKEYI : goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP_ARROW: goto XX8 ;
)
XXI0: LOC( 21, 22 );
switch( GetFloat( &p4_cal rate, 5, REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI : goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP_ARROW: goto XX9 ;
)
XXlI: LOC( 15, 45 ) ;
switch( GetFloat( &b0, i0, REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI : goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP_ARROW: goto XXI0;
)
XXI2: LOC( 16, 45 ) ;
switch( GetFloat( &bl, i0, REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI : goto ACCEPT_ALL;
case UP_ARROW: goto XXll;
)
XXI3: LOC( 17, 45 ) ;
switch( GetFloat( &b2, I0, _REPLACE ) ) (
case FKEYI: goto ACCEPT ALL;
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